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FOREWORD

The United States must improve its ability to cope with low-intensity
conflict. We must become a great deal better at fighting this kind of war.
We may learn quickly, in which case we will be able to cope with low-
intensity conflict in the near-term ; or we may learn slowly, in which case
we will suffer years of frustration .

Low-intensity warfare represents an arena of conflict for today and for
tomorrow. There can be little doubt that it poses important problems for
American interests and policy. And yet, because of the confusion that sur-
rounds the understanding of low-intensity conflict, the United States has
been ill-prepared to face its consequences . This book is a serious effort to
make thinking about low-intensity conflict more understandable and, thus,
more accessible to those who would form our national response to this
pressing issue . It counsels the reader that low-intensity conflict appears in
the guise of proxy warfare, religious extremism, ethnic and racial rivalries,
and on the heels of failed developmental projects . All these events threaten
our friends, our allies, and ourselves .
The Soviet Union and its proxies have come to the conclusion that the

global system is vulnerable to low-intensity conflict . We can therefore ex-
pect more of it. Only when the United States has developed a flexible
capacity to deal with its root causes around the world can we better secure
our own interests and suppress Soviet efforts in this domain.
The present volume takes a significant step toward framing the context

in which a creative set of policies for low-intensity conflict can evolve . We
all have a need to better understand this new, disturbing, and growing
phenomenon . With that need in mind, we highly recommend it .
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PREFACE

In the summer of 1986, the Airpower Research Institute-a directorate
of the Air University Center for Aerospace Doctrine, Research, and Edu-
cation (AUCADRE)-decided to devote a substantial part of its energies
to the question of low-intensity conflict (LIC). This decision came about
in recognition of the changing nature of modern warfare and the need to
transform attitudes toward its theory and practice .
From the very beginning, the study and understanding of low-intensity

conflict has been beset by problems of definition . Is LIC merely an oper-
ational construct that deals with measurable levels of escalating violence,
or is it a concept that depends for its validity on an examination of the
cultures in which it evolves? The task of grappling with the problem fell
to the Political-Military Affairs Division . Without denying the importance
of the former, the division concentrated its efforts on an investigation of
the latter in the belief that an understanding of the LIC environment pro-
vides the key to correct policy assessments . The result is the present volume,
in which each member ofthe division explores the LIC environment in his
particular area of regional specialization .
A common thread ties together the five studies of this collection . Each

study views the persistence with which the bilateral relationship between
the United States and the Soviet Union continues to dominate American
foreign and regional policies . Indeed, the LIC environment has often been
obscured behind a heavy curtain of myth that depicts all low-intensity
conflicts as manifestations of superpower global rivalry. And it is certainly
true that Soviet activities must not be discounted in any discussion of the
LIC potential for instability. But it is also true that such discussions must
recognize the paramount importance of a global diffusion ofmilitary force
and the evolution of a political polycentrism ; LIC policies based on su-
perpower rivalry may be unresponsive to regional issues. The risk is great
that LIC studies will become overly discrete and subject to an unacceptable
reductionism .
These studies analyze the LIC environments in Central Asia, the Middle

East, Southeast Asia, Latin America, and sub-Saharan Africa . For each
region, history, politics, economics, and ideological currents are empha-
sized so as to illustrate best the wide variety of LIC phenomena that affect
the societies under scrutiny . A final study puts into the perspective of a
long-term LIC strategy the implications each contribution draws for US
policies .
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Dr Stephen Blank's study examines low-intensity conflict in Central Asia
from the perspective of three case histories: the Basmachi insurgency of
the 1920s, the Soviet invasions of Iran in 1920-21 and 1941-46, and the
post-1979 struggle between the RedArmy and the Afghan resistance . Using
comparative historical data, Doctor Blank establishes a consistent pattern
of Soviet political, military, and ideological responses to regional insur-
rectional movements. The thrust of his contribution is not on the sources
as much as on the dynamics of conflict . This emphasis enables him to draw
certain conclusions about the ultimate outcome of the Afghan situation
and to take the full measure of future LIC regional environments .

In his study on the Middle East, Dr Lewis Ware argues that Islamism is
the most important factor shaping the present-day LIC environment. Yet,
apart from a common characteristic of protest against the failure of the
Middle Eastern secular state system to provide prosperity and security for
Muslims, Islamism is not ideologically monolithic. Rather, it demonstrates
a wide range of flexible responses on both the strategic and tactical levels
to local conditions . This underscores Islamism's protean nature and the
fact that Khomeinism relates to it in grosso modo more as an inspiration
than as a guiding force . Operating generally as an urban phenomenon with
insurrectionary potential, Islamism poses grave problems for a coordinated

	

_
US regional LIC policy .
Dr Lawrence Grinter, taking up the theme of the state's relationship to

the LIC environment in Southeast Asia, develops an extensive typology of
national reactions to internal and external challenges . Here, LIC manifests
itself across a broad spectrum of interregional and international rivalries
against the background of attempts by individual regimes to contain do-
mestic dissension . What we find in Southeast Asia is perhaps the widest
possible variety of conditions that produce LIC: insurgency of conflicting
political factions in the Philippines; application of state counterterrorism
against enemies in Indonesia; and imperial expansion into Cambodia by
the Vietnamese in the aftermath of the Second Indochina War and the
anarchic civil war between Cambodians of differing political persuasions.
Complicated by the interplay of Soviet, American, and Chinese interests
in a region of growing global importance, the need for priority of objectives,
and clarity about them, is imperative .
Dr Bynum Weathers looks at Latin America and analyzes the history of

its low-intensity conflicts in Nicaragua, Chile, and Peru . He provides a
comprehensive survey of Cubaninvolvement in these struggles . While care-
ful not to overplay the direct influence of Guevarism on the LIC environ-
ment, Doctor Weathers counsels that the Cuban interest in ideological
hegemony in Latin America must always be taken into consideration when
assessing the indigenous factors for upheaval. In his study, the reader will
detect a strong tendency of the regional regimes to filter their experiences
through the prism of Cuban-American-Soviet relations, thus reducing their
ability to deal with the causes of LIC in an autonomous manner. By the
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same token, this tendency also accounts for a significant myopia in the
evolution of US policy.
Dr Thomas Ofcansky advances the provocative thesis that, in sub-Sa-

haran Africa, the LIC environment displays the strong and continual in-
fluence exerted by ethnic rivalries. He argues that colonialism has done
little to mitigate this constant of the African experience other than to mask
its fundamental nature and its threat to regional stability. It flows from
this that LIC does not express itself solely in ideological or racial terms,
but rather, as Doctor Ofcansky attempts to demonstrate for South Africa,
in terms of a violent intertribal feuding that erupts whenever central gov-
ernmental controls are relaxed. This is a corrective, Doctor Ofcansky con-
tends, that might well balance the US political-military position in favor
of a less globalist orientation .

In the final section, Jerome Klingaman assesses the regional analyses for
their implications at the level of strategic planning . His assessment focuses
on specific implications for our understanding of low-intensity conflict,
and he draws from these implications a critical perspective on the broad
policy guidelines contained in present and future low-intensity conflict
strategies . Klingaman demonstrates that thinking about low-intensity con-
flict has only recently entered the strategy development process on the
national level but is likely to remain in the forefront of official concern for
the remainder of this century.
Many people at AUCADRE made this book happen, but special recog-

nition must go to Preston Bryant, the Air University Press editor who
worked hard to bring it to its present form . And special thanks go to AU-
CADRE's production division : Marcia Williams, John Westcott, Carolyn
Ward, Charlie Wallace, Hattie Minter, Dot McCluskie, Anna Leavell, Tom
Howell, Joann Guastella, Steve Garst, Marshall Fulmer, Joan Dawson, Su-
san Carr, Patricia Boyle, Debra Beal, and Lula Barnes. Their work in pro-
ducing this book exemvlifies their dedication to AUCADRE.
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Low-Intensity Conflict in the Middle East

Dr Lewis B. Ware

All things merge in one another-Good into evil, generosity into justice, religion
into politics.

-Thomas Hardy

In the past few years, the academic and military communities have been
paying increased attention to the phenomenon of low-intensity conflict
(LIC). There is general agreement that, for the foreseeable future, LIC will
remain the dominant form of violent confrontation in most parts of the
world.' Yet, despite this apparent consensus, there exists no universally
accepted definition ofLIC on which to construct a strategy of containment.'
Rather, LICstudies have invariably concentrated on tactics and operational
responses to isolated hostilities with little effort to extrapolate from them
the principal characteristics of the low-intensity environment.
The present study will suggest, on the contrary, that in the Middle East

the causes and general characteristics of the low-intensity conflict envi-
ronment are readily discernible and that, by analyzing five case histories
oflow-intensity conflict, an argument can be made for the unique way LIC
has evolved in the region . This, in turn, may aid in both clarifying the
definitional issue and facilitating the writing of a coherent national LIC
policy .
Apart from the perennial Arab-Israeli crisis and the Iran-Iraq war, violent

confrontation in the Middle East is historically of short duration, involves
relatively low material expenditure, and reflects ad hoc alliance-building
as well as extreme political fragmentation. Until modern times, the inter-
penetration of Middle Eastern society by the European colonial powers,
which linked the region to the European power balance, severely con-
strained the outbreak of conventional warfare between rivals. The devo-
lution of power during the period of decolonization into nationalist,
independent, and secular regimes resulted in a weak state system that had
no central political pivot. Moreover, the substitution of superpower for
colonial interests acted to suppress further, though not eliminate, interstate
violence in the contemporary period . Consequently, during the past half
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LOW-INTENSITY CONFLICT

century, low-intensity conflict has increased proportionately to the weak-
ness of the state system, bringing the Middle Eastern secular state under
direct attack .
There are a number of reasons for this situation . First, the modern,

secular state is seen to represent the prolongation of Western colonialism
and therefore suggests the possibility that neocolonialism will be imposed
on the region ; second, the imposition of a secular Western political system
is considered alien to the historical political culture of the region ; third,
and most important, the secular state has not succeeded in bringing pros-
perity to the regional peoples. This absence of prosperity is everywhere
manifested in a rising tide of unemployment, severe balance of payment
deficits, unequal distribution of national wealth, uncontrolled urbaniza-
tion, and economic stagnation . Such conditions, with their important ram-
ification in the uneven distribution of political influence between the
secular elites and those they have mobilized to elitist values, are felt by the
dispossessed as a sociopolitical malaise, and they provide an index of the
volatility of low-intensity warfare against the state.
What makes the present Middle Eastern LIC environment unique is that

politicized and highly ideologized religion in its Islamist form shapes the
common reaction to this malaise and that urban-based Islamist protest
movements best articulate these contemporary social and political reali-
ties . 3 Thus, this study will confine itself to a discussion of the relationship
between varieties of Islamism and the LIC regional environment in the
context of incipient conflict that challenges the stability of the Muslim
secular state. In order to grasp the essence of these relationships, one must
understand the fundamental principles of Islamist ideology and how that
ideology is expressed as an alternative political culture .

Islamism imbues its adherents with an exalted sense of personal worth
and translates this sense of worth into political action . Historically speak-
ing, Islam established an imperium that gave form and substance to God's
program for the salvation of believers. Even the modern Middle Eastern
state has not been able to divorce fully the spiritual from the temporal
realm and render religion a matter of personal conscience. Inasmuch as all
Middle Eastern governments (apart from Turkey, where Islam is disestab-
lished, and Lebanon, where Islam is the majority sect) are constitutionally
Muslim governments, they are enjoined to underwrite Islam and at the
same time to promote often contradictory nationalist values . Some states
have "desacralized" Islam to a large extent and transformed it into a "na-
tional" religion ; but the historical religiopolitical culture has suffered only
a temporary eclipse. When the postindependence state was strong, all ten-
dencies to reassert older Islamic political traditions could be suppressed
as reactionary . Once the state entered its nation-building stage, however,
these values resurged, gaining new prominence ; and their propagandists
became adept in employing all the means of mass communication to re-
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THE MIDDLE EAST

create a community of the faithful (just as the state itself had done in
forminga national secular society) : hence the claim of Islamists that religion
should once again direct the activities of the state.
Within this general Islamist framework, variations exist that depend on

ethnolinguistic circumstances, the sociohistorical differences between the
Sunni and Shii Islamic worldviews, and the national policies of the states
in which LIC poses a significant threat. Five insurgencies illustrate today
the major variations of Islamist political activism . Some aim at overturning
the established and legitimate order, whereas others aim at making the
legitimate order conform more explicitly to Islamic values . Yet all operate
within prescribed limits while responding to a wide variety of regional
conditions of conflict .
Most prominent is the Khomeinist revolution . Only in Iran has an Is-

lamic activist insurgency attempted to grapple with the dilemma ofmodern
life by gaining control ofa state apparatus in the name ofAllah. Not unlike
the theocracy of right belief that John Calvin founded in Geneva, the
Khomeinist state refers to the myth of a fixed point in time when Islamic
political traditions were uncontaminated by outside influences . And Kho-
meinism has provided inspiration for insurgencies elsewhere in the Middle
East . In 1981, Khomeini sponsored a Shiite uprising in Bahrain . His ob-
jectives were to alter the Gulf power balance and promote Iranian imperial
goals in its war with Iraq . In Lebanon, Iranian-supported Islamist factions
fight with each other for the right to redesign the Lebanese confessional
system in favor of Lebanon's dispossessed Shia majority. In Egypt, where
an indigenous Islamism predates the Iranian experiment by 30 years, Is-
lamists compete with the state to define the Muslim content of pan-Arab
political action . In Tunisia, Islamism concentrates on reforming society
without challenging the legitimacy of the modern secular state.
Analysis of these five case histories reveals an emerging pattern of low-

intensity conflict in which the common environment of violence derives
from the instability of present Middle Eastern secular political culture.
Islamism proposes to substitute order for chaos, and that order is predicated
on a thoroughgoing moral renovation of Islamic society . This being said,
it should be noted that the unity of Islamism with respect to a political
;program is more hypothetical than real ; and so the notion that an interre-
'gional Islamist subversion of secular regimes, directed and funded by Teh-,
'ran, is hereby challenged . In point of fact, beneath the apparent Islamist
monolith, a diversity of local and regional conditions determine the char=
acter of the actual LICs to which Islamism has skillfully and flexibly adapted
its tactical goals.

If, despite the rhetoric of Islamism as to its anticolonial, anti-imperialist,:
and internationalist mission, the object ofIslamist protest focuses primarily'
on the Middle Eastern state system, then the implications for a LIC strategy
are clear. Such a strategy must take into consideration the internal threat
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to particular regimes andthe role Islamism plays in their political evolution .
Furthermore, such strategy must avoid an interpretation of the LIC en-
vironment as an extension of either the US-Iran or the US-Soviet bilateral
relationship . Scrupulous attention to the local context in which political
forces struggle to refashion Muslim society will produce a well-formulated
strategy that recognizes the inapplicability of conventional military means
to the resolution of regional problems . By the same token, a Middle Eastern
LIC strategy acknowledges that diplomatic and political support of the
regional elites remains the condition sine quanon ofa successful US policy.

The Khomeinist Revolution

To grasp the significance of Islamism for the evolution of Middle Eastern
LIC environments, we must first understand the basic assumptions that
Islam makes about the political order and how these assumptions transform
faith in a comprehensible universe of eternal spiritual values into a course
of temporal political action .

	

_
Khomeinism is an excellent point of departure for this discussion because

the Khomeinist revolution has, for the first time in Muslim history, given
these assumptions an operative form as a political theory of the state. It
must be cautioned, however, that when we speak of Khomeinism we are
not speaking of Islamic fundamentalism . All religion is basically funda-
mental in that all religions rely for the exposition of their truth on the
literalism of revealed scripture . What we are talking about here is religion
as ideology . Ideology comprises an identification of and a justification for
a preferred political order; it demonstrates the "rightness" of that order
by opposing it to other orders ; it proposes a plan for the realization of the
"right" order and thus gives a sense of purpose to its political activities in
terms of policies; and last, ideology furnishes a coherent picture of future
historical outcomes .4 As an ideology, Khomeinism satisfies these criteria;
but Khomeinism does not exist in a vacuum. Rather, the manner by which
Khomeini has ideologized and politicized Islam illuminates the Shiite roots
of the Iranian religious ethos under the impact of Persian political culture.

In Islam, the moral universe, ordered by the creative act of God, is
immanent in all the affairs of His creatures . This implies that political and
moral prescriptions are inseparable because they derive from the same
source and underpin a just society .' As the immutable revelation of God,
the Quran lays out clearly God's prescriptions for His community and so
represents a perfected social and political constitution not dependent on
the vagaries of time or circumstance . All other political orders are false
because they are the constructions of the fallible human intellect without
reference to God's revelation of a "straight path." But Muslims can be
"negligent" in acknowledging and applying God's commandments, and
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thus may fall under the corrupting influence of non-Muslims.
This preoccupation with corruption is central to Khomeinist ideology.

For Khomeini, it is axiomatic that Western imperialism has brought about
the moral decadence ofthe Muslim world through economic, political, and
geostrategic exploitation . Europe, and by extension America, has conspired
against the Islamic moral order in the continuing historical confrontation
of evil and good. Islam must answer the challenge of exploitation in two
ways . First, Muslims are responsible for purifying their own society ac-
cording to the principle of internal jihad (jihad al-dakhali) . In this sense,
jihad means a "striving" to reconcile the present corrupted social reality
with the just and perfect society. Such reconciliation requires that West-
ernism in all forms be purged from Iran . Second, this concept of the just
society must be imposed on the Muslim world at large, especially in those
countries whose governments either exhibit a secular Western orientation
or have military and technological relations with the West. Here, Khomeini
conceives of jihad as an external modality of reconciliation (jihad al-
khariji)-a principle most closely, if somewhat erroneously, associated with
the notion of "holy war." For Khomeini, the triumph of Islamist ideology
is inevitable ; Islam will regain its rightful place in the forefront of world
civilization.

All ideologies possess political theories that suggest the means by which
assumptions about the universe can be effectively translated into practical
reality. An extreme and irreducible utilitarianism makes Khomeini's po-
litical theory accessible to the individual believer. His ideology posits a
Manichean universe of irreconcilable forces in which good and evil can
easily be transposed into exploiters and exploited . Moreover, these forces
inhere in the global political system . Whether one sees this conflict as one
between communism and capitalism, liberal democracy and fascism, the
rich "North" and the deprived "South," or the superpowers and the third
world, the effect is to impose duties on the believer to rectify injustices .
In Khomeinist theory, every good Muslim is enjoined by the Quran to
"command good and forbid evil" by establishing Islamist governments
everywhere tyranny reigns .' To the Iranian Shiite Muslim, Khomeini ap-
pears as a "guide" whose task is to restore the status quo ante through the
mobilization of the nation ; to those who are the objects of the Khomeinist
attacks, jihad is an offensive principle that portends a continuing cycle of
low-intensity conflicts . Directed against "tyrannical" regimes that para-
doxically approve the use of force to bring about an end to the use of force,
Khomeinist political solutions become moral imperatives .

In general, the characteristics of Khomeinism can be found in most va-
rieties of Islamism . What sets Khomeinism apart is the role the charismatic
leader assumes in the exercise of internal and external jihad. While con-
siderable debate rages within the Iranian Islamic Republic as to the rela
tionship between jihad and Khomeinist goals, there is little doubt that
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Khomeini himself perceives both aspects of jihad as emanations of his
divinely inspired mission. Khomeini's role gives his ideology its highly
aggressive content and presupposes that his authority rests on a doctrine
which both transcends and enhances his personal charisma ; but this doc-
trine of authority is intelligible only in the context of the interaction be-
tween Shiite religious precepts and Iranian political culture.

Shiism wasborn out ofthe competition for leadership in the early Islamic
community. The traditional Bedouin Arab model of authority was one that
vested power in an elected member of the Prophet's tribe. Accepted by the
majority of Muslims, this model reflected the normative practice or
"sunna" of the Prophet. At the same time, a theory of governance based
on designated succession and representing the imperial Perso-Byzantine
environment openly strove to supplant the Sunni perspective. Upon em-
bracing Islam, the Persians eagerly championed the imperial theory as con-
sonant with both their anti-Arab bias and their imperial traditions . Within
the space ofseveral centuries, this minority perspective acquired a distinctly
messianic character. The authority of the designated successor passed the-
oretically in the family of the Prophet from father to eldest son for 12
generations before the mysterious disappearance of the last in the prophetic
line . The Persian partisans of this theory of governance, the Shia, believe
that the universe is ruled by an absent leader (the "imam") who will return
under conditions of oppression to recreate a world in which spiritual and
temporal values are reconciled in an age of justice. Such a theory was well
suited to the psychological needs ofthe oppressed Persian minority to refuse
allegiance to the non-Shiite regimes under which they were obliged to live .

In the absence of the Hidden Imam, the Shia clergy arrogated to itself
the prerogative to act as the Imam's general agents and to interpret imamic
law for the multitudes . All those clerics (mujtahid, plural mujtahidun) ca-
pable of rendering such interpretations were ranked according to their abil-
ities; and the higher echelon, the ayatollahs, chose from among themselves
a spokesman for their consensus . But this Grand Ayatollah neither spoke
for the incommunicado Imam nor ruled the community. Rather, he was
the mujtahid to whom believers deferred in matters of law and social ethics .
That the function of social guide (wilayat al-fagih) was gradually trans-
formed into a political office is due to internal decadence and external
imperialism.
When the Persian imperium was resurrected in the early sixteenth cen-

tury, Shiism gained for the first time official patronage . This immediately
posed a dilemma for the clergy, who had for centuries adjudicated the legal
affairs of the community. The state now openly demanded a monopoly of
control over society. The clergy was obliged to decide whether or to what
extent it was willing to compromise its sociopolitical predominance in ex-
change for state sanction and protection .
During the next three centuries,this tension greatly affected the direction
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of state-clergy relationships . Impacted by internal modernization and ex-
ternal pressures from the British and the Russians, the state attempted to
centralize its authority and reduce the clergy's autonomy ; but the state
became weaker and more despotic . Already disposed theoretically to deny
legitimacy to any state, Sunni or Shii, the clergy slowly abandoned its
attitude of practical accommodation and transformed its quietist, pietistic
religiosity into a conservative but highly activist instrument of political
protest ; this, however, without impugning the legitimacy of secular power
per se .
The process of deterioration accelerated in the last decades of the nine-

teenth century; and Iran has been living through an extended period of
low-intensity conflict . Further, periodic European interventions have com-
plicated Iran's adjustment to social transformation . Nevertheless, when the
Pahlavi regime came to power in the, 1920s, the clergy had already pro-
gressed far in reestablishing itself as a class independent of, and opposed
to, the concept of secular monarchy. Thus the clergy has been as much an
influence on, as an object of, these momentous changes; and the doctrine
of wilayat al-faqih permitted the clergy to extend its complete control over

	

_
the state when the Pahlavi regime crumbled .'
The political culture, then, in whichAyatollah Khomeini operates is one

where the ground has already been prepared for radical theocracy and
clerical authoritarianism. Khomeini played a personal role in focusing the
demands of a clergy and a people for fundamental change, but he did not
make the revolution . It was the late shah, Muhammad Reza, who deter-
mined the course, tempo, andscope of the revolution . He sought to translate
his belief in a revitalized imperial Iran into an expression of his own per-
sonal power at a time when the country could not support the grandiosity
of such pretensions. Under Muhammad Reza, the country suffered from
profound social dislocation, economic hardship, corruption in the ruling
elites, a political and ideological vacuum, uncontrolled urbanization, a de-
teriorating public sector, and the disruptive influence of American culture.
The political upheaval of 1978-79 coincided with the decline of Iranian
hegemony in the Gulf under American auspices .

This was the situation Khomeini manipulated from exile. The crowds
that heeded his words, through a network of clerics and rapidly reproduced
cassette recordings of his sermons, were semi-industrialized and possessed
great potential for political mobilization . To this seething but as yet polit-
ically unformed mass, Khomeini introduced the concept of right belief.
Right belief included appeals to scripturalism, divinely inspired clerical
leadership, the historical Shiite martyrdom of the Imams, and that partic-
ular kind of sober and orderly unitarianism which chimed in nicely with
the requirements of industrial society for progress and prosperity.$ Thus,
in the absence of a determined effort by the shah's disaffected military to
defend the state after his departure, Khomeini used religion to channel the
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impulse of a popular, conservative, and activist sentiment toward the de-
struction of the last vestiges of secularism in Iran ; and within a short time,
Khomeini's Islamism had swept away the remains of the weakly rooted
Pahlavi imperium .
The consolidation of post-1979 Khomeinism is the history of how the

brutal moralism of a popular insurgency destroyed all traces of the ancien
regime at the cost of thousands of lives. But it was an insurgency whose
ideology lacked a program. Now that power had been seized, the question
of the nature of an Islamic government had to be answered . Although the
new Islamic Republic of Iran had an "Islamic" constitution, the right of
the clergy andoftheir "guide" Khomeini to govern still rested on theoretical
premises over which the religious establishment itself did not altogether
agree. This disagreement extended to the imposition of Islamic norms on
national economic structures and to the relative importance of Islamism
for export as opposed to Islamism as an instrument of internal social re-
construction .
Within several years of Khomeini's accession to supreme authority in

Iran, three events had established priority for the immediate expansion

	

_
abroad of the Islamic order: first was the American hostage crisis of No-
vember 1979 ; second, the war with Iraq that began on 22 September 1980;
and third, the Israeli invasion of Lebanon in June of 1982 . Discreet as
these events were, they revealed the extent to which external "satanic"
powers threatened the Shiite communities of Iran and the Middle East.
Thus, these events directly contributed to the final triumph of clerical rule .
By 1983, an apparatus, however unsophisticated, was in place for ex-

panding Khomeinist Islamism . The natural locus for the first experiment
was the Gulf, for it was in the Gulf that the new Islamic Republic of Iran
felt itself most vulnerable . The attempt to subvert the Gulf failed. Never-
theless, it bears scrutiny if only as an indication of Khomeini's early in-
eptitude in exporting his Islamist revolution and of the kind of pressure
his regime could apply to the Gulf states .

The Attempted Coup in Bahrain

On 16 December 1981, Bahraini authorities arrested 52 Gulf Arab na-
tionals on charges ofplotting to overthrow the Bahrain government . Within
a day, another 13 were arrested on the same charge in Saudi Arabia.9 It
was no coincidence that all the plotters were Shiite Muslims who belonged
to the Islamic Front for the Liberation of Bahrain, a shadowy organization
housed in Tehran and associated with the Hojjat al-Islam Muhammad Mu-
darrisi, Khomeini's chief operative for exporting the Iranian revolution
abroad . Since the mid-seventies, Mudarrisi, an Iranian cleric and founder
of the Islamic Action Organization in Iraq, had been preparing the terrain
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for Khomeinist revolution in the Gulf region . 10 When Khomeini took con-
trol in Iran, Bahraini authorities asked Mudarrisi to leave Bahrain, an
overwhelmingly Shiite island-state ; but Mudarrisi had already gained the
support of many prominent Bahraini Shiites for an eventual coup. That
coup was to be carried out by trained insurgents against civil and military
targets using weapons that had been prepositioned throughout the island
in carefully concealed caches . Fortunately, the coup, programmed to occur
simultaneously with the celebration of the tenth anniversary of Bahrain
independence, was foiled by the watchfulness of the Bahraini police . Five
days later, a group of five armed Iranians appeared at the Bahrain embassy
in Tehran, identified themselves as members of the group that had staged
the abortive overthrow of the Manama government, and demanded the
release of the captured prisoners."
The Bahrain incident may be explained in two ways . Some see it as the

first attempt to wage a holy jihad outside Iran to unite all the Muslim
nations of the Middle East under the aegis of Persian Shiism . Bahrain
certainly had the potential for low-intensity conflict and Islamic revolution .
It had experienced all the sociopolitical dislocations of a burgeoning oil

	

_
economy. Moreover, it is an island where up to 70 percent of the population
professes Shiism andwhere many are Arabs of Persian extraction, yet where
Sunni authority nevertheless prevailed. A coup in Bahrain would have es-
tablished Khomeinism on the other side of the Gulf and would have had
paramount importance in securing the sympathy of several hundred thou-
sand native Saudi Shia living in the oases on the peninsula's eastern shore.
Khomeini had been sending his propagandists on pilgrimage to Mecca since
1979 to challenge the legitimacy of Saudi control over the Holy Places ; and
when the Grand Mosque was attacked by Saudi dissidents in November
1979, Khomeini did not hesitate to accuse the Saudi authorities of acting
against Islam by suppressing the riots within the sacred precincts . This
blatant appeal to the pan-Islamic sensitivities of the Muslim community
against the Saudi regime may have been the preliminary step in a grandiose
scheme to subvert the peninsula.
A more persuasive view of the Bahrain incident is the argument that the

military conditions on the Iran-Iraq war front dictated a flanking movement
that would isolate Iraq from its Arab support and secure for Iran a com-
manding position on the maritime oil route out of the Gulf. During the 14
months between the beginning of the war and the Bahrain coup, military
activities had settled into stalemate along a thousand-kilometer front . The
Iraqis had occupied the portion of Iranian Khuzistan that was ethnically
Arab and were at the gates of Ahwaz and Dezfu1, the two principal oil-
producing towns of the province . But they were unable to exploit their
advantage . The war had also degenerated into a contest of personalities
between Khomeini and Saddam Hussein, each of whom demanded the
dismantlement of the other's government as a precondition of peace; and
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when the Grand Mosque was attacked by Saudi dissidents in November 
1979, Khomeini did not hesitate to accuse the Saudi authorities of acting 
against Islam by suppressing the riots within the sacred precincts. This 
blatant appeal to the pan-Islamic sensitivities of the Muslim community 
against the Saudi regime may have been the preliminary step in a grandiose 
scheme to subvert the peninsula. 
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that would isolate Iraq from its Arab support and secure for Iran a com- 
manding position on the maritime oil route out of the Gulf During the 14 
months between the beginning of the war and the Bahrain coup, military 
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Iraqis had occupied the portion of Iranian Khuzistan that was ethnically 
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advantage. The war had also degenerated into a contest of personalities 
between Khomeini and Saddam Hussein, each of whom demanded the 
dismantlement of the other's government as a precondition of peace; and 
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the Arabs were beginning to choose up sides. Jordan joined Iraq and forced
the radical Arabs to espouse the Iranian cause. Only Saudi Arabia and the
Gulf states remained technically neutral.
By unleashing the forces of Islamic revolutionism in Bahrain, Khomeini

was betting that he could physically outflank Iraq and capitalize politically
on the Gulf Arabs' failure to support Iraq . Bahrain was the logical object
for a demonstration offorce majeure, the late shah hadonce hinted at action
against the island in a bid to make the Gulf a mare Iranicum . Only reluc-
tantly did he relinquish the imperial claim to Bahrain in 1971 when Bahrain
gained independence-and then not without first extracting Arab acqui-
escence to the Iranian occupation of the Gulf islands of Tunb and Abu
Musa. If the Ayatollah's mission was to reassert Iranian imperial policy in
an Islamist guise and thus to project Iranian power once again in the Gulf,
he failed miserably. Neither Bahrain fell nor did Iraq waver in its deter-
mination to prosecute the war on Iranian territory . On the contrary, the
Bahrain situation served to increase Arab vigilance; and measures were
taken to lay the groundwork for the transformation of the infant Gulf
Cooperation Council into a mutual security organization."

	

_
It is possible that this failure dictated afundamental shift in the direction

of the Islamic revolution . By June 1982, the principle of wilayat al-fagih
had finally triumphed . The coordination ofthe revolution abroad fell under
the Ministry of Islamic Guidance and became the exclusive province of
the clergy . For the remainder of 1982 and throughout 1983, the Ministry
of Islamic Guidance (under the leadership of Hojjat al-Islam Mudarrisi)
organized seminars in Islamic government and liberation for participants
from the third world and the Arab Middle East . The emphasis was pan-
Islamic; and the new president of the Iranian Republic, Hojjat al-Islam
Khamene'i, declared in June 1983 that no expense would be spared in
spreading the word of Islam.' 3
The evolution of this new direction coincided with the March 1982 of-

fensive that drove the Iraqis from two thousand square kilometers of Ira-
nian land, with the dispatch of one thousand Pasdaran (Revolutionary
Guards) to Lebanon following the Israeli invasion in June, and with the
subsequent appointment of Hojjat al-Islam Ali Mohtashemi as ambassador
in Damascus to coordinate their activities . By the autumn of 1983, the
Iranians were already implicated in the bombing of the US embassy and
the Marine headquarters in Beirut . 14 Thus a new phase ofjihad al-khariji
opened. It was to involve Khomeinism in the tortuous labyrinth of pan-
Arab affairs .

The Lebanese Imbroglio

Since 1975, the battle for Lebanon has been a battle to redefine the
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Lebanese system of government . The battle has been as much a political
as a physical contest, but force has been applied for relative advantage
whenever negotiations break down between the contestants. The conflict
centers in Beirut ; but in a small country whosecountryside remains in close
proximity to its major city, fighting between rival political factions spills
over into the surrounding villages and towns. Anarchy characterizes this
low-intensity environment. As new armed factions appear, whether based
in the urban areas or in their satellite villages, political demands are re-
negotiated in attempts to find a center of gravity amidst a continual com-
petition for ascendancy in a state void of central control.
The introduction of Iranian Islamism into Lebanon added a new factor

to the anarchic environment, which has in turn shaped it to its own political
contours . That Iranian Islamism already had resonances in the precivil war
Lebanese Shiite community and that the Lebanese and the Iranian move-
ments share common ideological concerns suggest that the conditions which
made for the success of Khomeinism in Iran-a charismatic leader, a cler-
ical institution historically opposed to secular central authority, a homog-
enous majority Shiite population undergoing socioeconomic dislocation
and political repression, solid connections to a Shiite urban middle class,
and the open rivalry of the superpowers for influence in a country of great
geostrategic importance-were to a certain degree absent from the Leb-
anese equation . Evolving under local conditions of competition, Lebanese
Islamism is attempting to reestablish the status quo in favor ofthe growing
demographic shift toward the Shiite community; it is just one alternative,
albeit an important one, available to mobilize Lebanese political sentiment .
The indigenous Shiite community makes up approximately 40 percent

of the total Lebanese population and is today the predominant Muslim
sect . This remarkable demographic shift is of fairly recent origin; it can be
traced to the 1920 French policy of enlarging the Lebanese state at Syrian
expense when the Shia of the Biqa valley were added to the already existing
Shiite community in the Jabal Amil on the southern border next to British
Palestine . The modernization of Lebanon's infrastructure provided access
for the Shia to the capital city. As the demographic and commercial weight
of the community increased in Beirut, Shia sought actively to transform
that reality into new means ofpresenting their political aspirations . A num-
ber of factors influenced that transformation : the shift away from repre-
sentation by the traditional Shiite landed aristocracy (zuama) to a
dependence on clerical leadership ; the growth of a Shiite urban bourgeoisie;
and the events of the post-1970 PLO exodus from Jordan to Lebanon.

Until the arrival in 1958 of the Iranian cleric Musa al-Sadr as religious
head of the Lebanese Shiite community, Shia dissatisfied with the rule of
their zuama tended to associate themselves with the parties of the Lebanese
left . Musa al-Sadr succeeded in reversing this trend by laying the ground
work for community self-help institutions . Al-Sadr first chose to invest his
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political capital in the Supreme Shiite Council, which spoke officially
through the Shiite religious hierarchy to the Lebanese government . But
soon after the Palestinian retreat from Jordan, he shifted his activity to
Shiite South Lebanon where, in founding the Majlis al-Janub (Council of
the South), he began to fight the attempt of thePLO to draw offcommunity
energies for the pan-Arab, anti-Israeli struggle .
Because the Majlis al-Janub failed to answer the problems posed by the

increasing politicization of the Lebanese Shia, al-Sadr replaced it, on the
eve of the Lebanese civil war, with the Harakat al-Mahrumin (Movement
of the Deprived). In 1975, the Harakat al-Mahrumin spawned a paramili-
tary wing, the Afwaj al-Mugawama al-Lubnaniya (Battalions of the Leb-
anese Resistance), for which the acronym is Amal or "hope."" In the
opening days of the civil war, Amal's initial impulse was to bide its time
by spreading its resources among the warring militias. But with the intro-
duction in 1976 of Syrian forces, which entered Lebanon to ensure that
the Palestinians did not consolidate their hold on Beirut, Amal shifted its
allegiance to Damascus . As the PLO became progressively weaker in south-
ern Lebanon, the Amal grew in strength . That strength increased with the
1978 Israeli incursion, the disappearance of the Imam al-Sadr, '6 and the
Iranian Islamist revolution of 1979 .
These events were crucial for the survival of the Shia community and

for the stability of Amal . Once the leader was lost, his personality began
to accrue the myths and aura of martyrdom-confirmed in no small way
by the example of Khomeini himself. This occurred at an important junc-
ture in time ; that is, when the international, regional, and national direction
of Iranian Shia politics was a matter for hot debate .

In 1982, two factions-the Islamic Amal under Hussein Mussawi and
the Hizbollah (Party of God) associated with the clerical successors to al-
Sadr on the Supreme Shiite Council-rose as Islamist alternatives to the
Amal . This split not only reflected the growing influence of the Iranian
experience on Lebanese Shiites but served as yet another example of the
fragmented character of the Lebanese political culture.
The Islamic Amal gave militant expression to a number of concerns that

Musa al-Sadr had voiced before his disappearance. It aimed at reversing
the underpriviledged class status of the Shia by associating their struggle
for dignity with the universal struggle of the downtrodden against Western
imperialism. This internationalist point of view received tactical support
from other radicals such as Muammar al-Qadhafi and Hafiz al-Asad, and
it chimed in very well with Khomeini's political goals for the Iranian rev-
olution. From its safe haven in the Syrian-controlled Biqa valley, the Islamic
Amal unleashed a jihad against both the US presence in Lebanon and
American ties to Israeli and Christian Lebanese forces . The October 1983
bombing of the Marine headquarters in Beirut and the kidnappings and
airline hijackings that followed were the direct consequences of this jihad.
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Although it has some shady links to the Islamic Amal, Hizbollah defined
its role in the more limited context of successorship to Musa al-Sadr. The
Hizbollah party, under the direction of Shaykh Muhammad Fadlallah, cre-
ated a forum for the mobilization of the large Shiite community in West
Beirut ; thus, it found itself in direct competition with both the parent Amal
and the considerably weakened Shiite zuama. Recognizing that the Leb-
anese government preferred to deal with institutions rather than person-
alities, Fadlallah used the council to pressure the Lebanese president, Amin
Jumayyil, for communal concessions. He failed-largely because the Beirut
government believed that a larger American role might reverse the popu-
larity of the Christian-dominated state apparatus; but this event accen-
tuated the latent radical tendencies of Hizbollah . By 1983, a new political
direction was evident.
A cursory examination of the Hizbollah pronouncements shows that the

clergy dominates the organization and that Fadlallah is attempting to adapt
the Khomeinist interpretation of wilayat al-fagih to the Lebanese environ-
ment . An important point to keep in mind here is that the Lebanese clergy
differs from its Iranian counterpart in that it does not control Shiite reli-
gious endowments;" hence, the Lebanese clergy could not expect to have
the necessary independent source of income that guaranteed the Iranian
clergy freedom to remain outside state patronage and oppose state power.
But this did not prevent the Hizbollah from adopting the Khomeinist po-
sition on an Islamic republic in Lebanon. Its efforts have centered on trans-
forming the Jabal Amil into a "homeland" endowed with Islamist state
structures and on regrouping the Shiite population in the south. ' 8 In ad-
vocating the partition of Lebanon, Hizbollah was obliged to confront the
dual problems of a physically separated Shiite constituency and the con-
centration of the Israelis and their South Lebanon Army proxy on the
southern border.
The split of both the Islamic Amal and the Hizbollah from their parent

body caused a divergence between the two strands that make up Khomeini's
political theory in the Lebanese context. The first strand clearly reserves
the primary institutional role in Islamist resurgence to the clergy ; but this
Hizbollah position is challenged by the Islamic Amal and militated against
by the Lebanese political system . The second strand commits all believers
to work with zeal for the elimination of all governments that exercise tyr-
anny over Muslims-and to replace them with Islamist governments. The
Islamic Amal has interpreted the latter to mean a regional confrontation
with Israel and an international showdown with its imperial proxies. Hiz-
bollah, on the other hand, works within the narrower confines of actual
Lebanese realities as it attempts to build a Lebanese Shiite republic in the
south.
The parent Amal organization had regained its secular leadership at the

time of the disappearance of Musa al-Sadr. When Israel invaded Lebanon
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in 1982, power was passing rapidly to Nabih Barri, a relative newcomer in
the Shiite community. Barri represented the introduction of the overseas
Shiite merchant community into Lebanese Shiite politics. Relative to the
Christian Lebanese, whose overseas role has traditionally been a source of
economic strength at home, the Shiite entrepreneurial class has only re-
cently developed importance commensurate with its demographic prepon-
derance in Beirut . Barri has tried to mobilize the Shiite bourgeoisie to
challenge the stranglehold the Christian oligarchs have had on the Lebanese
economy and political system . This makes Barri and the class he represents
qualitatively different from his Iranian counterparts : whereas the Iranian
merchant class maintained close economic, political, and family relation-
ships with the religious establishment, the Lebanese Shiite merchant class
wants power over the religious authorities so as to compete unhindered
with the Christian elements that dominate the government .'9 Thus, Barri's
Amal has attracted the opposition of the Hizbollah. Moreover, because it
has committed itself to compete with the Christians for greater represen-
tation in the Lebanese parliament and for a redistribution of political,
social, and economic resources, Barri's Amal has earned the opprobrium
of the Islamic Amal, which works to replace the status quo nature of Leb-
anese democracy with a radical vision of Lebanon's political role in the
region .
When the Jumayyil government signed a truce agreement with the Israelis

in May 1983, Barri and the Amal did not join the National Salvation Front
that opposed the truce; they tacitly supported the government side . Under
attack by this new coalition of Druze, Sunni Muslim, and elements of the
Lebanese left, the Jumayyil government called in US support. The subse-
quent bombardment by US naval forces of the mountains overlooking Bei-
rut caused a rise in extremism amongthe Front militias that were competing
with the Amal.

In the struggle for West Beirut, the Amal was militarily victorious but
remained politically isolated from the rest of the Shiite community. The
key player in the isolation of the Amal was Syria; and for opportunistic
reasons, Syria supported the Amal. But Syria had also to consider the wishes
of her Iranian ally ; and as long as Syria permits a large number of Iranian
Pasdaran to operate from the sanctuary of the Biqa valley, the power of
Barri's Amal to unite the community will be severely undercut .

In the intense struggle for power that has marked low-intensity conflict
in Lebanon since 1975, it would appear that the focal point of competition
will once again be the south. ThePLO is for the moment gone, and elements
of a disunited Shiite community have filled the vacuum. The Islamic Amal
and the Hizbollah are already well entrenched in the south; it will not be
long before Barri's Amal is obliged to compete in force . Facing these Shiite
factions is the South Lebanon Army, a surrogate of the departed Israeli
occupation force . And the Syrians are certain to ensure that their own
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interests are protected .
In Bahrain, the aborted coup of 1981 temporarily halted the expansion

of Khomeinism on the Arab side of the Gulf, demonstrated the weakness
ofIranian revolutionary Islamism as a strategic substitute for the late shah's
imperialism, and denied Iran the possibility of isolating Arab support for
Iraq . Lebanon, however, was a different matter. The presence of Pasdaran
in the Biqa valley signaled the first venture ofthe revolution of right belief
into the uncertain world of Arab tactical alliances. Here, Khomeinism oc-
cupied unfamiliar ground . While the Ayatollah could depend on Syria for
aid against Iraq, Syria could not be sure that Khomeini's zealots would not
disturb the delicate political balance that served Damascus's hegemonical
interests in Lebanon. Thus, tension arose from an asymmetry of goals
between the two partners . Whereas the Khomeinisms wished to sweep into
Lebanon to organize the fragmented Shiite community and impose an Is-
lamic republic as the antidote to Lebanese anarchy, Syria occasionally cul-
tivated that anarchy as ahedge against a strong Lebanese government acting
to promote Israeli aims in the south. Moreover, the Syrian regime was
having its own variety of Islamist troubles at home; it feared domestic
interference from the uncontrollable Persians . Such an asymmetry rendered
the low-intensity conflict environment all the more lethal .
The Iranians entered the arena of competition for Lebanese spoils in-

tending to organize the country politically and ideologically but ended up
playing the role of just another outside factor in a smoldering civil war.
Hence, a number of competing Shiite groups, enmeshed in the contradic-
tions of the Lebanese system, continue to struggle for the right to define
the role of Islamist precepts in a meaningful political community.

Egypt and the Muslim Brotherhood

Egypt, too, has been bedeviled by the Islamist phenomenon . In Egypt,
however, Islamism operates in a society whose social institutions developed
from a common pre-Islamic historical matrix andwhose territorial bound-
aries and religious communities are coterminous . Under these circumstan-
ces, religion plays an integrative role in the creation of the modern nation-
state. 2° Such a role for religion is possible because Islam is uniquely suited,
by virtue of its doctrinal comprehensiveness, its ideological congruence,
its historical link with polity, andthe all-encompassing scope of its teaching,
its symbols, and its rituals, to give institutional support to the nation-
building enterprise .2' As such, Islam-and most appropriately in its Sunni
form-has always provided the polity with legitimacy. In Egypt, this has
been historically true; Sunnism, in contradistinction to the Shiite oppo-
sitional tradition, has acted to stabilize society .
The rise of Gamal Abd al-Nasir and his revolutionary pan-Arab ideology
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challenged the role Islam had played in Egyptian Sunni Arab society. Nasir's
pan-Arabism was preoccupied with the question of Western imperialism.
Based on the idea that the political unity of Arab states remained the best
defense against Western intervention, and predicated on the cultural, lin-
guistic, ethnic, and historical affinities of the Arab peoples, pan-Arabism
demanded loyalty to the transcendental ideal of an Arab "nation." Such
an ideal stressed the secular nature ofpan-Arab political unity, the potential
of pan-Arabism for social integration through rapid modernization, pan-
Arabism's historical inevitability, and the pan-Arab commitment to social
justice and redistribution of economic resources. Elitist, pragmatic, and
supranational in that it called into question the rationale of individual state
sovereignty and territorial integrity, pan-Arabism legitimized the struggle
of the Arab peoples for a middle-road socialist solution that was neither
capitalist nor Communist. In Nasir's view, Arab socialism was the only
acceptable means by which the Arab nation could be rejuvenated, take its
rightful place in world history, and secure prosperity for the Arab peoples .
But this new set of sociopolitical and economic norms stood in opposition
to Islamic values .
The triumph of the 1952 revolution in Egypt and the elaboration of

Nasir's pan-Arab aspirations responded not only to a relative imbalance
of power in Egypt's favor vis-a-vis other Arab states but to the real griev-
ances that underpinned a palpable social crisis.zz In exploiting that crisis,
Nasir raised to the pantheon of pan-Arab virtues the destruction of Israel .
For him, Israel represented the last vestige of transitional Western impe-
rialism in the Middle East . Without its elimination, the Arabs could never
be free to realize their drive toward unity. In committing Egypt militarily
to this task, he assured her a paramount role in the pan-Arab alliance .
Thereafter, pan-Arab unity would be inextricably linked to Nasir's as-
sumption that Egypt had the right and the duty to marshal Arab regional
forces under the banner of Egyptian one-state nationalism. And so while
riding the crest of the wave of supranational ideology, Nasir was also sub-
jecting the patterns of political interaction between Egypt and other Arab
countries to considerable strain .
The strain was also evident within Egypt, where Nasir worked to socialize

the Egyptian people to the goals of his pan-Arab revolution . He created a
new class of military and civilian technocrats to carry out its programs,
reorganized Egyptian state structures, and manipulated the internal socio-
political relationships between traditional classes of people . And by sub-
ordinating religion and the religious establishment to the state, Nasir
undercut the ability of Islam to play an integrative part in the maintaining
of Egyptian social coherence .

Religion, however, had staked out its claim to guide Egypt's destiny long
before the coming of Nasir. By the last decades of the nineteenth century,
a new generation of Islamic thinkers had appeared in Egypt. They were
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obliged to grapple with the question of the relationship of traditional re-
ligion to the requirements of the modern world. The Ottoman Turkish
Empire, which had been the historical focus of Muslim political loyalty,
was collapsing under the pressure of Western imperialism. The Arabo-
Muslim world was looking for a new political identity .
The Islamic reformers proposed a revision of Islamic law so as to make

it consonant with the idea of Western technology, social progressivism, and
constitutional law. These modernists-for the most part, clerics who had
had experience in the West-were essentially synthesizers and reconcilers
of Western and Islamic opinions . They espoused a pan-Islamic union of
all Muslim peoples against the domination of the West . Freedom of the
Muslim peoples from colonialism and the assimilation to Islam of selec-
tively borrowed Western ideas and practices seemed to these reformers
sufficient for the rehabilitation of the Muslim world. As a great center of
Islamic learning, Egypt occupied pride of place in the dissemination of this
message; but the reformers lacked a program and were unable to gain po-
litical authority for their ideas. Nevertheless, this failed pan-Islamism did
succeed in providing an ideological context for the rise of the Muslim
Brotherhood (Jamiyyat al-Ikhwan al-Muslimin), the first native Islamist
movement to propose itself as an organized alternative to the colonial
Egyptian state and, later, to Nasir's pan-Arabism.
The Muslim Brotherhood was founded in 1928 by the reformer Hassan

al-Banna . In elaborating the Brotherhood's political concerns, al-Banna
parted company with the modernists over whether Western political con-
cepts were ofvalue for recreating a Muslim identity . The rejection of West-
ern concepts was to al-Banna a logical reaction to Britain's failure to grant
Egypt the political freedom necessary to implement Islamic sociopolitical
ideals . Through the Brotherhood, al-Banna argued that Islam would foster
a new identity by furnishing all Muslims with a comprehensive set of sci-
entific, economic, pragmatic, philanthropic, humanitarian, and national-
istic principles ; scientific in the sense that the Quran can be explained
"scientifically" (i .e ., literally) ; economic inasmuch as the mission of Islam
is to encourage the growth ofnational wealth and to promote social justice,
equality, and opportunity; pragmatic because Quranic belief requires the
unity of Egyptians and all Islamic peoples; philanthropic since Islam de-
mands a struggle against ignorance, poverty, and disease; humanitarian
through the universal precepts of Islam; and nationalistic in its quest to
liberate Egypt and all the Arab countries from foreign rule . To al-Banna,
jihad alone (the fusion of community improvement and political struggle)
could achieve the final goal of freedom.2'
To this end, al-Banna fashioned his movement into a community of

belief; and he had a clear strategy for propagating his comprehensive Is-
lamic worldview. He first emphasized social cohesion and self-sufficiency
by encouraging his followers to construct private (ahli) neighborhood mos-
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ques, endow religious educational centers for their children, fund small
hospitals and dispensaries, capitalize small commercial and industrial en-
terprises, and form social clubs for the discussion of issues vital to the
Brotherhood .24 The actual political deliberations of the Brotherhood took
place in "cells" under the leadership of an "amir" (commander, both sec-
ular and religious) and were linked in an organizational hierarchy to al-
Banna, the "Amir al-Mu'minin" (Commander of the Faithful) .
Early in the life of the Brotherhood, al-Banna set down its strategy for

political ascendancy. He counseled the Brothers to avoid theological dis-
putes with nonbelievers, domination by the British-controlled Egyptian
elites, and political divisiveness. He sanctioned the occasional use of vio-
lence for political ends but preferred a gradual accession to power. He
exhorted the Brothers to keep before them the ultimate aims of Islamic
unity and the restoration of the caliphate . Most important, al-Banna de-
manded that any country which denied the primacy of Islam as the sole
source of political loyalty be considered a tyrannical state.21

In al-Banna's movement, then, there existed the embryo of a new Islamic
social order that faithfully replicated an older Islamic experience solidly

	

_
anchored in the Quran and the early prophetic community. In projecting
Muslim experience back into time, indexed against specific verses of the
Quran, the Brotherhood aimed at recreating a utopian society unencum-
bered by traditional, linguistic, historical, and philological interpretations
of the past.26 This allowed the Brotherhood to address its message to Mus-
lims with all the power of the psychological moment, to require all pre-
vailing sociopolitical systems to accommodate to Holy Writ, and to provide
a revolutionary ideological perspective that liberated believers from the
oppression of alien sociopolitical systems." Al-Banna and the leading ideo-
logues of the movement, such as Sayyid Qutb, had recast Islam in positive
social and political terms. They reconfirmed the metahistorical aspects of
Islam and resacralized the faith. Once again, Islam emerged triumphantly
to lead good against evil and belief against unbelief; and the Brotherhood
reestablished the authenticity of Islam as a sociopolitical system guaranteed
by God who, by extending social justice to all believers, affirmed the ab-
solute equality of all believers in the struggle for a better future .z8 Because
of its all-encompassing ideology, the Brotherhood was able to adapt to the
vagaries of Egyptian political change and thus to absorb failures and dis-
appointments during the troubled times between its founding and Nasir's
ascendancy to power. But like all movements of its kind, it was not able
to provide a programmatic answer to the problems it had posed.z 9 This
was one of its weaknesses when confronted with Nasir's new pan-Arab
order.
The Nasirist state relied for its legitimacy on the power of its leader,

charted its political and economic course by shifting its personnel to suit
the needs of the state, practiced a form of limited political association,
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attempted to create a new political and administrative elite from the urban
middle classes, and extended its control down to the lowest levels of the
population by means of a mass-based single-party system .3° Initially, the
state was conciliatory to the Brotherhood because it wished to use both
Islamic institutions and other representations of Islamic political interests
as a basis for Egypt's regional dominance; but that was to change once the
Nasirist revolution was consolidated .
By 1954, Nasir had subordinated the Muslim clergy and the large insti-

tutions of Islamic learning (such as the Azhar Mosque-University) under
the Ministry of Religious Endowments (Awgaf), which served to enunciate
state religious policy and pay the salaries of the clergy in government mos-
ques . In 1958, Nasir announced the formation ofthe United Arab Republic
with Syria, which resulted in closer coordination between the socioeco-
nomic program of his revolution and the socialist objectives of the Syrian
Baath party. The Brotherhood eventually ran afoul of Nasir's formula of
Arabism, Islamism, Egyptian nationalism, and socialism because it was
unable to tolerate Nasir's secular pro-Baathist philosophy as an alternative
to Islamic government . After the Brothers made an attempt on his life,
Nasir subjected them to periods of suppression until his death in 1970 . In
the meantime, and especially during the early 1960s, Nasir pressed forward
his campaign to have the "socialist" basis of Islam recognized and to "na-
tionalize" religion by bringing the private mosques, which were the strong-
holds of the Brotherhood, under the supervision of the government . These
actions precipitated the final break of the Brotherhood with the Nasirist
state.

In 1970, Anwar Sadat began his struggle for Nasir's mantle, having in-
herited the political problems that the June Warof 1967 and the unresolved
contest in the Yemen had generated . A series of economic crises also faced
Sadat-crises that Saudi Arabian financial assistance could only partially
alleviate. The deteriorating economy favored the solutions of the Egyptian
Left, which also benefited greatly from Egypt's military connection with
the Soviet Union.
Anwar Sadat's answer to these multiple pressures was to engage in awar

with Israel that led to the 1979 peace treaty. It also led to Egypt's turning
away from pan-Arabism and the Palestinian issue and toward a more self-
contained perception of national priorities. Simultaneously, Sadat purged
the Left and paved the way for a state retreat from intervention in the
economic sphere-the latter designed to attract the kind of capital for
reconstruction now unavailable from Arab sources. Sadat opened the coun-
try to American and Western investment. He called his new economic
liberalization "infitah" or the "great opening," but its benefits did not
extend to the poorer strata of the society; the very people whom Nasir
made socially mobile, Sadat's policies deprived of opportunities for
advancement.
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Sadat failed because he was unable to address in a meaningful way the
structural problems that had given rise to crisis under Nasir. This invited
a revenge. The social classes that Nasir had made available for the appeal
of pan-Arabism were now available in Sadat's time-especially after the
Iranian revolution, the peace treaty, and the new friendship with America-
for mobilization in the name of Islamist revolutionism." These classes were
formed from the rural immigrants who were flocking daily into the cities
in search of work and from the recently educated urban dwellers who had
received state jobs with no real possibility of professional mobility. Such
people furnished the Brotherhood and other Islamist groups with fresh
cadres . In retrospect, then, because the processes disruptive to Egypt's so-
cioeconomic structures did not abate under Sadat, a crisis of political le-
gitimacy occurred that simply exacerbated earlier anomalies; and
sociopolitical circumstances provided propitiously for the repoliticization
of Islam."

If Nasir believed that Islam possessed "socialist" roots and should be
subordinated to the state, Sadat claimed that the state and religion were
compatible because both reflected "science and faith." Sadat's more ac-

	

_
commodating position represented his attempt to build a tactical alliance
with the Brotherhood in order to vitiate the appeal of the Egyptian Left.
This meant that Islamism too would be permitted to benefit from the
political liberalization of the 1970s implied by infitah. When Sadat began
cautiously to extend certain political rights to the opposition parties and
to associate them, through open parliamentary competition, in the deci-
sionmaking process, the Brotherhood entered a new phase of political ac-
tivism that centered around the media and the national assembly.

In 1976, the Brotherhood resurrected al-Banna's newspaper, al-Dawa
(The Calo, to capitalize on Sadat's relaxation of censorship . They propa-
gandized fora new constitution which would elevate the sharia (the corpus
of Islamic law) to the primary source of national legislation . The Brothers'
goal was clearly to reestablish the official status of Islam in Egypt and to
apply sharia to all aspects of personal statute. For the Brotherhood, changes
needed in personal statute included promulgation of the Islamic criminal
code, a woman's dress code, mandatory memorization of the Quran in the
state bureaucracy, prohibition of alcohol, and a prohibition against men
working in women's hairdressing salons." Faced with the fear of alienating
a large and important Coptic Christian community, Sadat argued that
sharia should constitute the principal but not sole source of legislation ;
hence, all of the Brotherhood's proposals, with the exception of the ban on
alcohol, were effectively tabled.

Sadat's accommodationist policies also affected the Brotherhood's ideo-
logical stance on a number of other issues . The Brothers had always held
tenaciously to the ideal of the recovery of Palestine; but in accepting Sadat's
prejudice against the Nasirist form of pan-Arab liberation, they began to
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insist that the question was a Muslim-Jewish affair that had to be solved
in the context of pan-Islamic unity.14 No doubt encouraged by the Iranian
revolution, the Brotherhood nevertheless chose to pursue this objective as
a "party of Islamic democracy." Had they been successful in gaining a
deciding voice in parliament, they might have forced the Egyptian govern-
ment to espouse their cause. Sadat may have been interested in accom-
modation, but he was not prepared for competition. Even when the
Brotherhood adjusted its economic view of the world to suit the modified
capitalism implied in the politics of infitah, Sadat believed their motives
were purely tactical . He resisted all efforts to construct a modus vivendi
on Brotherhood terms. What the gradual shift in Brotherhood views did
illustrate was that the petite bourgeoisie made mobile by Nasir's reforms
ofthe previous decade were coming back to haunt Sadat, since it was these
people together with a growing class of professionals who, though they were
the net beneficiaries of infitah, were nowjoining the ranks ofthe Islamists.' ,

Sadat's response was to crack down in 1979 on the increasing power of
the Brothers. The Brothers' politics of jihad against Israel had made their
political participation irreconcilable with Sadat's policy of rapprochement
with the West, detente with Israel, and hostility toward the Iranian revo-
lution . It was not surprising that Sadat felt an ambiguity toward the reforms
demanded by the Brotherhood; these reforms might frighten away Western
business and upset the Coptic population .16

Sadat used the pretext of the January 1977 riots, which radical elements
of the Brotherhood had unleashed against Cairo pleasure spots, to suppress
the organization . But it was too late . By the end of 1979, the Brotherhood
had penetrated the universities and created a front, the al-Jami'ah al-Is-
lamiyyah, which took over most of the student councils . Islamism was now
already well established within the ranks of the army, setting the stage for
the eventual assassination of Sadat in 1981 and the enduring problem that
his successor, Hosni Mubarak, would have to face."
The Muslim Brotherhood had arisen in Egypt as a reaction to Nasirist

internal and external policies . The Islamist groups spawned in the uni-
versities and in the army during the late 1970s, such as the Jihad, repre-
sented the accumulated frustration of those for whom Nasirism was a
failure and Sadat the unregenerated revisionist . The Jihad in particular,
from which the army assassins of Sadat derived their inspiration, gave a
new twist to Islamic militancy . Egyptian Marxists contended that the rise
of the Jihad was related directly to Sadat's encouragement of religion to
check political leftism; the sociologists tended to think that the Jihad came
about in response to the breakdown of traditional Egyptian communal
values under the impact ofrapid urbanization, rural migrations to the cities,
and the ensuing poverty of the citizenry. The secularists saw in the Jihad
the decline of the Nasirist secular state. The psychologists and economists
believed that adherence to the Jihad demonstrated an effort of youth to
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flee sexual repression and economic deprivation by taking to the sanctuary
of private mosques as a cover for petty crime. The traditional ruling es-
tablishment viewed the Jihad as the work of "outside agitators" such as
Khomeini." All these explanations contain agerm oftruth; and collectively
they were potent factors for the Jihad's overall success.
The Jihad emerged in 1974, engineering a failed coup in the Cairo Mil-

itary Technical Academy. Reorganized, it reappeared to challenge security
forces in Alexandria in 1978 . Sadat included the Jihad in his 1979 suppres-
sion of all Islamist groups. By 1980, Jihad was reconstituting itself all over
the country in cells that resembled the organizational structure ofthe Broth-
erhood. Each cell had its amir (commander) who reported to the Amir
al-Mu'minin (Commander of the Faithful), president of the Jihad's Majlis
al-Shura (consultative council), which set policy for the entire organization .
The Amir al-Mu'minin was usually a man of some religious competency,
since he was required to issue a "fatwa" (juridical decision) on whether
policy was at variance with Holy Writ . The first amir al-Mu'minin, aformer
professor of Quranic studies at Asyut University, provided the connection
of the Jihad with the university Islamists." That the Jihad colluded with
like-minded extremists in places like Asyut, and that it found provincial
universities there a good source of recruits, illustrates how heavily the
traditional regions of the countries were coming under the assault of ur-
banization and how rapidly the discontinuities between rural and urban
societies were accelerating.4°
The growth ofJihad cells depended primarily on remittances from Egyp-

tian workers abroad . The extremists purchased weaponsand propagandized
their cause on cassette tapes." Because of Sadat's liberal policy concerning
private mosques, the Jihad was free to enlarge its structure through personal
contacts among believers and to establish centers for more intensive study
of its doctrine .42 Thus, Sadat provided the Jihad with the means for his
own downfall . On the eighth anniversary of the 1973 October War, while
reviewing a military parade, Sadat was assassinated by a group of Jihadists
(the Takfir wa Hijra faction : "Repentance and Holy Flight") that had
formed within the army.

In the subsequent trial of the assassins, much valuable information about
the new Egyptian Islamism came to light . The leadership came from the
middle professional classes and from the army, often reflecting the small
town and rural background of the national leadership itself; but the vast
bulk ofthe militants were young students andpeople from lower and middle
income jobs-the very classes created by the Egyptian revolution .43 This
was in sharp contradistinction to the Iranian model where the Khomeinist
revolution was carried on the backs of the traditional religious elites and
the urban merchant class who had always been the traditional historical
ally of the clergy . 44 Furthermore, the purpose of Takfir wa Hijra in killing
Sadat was not to foment a revolt or a revolution . No evidence wasproduced
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during the trial that suggested a master plan to overthrow the Egyptian
government ; but the assassination did conform to the idea that revolt
against a sitting government, in accordance with the Quranic injunction
to "command the good and forbid the evil," was legitimate. This established
at least an ideological link between Takfir and the Muslim Brotherhood.
Both believed that their creed gave them the right to exercise authority in
and over society and to interpret those rules by which society was to live .
Insofar as society was ordained by God, any contravention of God's rules
by a secular government immediately put that government outside the
purview of God's society ; consequently, Sadat and his government were
guilty of kufr (apostasy) . In the eyes of Takfir, Sadat had committed kufr
by not applying sharia law as an antidote for the ills of the nation . He was
not a true believer, required no allegiance, and could become the legitimate
object of a Jihad for his removal. Moreover, Sadat had conspired with the
Americans and the Israelis, sworn enemies of Islam, which further enraged
the assassins and led them to proclaim that Muslims should no longer
consider the Jews and the Christians a "tolerated people" (Ahl al-Kitab) .
The difference between the old and the new Egyptian Islamism can be

	

.
found in the Jihadist charge that the Muslim Brotherhood and some of the
more moderate Islamists showed no activism in the promotion of jihad.
The Brothers had insisted that a broad base of support was necessary if
jihad was to be successful; thus the Brotherhood justified its entry into
post-Nasirist politics . The Jihad, on the other hand, believed strongly that
only through the direct and immediate imposition of its will on the state
could the majority of Egyptians be brought to an understanding of what
God demanded of them .41 On the general level of political strategy, there-
fore, the Jihad showed an affinity for the romantic nihilism of the Broth-
erhood's ideologue, Sayyid Qutb, from whom many of the ideas mentioned
above are derived. On the tactical level, the Jihad practiced a complemen-
tary "Islamic Guevarism."

Islamism presents one of the most dangerous problems faced today by
Hosni Mubarak. As long as the Jihad's adherents believe that their vision
of the just society is correct and that contemporary Egyptian society is
doomed to degenerate, the organization may be capable of producing char-
ismatic leaders in the style of Khomeini . No argument from the traditional
religious elites ofthe Egyptian community can undercut the Jihadist appeal .
The Jihadists are no longer available to these arguments, since they contend
that the old traditional elites-as well as the hard-line Nasirists and Com-
munists-have forfeited the right to speak for Islamic authenticity. It is a
matter of time before the Jihad uses the same reasoning to justify a final
break with the more moderate Brotherhood.

It is extremely difficult to gauge the probability of success of an Islamist
insurgency in Egypt. If such an insurgency should occur outside Iran, Egypt
may well be the LIC environment in which it will succeed. Were Islamist
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forces to come to power in Egypt, they would benefit from more than fifty
years of organizational experience and from their relatively knowledgeable
understanding of Western categories of thought and political process. In
the momentary absence of a charismatic leader, due to the Sunni tradition
of consensual leadership, such forces would be obliged to rely more heavily
on those organizational talents and on the control of the media. Thus, there
might exist the possibility of the institutionalization of an Islamist power
that reflects the socialization of the middle and petit bourgeois classes from
which Egyptian Islamism derives is strength . And these classes have learned
to survive their leaders .46

Egyptian Islamism has indigenous roots in modern Egyptian history,
reflects the LIC environment in which it operates, and takes its unique
character from the social crisis that history has produced . But the rela-
tionship of Egyptian Islamism to other Islamist ideologies such as Kho-
meinism is circumstantial. Iran has always lacked the liberal tradition of
Egypt, the background of nationalism shared by elites and middle classes,
and the long period of acculturation to poverty that the Egyptian poor have
endured .47 At best, Khomeini has given Egypt inspiration for change along
Islamist lines; he has had no direct hand in shaping the confrontation that
is to come .

Islamism in Tunisia

Although it is of more recent vintage, Islamism is no less a potent force
for insurgency in Tunisia than it is in Egypt. Like the Egyptian Brothers,
Tunisian Islamists have attempted to point out the deficiencies of the state
in securing prosperity for its citizens . The fact that the state has so deeply
permeated the sociocultural life of the average Tunisian with the message
of modernity and development makes these deficiencies all the more glar-
ing. Islamism speaks to Tunisians as an alternative political language.'$
Islamists find themselves in opposition to the Tunisian single-party system
and the values of Habib Bourguiba's Destourian Socialist party (PSD),
whose monopolization of the political process has been theoretically limited
by Bourguiba's acquiescence to the concept of multipartyism . Up to the
present, however, the state has not permitted the Islamists to enter the
political arena legally; and so the Tunisian Movement of Islamic Tendency
(MTI) remains a protest movement on the fringe of organized political life
but one which endeavors, like the state, to co-opt religious symbols in a
fierce competition for the allegiance of the populace. On the level of hu-
manistic values, no differences exist between the state and the MTI with
respect to the application of religion to the improvement of the Tunisian
moral milieu . The principal point of contention between them is not with
moral theology but with the place Islam will occupy as a practical institution
of national reconstruction.
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The MTI professes the need for a religious state anchored in Sunni con-
sensus whereas the PSD insists on the subordination of Islam to the secular
state and its French rationalist tradition. And the situation is complicated
by another important issue-succession to the leadership of a country
where no real rule of law with respect to the institutionalization of power
has been established.
This makes the Tunisian Islamist dilemma distinct from that of Egypt

and Lebanon. In Lebanon, Islamist groups do not struggle against a central
authority, an army, a bureaucracy, or any oppressive state force because
none of these exist. In Egypt, Islamist forces were repressed by a strong
state married to a pan-Arab philosophy that fuels Egypt's regional political
aspirations. In Tunisia, theMTI and PSDdo not disagree over the historical
right of the state to exist and to define its relationship with other states .
Rather, it is that the MTI contests the probity of the present Tunisian
regime . And the ways both party and Islamists go about translating their
demands into reality are marked by a remarkable similarity in sociopolitical
assumptions.

This has occurred because Islam and nationalist politics have been linked
in the struggle for independence . The great genius of Habib Bourguiba, the
architect of the Tunisian state, was to make Islam a crucial element in the
struggle for decolonization by portraying it as a repository of purely Tu-
nisian values. But after 1956 and the shift from independence politics to
the politics of nation-building, Bourguiba opened a campaign against or-
ganized Islam because the Islamic reformist views of the Tunisian religious
establishment were too closely associated with his political rivals, the Old
Destour (Constitutionalist) party.

Bourguiba's determination to secularize religion has never wavered sig-
nificantly. Official Islam was to be reconstructed along the lines of a "po-
litical" religion with the state serving in place of the "imamate" and
Bourguiba as its "imam." To accomplish this task, Bourguiba brought the
religious authorities under the control of the state by placing the major
mosques, their religious endowments, and the curricula of their schools in
the hands of a minister for religious affairs . At the same time, he pro-
mulgated a new Code of Personal Statute which effectively made matters
ofmarriage, divorce, inheritance, and civil rights for women the prerogative
of the civil courts . Thus Bourguiba, like Nasir, left organized Islam with
a carefully delineated sphere of influence shorn of any real power.
This state of affairs held sway in Tunisia during the 1960s while the PSD

concentrated on the fight against underdevelopment . However, when the
Tunisian socialist economy began to break down in the 1970s, Islam reap-
peared to protest the moral excesses of secular PSD economics and the
party's political oppression . Interestingly, this protest erupted, as in Egypt,
both in the countryside and in the cities, among the lower middle classes
that had not shared in the economic and political gains of modernization
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during the first decade of independence . This happened for two basic rea-
sons : first, the government was interested in industrialization rather than
agriculture and therefore favored the development of urban areas and the
coastal regions where the infrastructure for rapid industrialization was al-
ready in place; and second, the party, which was already synonymous with
the state and the accepted political instrument of development, reflected
in its distribution of resources the native regions of its elites. Thus the
economically and politically dispossessed, not having access to the fruits
of the society-especially in terms of the educational opportunities on
which the creation of the human resources necessary to fuel development
was founded-turned increasingly to the Islamist alternative .
A number of important events determined the fortunes of the new Is-

lamism .49 In the autumn of 1969, the experiment in agricultural collectiv-
ization failed because the PSD was unable to provide the necessary
leadership and expertise for the success of a guided economy. The end of
collectivization coincided with the fall from grace of Minister of Economy
and Plan Ahmad Ben Salah, who had used his position as a stepping-stone
to presidential successions° Thus the economic crisis, with its barely con-
cealed overtones of political competition, highlighted the potentially dan-
gerous consequences of a country without an institutional procedure for
the transfer of power. Played out against this background of economic
instability, a succession crisis and the disintegration of national unity,
which resulted from the inability of the PSD to carry out its role as the
motor of development, Muslim sentiment resurged to demand the return
to an authentic Islamic culture (asala) void of reference to the West.

At the beginning of the 1970s, the new Islamism wanted nothing more
than cultural autonomy from the Bourguibist state. The Islamists resented
Bourguiba's usurpation of "imamic" charisma and his imposition, through
the policies of state and party, of Western positivism in the sphere of
personal law. The students of the Zitouna Mosque in Tunis, now the the-
ological faculty of the University of Tunis, gave form to this resentment
when, in early 1970, they asked the government to permit the organization
of a Society for the Preservation of the Quran . Fearing a shift of student
sympathy toward more radical pan-Arab causes, such as Baathism and
Colonel Qadhafi's variety of Nasirism, the government acquiesced . Fur-
thermore, the government relaxed its surveillance of the private mosques
as an extension of the spirit of economic liberalization that was intended
to redirect the public sector toward a more aggressive capitalistic orien-
tation . The mosques rapidly became the locus for the coalescing of Islamist
sentiment, which led to formation of a loosely knit Movement of Islamic
Tendency; hence, the government played a role in undercutting the social
basis for single-party supremacy.

In January 1978, the General Union of Tunisian Workers declared a
nationwide strike in response to the government policy of holding down
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the minimum wage for industrial and agricultural laborers in the face of
mounting inflation . As the strike quickly spread throughout the country,
it was savagely put down, thus ending the historic cooperation between the
syndicalist movement and the single party. Many other issues surfaced in
the wake of this event. It was now obvious that the previous decade of
laissez-faire capitalism had not succeeded in attracting needed capital into
the country, that the population was growing younger and less responsive
to Bourguibist values, and that the state could no longer provide employ-
ment for the graduates of its universities and technical schools.
More than any other event, the 1978 disturbances acted to politicize the

Islamist movement; and in 1981, the MTI petitioned the government to
recognize it as a legal political party. The government was preparing for
elections to municipal and national office and had promised to enfranchise
opposing political opinion. But the rigged elections were engineered in such
a way as to deny all but the Communists legal status and so belied the
government's pledge to encourage multipartyism. Deceived by the govern-
ment, theMTIjoined the active opposition . This prompted the government
to begin a campaign to control the private mosques, forcing the MTI into

	

_
acts of defiance for which its leaders were incarcerated .

In the winter of 1984, rioters took to the streets to protest the suspension
of subsidies for staples such as bread, sugar, and tea. The subsidies had
long served to drain Tunisia's hard currency reserves and this austerity was
considered a necessary measure ifthe government was to continue to qualify
for assistance from the International Monetary Fund . Troubles erupted
immediately in the countryside, where the effects of the price rises were
most keenly felt among the poorest classes; but they quickly spread north
to the large cities. It was rumored that the MTI was involved in the insti-
gation of these riots. But there is no proof of the government's contention
that the MTI willfully concocted the violence to challenge government con-
trol, even though it is true that Islamist elements stood in the forefront of
the disturbances .

In fact, nothing leads us to believe that the MTI was as tightly organized
as the Egyptian Brotherhood or their Jihadist competitors. Certainly the
MTI was technically capable of sparking an urban insurrection, but it pos-
sessed no cell structure to speak of, did not resort to clandestine activity
with the aim of overthrowing the republic, and was not blessed with a
central leadership capable of enunciating the interests of all Tunisian Is-
lamists. Like the Brotherhood's relationship with the Jihad, the MTI had
also undergone its internal schisms over the issue of Islamist representation
in political life." To a certain degree, internal dissension within the MTI
replicated the tensions between the Brotherhood and the Jihad over the
proper attitude that Islamists ought to adopt toward the state within an
elected parliamentary structure .

Like the Jihad in Egypt, the MTI appeals to university students; and,
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indeed, the University of Tunis has been a hotbed of Islamist agitation
since the appearance of the Society for the Preservation of the Quran. The
few sociological studies that have been done on its membership concur
that, within the core of its activists, the student from rural, petit bourgeois
origins-the class most highly mobilized by the Bourguibist philosophy-
is overrepresented." The sympathizers with the movement, however, come
from the urban lower middle classes and the unemployed. The leaders of
the MTI, on the other hand, are those who possess a background in the
liberal professions such as law, medicine, and the exact sciences-precisely
those on whom the state and the party have drawn for their postinde-
pendence elites ."
This phenomenon deserves some explanation because therein may lie

the key to an understanding of the conditions under which Islamism could
mount a successful challenge to the established order. Economic and po-
litical arguments are usually the first to be proposed as reasons for the
appeal of Islamism to this particular class of protestors. Both arguments,
however, are flawed . Although it is true that Islamism often makes a greater
impression on the lower socioeconomic ranks, the argument from economic

	

_
deprivation does not provide an adequate explanation for the popularity
of Islamism among the professionals, technocrats, and women whom the
Tunisian educational system has assiduously cultivated by giving them ac-
celerated access to training . And, whereas there is no doubt that the Tu-
nisian political system has failed to furnish a multiparty context for the
expression of diverse political views, the system continues to generate a
forum for the ideas of the very same class from which the MTI draws its
leadership . The presence of women in the Islamist movement is likewise
anomalous; but among all the women of the Middle East, Tunisian women
possess the most civil rights .54

In the Tunisian context, the argument from a psychosocial deprivation
perspective appears to be more cogent and plausible. This argument stresses
the lack of continuity between the independence and postindependence
generations in terms of ideological identity and social orientation. Inas-
much as the state has not fulfilled its mandate to promote social justice
but has instead perpetuated inequalities, Islam becomes the language of
secular rejection .
The Western model of social organization is founded on the rationalism

of the Western technological and scientific order. Just as that order, with
its material raison d'etre, has undermined Western social morality and
accelerated its decay, so has technology exercised a similar effect on Muslim
societies, such as Tunisia, which have chosen to modernize on Western
lines. Therationalism ofWestern technology makes no inherent normative
assumptions; therefore, when in times of extreme socioeconomic disloca-
tion Tunisian technocrats turn to technology for moral guidance, they find
no readily available answers. Often, they will submerge their ambiguities
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about technology and modernization by returning to the explicit social and
moral teaching of the Quran, which represents the sum total of societal
aspirations for such individuals in terms of a recreation of the historical
community of believers under the Prophet. In the Tunisian context, this
variety of Islamism presents itself as superior to, and a substitute for, the
secular, modernizing, and Westernizing Tunisian political outlook. In es-
pousing such Islamism through association with the MTI, the technocrat
avoids the pain of having to deal morally with the rapid transformation of
his social circumstances. This has led to an Islamist revolt against the
consumerist orientation of the Tunisian state implied in its acceptance of
the material basis of Western technology, and it has ensured that the MTI
would advocate a social and material puritanism, a striving for individual
self-reliance, and a recovery of Islamic authenticity."

In 1956, when Tunisia gained its autonomy from France, Bourguiba set
about to circumscribe Islam and to cast religion in the role of enemy to
secularization . Unfortunately, his campaign has not worked . Bourguiba's
failed vision of a Tunisia modernized along purely Western lines is jux-
taposed today to the resurgent Islamist vision of restored national unity
organized according to Muslim precepts . That juxtaposition expresses itself
in the vocabulary of social anxiety.sb The principal actors in the Islamist
drama are those who have most to gain and most to lose by the present
tension.
Despite these circumstances, the Islamists have not necessarily opted for

an Islamist state. Rather, they insist that the moral leadership of the na-
tional community should be theirs because only they are capable of un-
derstanding how to obtain the benefits of modern civilization without
losing a traditional religious ethos." Inasmuch as the MTI is willing to
pursue its goal peacefully, the burden will fall on the state to make good
on its promise of democratic pluralism . Notwithstanding the conflicting
interpretation of what pluralism means, the MTI is more marked by Bour-
guibist political culture than is Bourguibism by Islam."
The chances, then, of the MTI leading an insurrection against the state

are slim . The political values shared by both Islamists and the PSD, and
the weakness of the MTI as regards a theory of state, mitigate against this
possibility. Moreover, the influence ofthe Khomeinist phenomenon on the
MTI is for the moment indirect-offering an example to be emulated rather
than a strategy and tactic to be followed .

In Tunisia and elsewhere, the real threat may come from the armed forces,
were the military, as a legitimate instrument of state coercion, to become
infected with the virus of radical Islamism. Islamism has, in fact, made
some progress in that domain. In the autumn of 1983, a number of officers
were arrested for participating in the formation of a cell of the Islamic
Liberation Party within the air force.s 9 But the Islamic Liberation Party
has been associated with a Jordanian branch of the Egyptian Brotherhood;
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hence, no evidence exists at present that points to the involvement of the
indigenous Islamist movement in the suborning of the Tunisian military.
In the past few years, other non-MTI Islamist cells have been uncovered.

As late as July 1986, four Islamist radicals were sentenced to death for
carrying out military attacks against a variety of targets. These radicals
claimed allegiance to the "Islamic Jihad." Their aim was the creation of
an atmosphere of anarchy, the encouragement of a suitable climate for
revolution, and the procurement of arms to fight against the Tunisian re-
gime which in their eyes hadsold out to French andAmerican imperialism.
Amongthose condemned to deathwas a lieutenant in the Tunisian army.b°
As long as political and socioeconomic immobilism persists in Tunisia,

the ground for the growth of a native Islamism will remain fertile . By the
same token, the deeper Tunisia is dragged into the conflicts of her neighbors
to the east, the greater the chance for a radical non-Tunisian variety of
Islamism to take root . The combination of these forces can be disastrous
under conditions of instability .
Forthe present, the Tunisian situation more closely mirrors the Egyptian

situation than the predicaments faced by Arab nations elsewhere. In Egypt,
Jihadists in the army very nearly brought down the government with the
assassination of Sadat. Though an Islamist-inspired Tunisian army coup
against an aged president is hardly likely, Islamist elements within the army
may make common cause with the MTI at the time of his death if Bour-
guiba's successors do not face squarely the problem brought about by the
national socioeconomic and political crisis . Such a common cause would
be a terrible irony since the Tunisian armed forces have always been con-
sidered the least praetorian, most apolitical and most pro-Western military
establishment in the Arab world.b'

Conclusion

The true school of command lies in the general culture. Behind the victories of
Alexander one always finds Aristotk.

-Charles de Gaulle

Conventional military confrontations in the Middle East tend to catch
our attention because of their violence. But, historically speaking, such
confrontations are becoming less frequent and may indeed be passing phe-
nomena. The struggles with the greatest potential for redistributing political
power are occurring within the Arab state system as a protest against the
legitimacy of the secular state itself. These unconventional conflicts are
fought on battlefields whose contours are indeterminate and shifting and
wherethe actual battle hasnothing to do with questions of state sovereignty,
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territoriality, or the maintenance of alliances. The battlefield exists every-
where; in cities, in towns, in villages, in the bush, in parliament, in trade
union halls, in the corridors of government buildings, in the streets even,
because the battle is for access to the minds and hearts of people.
The environment in which these battles take place fits the broad range

of assumptions we make about the nature of low-intensity conflict . Low-
intensity conflict is not programmatic, not prioritized as to objective, not
materially intensive, not amenable to superpower intervention and arbi-
tration, and not subject to the rules of conventional engagement . Low-
intensity conflict is fluid in the scope of its operations ; flexible in adjusting
to conditions; geopolitically transregional; temporary and ad hoc in alli-
ance-building; and, as regards its most salient feature in the Middle East,
highly ideological.
This study has argued that Islamism is the most aggressive form of po-

litical ideology in the region today, and that the circumstances of its appeal
will guarantee its prominence in the low-intensity environment. This being
said, it must be recognized that despite some superficial affinities to West-
em categories of thought, Islamism is not derivative of Western political
culture . The Western observer has too often tended to equate Islamism
with a Leninist model of organization and a Marxist worldview. Whereas
the Islamist worldview certainly demonstrates a striking similarity to the
Marxist concept of historical determinism, nothing supports the thesis that
Islamism acts as a single unified expression of inevitable historical forces .
For example, Khomeinism, the only variation of Islamism to gain control
ofa state apparatus, mayprovide revolutionary incentive for Islamist move-
ments everywhere ; yet we have no reason to believe that Khomeinism fur-
nishes a central political direction for like-minded Islamists outside of the
Iranian sociopolitical milieu in which the development of Khomeini's
movement took place. In contradistinction to Marxism-Leninism, Islamism
espouses puritanism rather than social radicalism, relies on mass con-
sciousness-raising rather than on the vanguardism of an elite party struc-
ture, tends to operate openly rather than subversively in society, denies the
material-and therefore secular-concept of the historical process, and
depends for its success on scriptural literalism . This not only implies that
Islamism is directly opposed to the Marxist-Leninist formula; it under-
scores the Islamist belief that all forms of Western sociopolitical and eco-
nomic ideology are alien to Middle Eastern society. In point of fact,
Islamism has worked to expose the claim that Western modernization the-
ory provides a guide for the physical security and economic prosperity of
the Muslim world. But to the Islamist, modernization itself is not the prob-
lem. It is moral corruption, brought about by modernization and Western
imperialism, for which Islam offers itself as the necessary corrective .
The means by which Islamism seeks to purify society differ vastly. These

means exist within, and respond to, distinct sets of social and political
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lem. It is moral corruption, brought about by modernization and Western 
imperialism, for which Islam offers itself as the necessary corrective. 

The means by which Islamism seeks to purify society differ vastly. These 
means exist within, and respond to, distinct sets of social and political 
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conditions . In Bahrain, Khomeini sponsored an internal insurgency to es-
tablish Iranian power in a region Iran considers its ethnic, religious, and
historical irredenta . Hence, the Bahrain incident may be understood in the
light ofhistorical Iranian state imperialism. In Lebanon, on the other hand,
Islamism rallies the sentiment of a previously fragmented Shiite community
for recognition of its rights to political authority based on the demographic
formula of Lebanese confessionalism .
Egypt presents a somewhat different picture. Islamist roots reach deep

into Egyptian society, reflecting the historic Sunni tendencies toward a
consensual reformism of moral and intellectual life . Under the Muslim
Brotherhood, a new Islamic humanism arose. Under conditions of a de-
teriorating economic situation, it competed with the West to define Islam's
relation to modernism, Egypt's Arab destiny, and the right to determine
the course ofthe pan-Arab polity. The competition was prolonged well into
the Nasirist period ; and by the time Anwar Sadat acceded to power, the
social concepts of the Brotherhood had hardened into a turgid antistate
orthodoxy that led, in the wake ofthe Israeli-Egyptian peace treaty, to the
radical revisionism of the Jihad.

	

_
Tunisian Islamism also confronted the question of modernism, but the

confrontation took place within a context circumscribed by the theory of
the secular state. The Movement of Islamic Tendency attacked the Tunisian
state not so much because the state resembled a structure alien to Islam
but because the state acted to colonize the country internally. In a state
without provisions for the institutionalization of power, it is not surprising
that the Movement of Islamic Tendency accept Bourguibist political as-
sumptions while it rejects Bourguibist political remedies . The danger for
Tunisia lies in the growing influence within the armed forces of nonindig-
enous Islamism that threatens to involve Tunisia in extraregional and in-
ternational issues .
On first view, then, the similarity of the four case studies of Islamism

presented in this paper is more apparent than real . While it is true that on
the plane of social ethics, Islamism from Iran to Tunisia stresses the im-
portance of a puritanical morality, the weight of precedent in history, and
the truth of dogma, it is likewise true that on the level of the political
relationship of state to religion, Islamism reveals a surprising ambiguity.
This ambiguity accounts for the protean character of Islamism and the
wide range of variation in its sociopolitical characteristics . The farther
afield one moves from the charismatic model of Iranian Shiite religious
organization and into the Sunni Arab world, the more pronounced this
ambiguity becomes with respect to the issues of secularism, anti-Western-
ism, the colonial struggle, and one-state nationalism . Faced with the task
of formulating a political-military policy to contain the potential of Islam-
ism for low-intensity conflict, the policymaker must ground his decision
firmly on a tolerance for such ambiguity.
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The solution to the Islamist problem rests in the final analysis with the
regional elites in power.62 No solution may be affected that eschews careful
long-term study of regional geopolitical realities in favor of immediate
military interventionism; the problem does not and will not respond to the
managerial logic of conventional military thinking . For US political-mili-
tary strategists, nothing less than achange in their understanding of Middle
Eastern culture is required . To take a liberty with de Gaulle's epigram, the
strategist must realize that behind the victories of Saladin the presence of
the Prophet Muhammad looms large . Failure to understand this is to con-
firm the dictum of the historian Thomas Carlyle that collective wisdom
often reflects individual ignorance.

If low-intensity warfare in the Middle East is to be contained, the US
military will be obliged to adjust to thinking in terms of these regional
realities and to cease filtering its attitudes through its relationship with the
Soviet Union. Once freed from the poverty of globalist thinking, policy-
makers may devise policies that aim at strengthening Middle Eastern allies
through aid and training programs of visible worth. Such programs should
include instruction in counterinsurgency techniques, the encouragement of
regional security by means ofjudicious military transfers and defense ar-
rangements, and the necessary provisions for the creation of a regional
rapid deployment force. 63 In this way, the United States will be able to
avoid the political liability of a counterproductive presence in the region
while, at the same time, ensuring for itself the diplomatic flexibility that
future conflict resolution in the Middle East will surely demand.
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Soviet Russia and Low-Intensity Conflict
in Central Asia: Three Case Studies

Dr Stephen Blank

The Soviet experience with low-intensity conflict is extensive and varied .
Whether as participant or supplier to an external proxy, Moscow has be-
queathed a significant legacy to students ofthis phenomenon . For example,
the civil war and the widespread ethnic and peasant uprisings of 1918-24
were low-intensity conflicts . These conflicts left a profound mark on Bol-
shevik outlook and military history that conforms to the obsession with
historical study for lessons applicable today. Thus, both Western and Soviet
commentators point to the parallels between the Basmachi revolt and the
present war in Afghanistan.
A study of selected Soviet experiences in such conflicts yields important

clues as to what works and what fails in such conflicts, thus materially
aiding the formation of US policy to deal with Communist insurgency
tactics . For reasons of economy and of comparison within one region, we
have deliberately restricted our study to action against Central Asian Mus-
lims. This entails three low-intensity conflicts : the Basmachi uprising in
1918-31, the Soviet interventions in Iran, 1920-21 and 1941-46, and in
Afghanistan since 1978 . In ascertaining what has succeeded and what has
failed, we inquire into the possibility of cataloging a possible inventory of
tactics that would bring about desirable outcomes in Afghanistan and in
future conflicts.

In studying these regions, one quickly finds that they all occurred in
backward areas of intense religious loyalty that were increasingly under
pressure from modernizing forces, pronounced ethnic fragmentation, and
intense sociopolitical polarization . Common religious identity, intensely
felt, animated the anti-Soviet movement. And, in all three arenas, the
"Great Game" between Russia and its Anglo-American rival was always
present.
Not surprisingly, therefore, Soviet practice has explicitly built on and

refined the military-political tactics first developed in reintegrating and
Sovietizing multinational Soviet Russia during the civil war and its after-
math . This Soviet "solution" of the national question and the related one
of internal Sovietization was a constant source of inspiration in devising
the means of extending the revolution abroad . Since much of the activity
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and rationale of Soviet foreign policy is the unending search for the most
expeditious way of generating or Sovietizing such revolutions, this initial
experience and subsequent refinements are of great importance for those
who wish to compile the inventory previously mentioned.

Early on, Soviet leaders grasped that they could not prevail without their
joint military-political leadership enjoying some basis of public support;
that is, a cadre, even ifsmall andcontrolled and proppedup from Moscow.
Andon the morrow of the initial revolution, Moscow instantly began form-
ing Communist parties among minorities within Russia . These groups con-
sistently failed to seize power; therefore, by late 1918, the Red Army first
started to conduct its own "liberation mission" under Lenin's guidance .

With the advance of our troops to the west and into the Ukraine, regional provisional
Soviet governments are being created to strengthen local Soviets. This situation has a
positive side to it, in that it deprives the chauvinists of the Ukraine, Lithuania, Latvia,
Estonia, of the credibility of the possibility of seeing in the movement of our troops
an occupation and creates favorable conditions for the further movement ofour troops .
Without this situation, our troops in the occupied areas would be placed in an im-
possible situation and the population would not greet them as liberators .'

Such a military combination became indispensable to the Soviet leaders;
and it has to include at least the potential for, if not the reality of, native
mass support. By 1920, the same mold was cast for Bukhara and Khiva in
Central Asia . They served as models, as Mongolia did later, for Sovieti-
zation of foreign countries. In May 1920, Deputy Foreign Commissar Ka-
rakhan recommended to Lenin that the Emirate of Bukhara be replaced
with a pro-Soviet regime headed by the Young Bukharans . By August, they
had been organized, along with Bukhara's first Communist, into a new
Bukharan Communist party. Karakhan continued, stating that once this
group was consolidated, an internal uprising, supported from Soviet ter-
ritory by Bukharan troops-mainly deserters-should occur, after which
Soviet troops would intervene, ostensibly to restore order, protect railroads,
borders, and so forth.2 Frunze, the Soviet commander, duly carried out
these military-political tasks and added the fabrication of a foreign con-
spiracy (just as in Afghanistan) to justify the invasion.' In September 1920,
the invasion took place according to script . So useful was the model that
Joseph Stalin applied it six months later in Georgia. Soviet leaders have
refined and updated it ever since.
However, as today in Afghanistan, the initial Sovietization attempts in

Russia andthe borderlands of the Soviet Union ran into violent opposition .
From 1920-24, all the nationalities of Russia rose against Soviet rule . The
tactics used by the Soviets in these counterinsurgency operations prefigured
those used in Afghanistan today. Recent citations indicate the relevance of
these insurgencies in the Ukraine and in Russia to operations in Central
Asia from 1918-31 and in Afghanistan.
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Tactics varied among these peasant uprisings. There were groups that
fought pitched battles in Siberia and along the Volga, but the most well-
known uprisings in Tambov and the Ukraine were guerrilla-type insurgen-
cies . Soviet authorities reacted by lavishly (for those days) equipping the
military with artillery, machine guns, cannons, armored cars, airplanes,
thousands of bayonets, and even 10,000 swords. Mikhail Tukhachevsky
likened the Soviet operation to a campaign, awarof serious urgency. These
rebellions against Soviet rule then experienced systematic terror and war.
It must be stressed that the tactics summarized here are taken from Soviet
sources and are used in Afghanistan today. Not only were regular military
units used, but Antonov's Tambov command staff waspenetrated by Chek-
ists and hostages were taken (they would be shot if rebel units appeared in
the region). Those harboring "bandits" or their families would be shot .
Starting in March 1921, the families of rebels were deported and, in June,
despite admission of Soviet preeminence, all involved in any way with the
uprising were deported, including entire villages. Tukhachevsky, the com-
mander in Tambov, summed up pacification in the following terms.

The Sovietization of the centers of rebellion in Tambov province followed a definite
progression, district by district . After troops were brought into a given district, we
would concentrate maximum force there-the army, the Cheka (secret police), and the
party and Soviet apparatuses . While the military units were busy wiping out the bands
based in the district and establishing revolutionary committees, the Cheka was catching
any surviving bandits . After Soviet powerwas consolidated in one district all our forces
were transferred to the next'

The Central Committee, in April 1921, ordered provincial party and
Cheka committees to join forces in suppressing outbreaks throughout the
region.' It should be noted that the elevation of Najibullah in Afghanistan
represents an analogous process.
Combating the Nestor Makhno-led insurgency in the Ukraine, Michael

Frunze utilized tactics he had developed in Central Asia against the Bas-
machi insurgency. Politically, he mobilized all political organizations-
party, Soviet, and Cheka-to split the basic mass from their leaders. Mil-
itarily, he used operations derived from his Turkestan experience against
the rebels. Since Col Gen M. A. Gareev's book is intended to be an au-
thoritative exposition of Soviet strategic doctrine, it is worth noting that
these tactics were used in Afghanistan about the time Gareev sent the book
to press. Operating against guerrillas, Frunze

decided to operate against the bands in small, highly mobile detachments, using pre-
dominantly cavalry units and machine gun carts. A special "flying corps" was organized
which was to constantly pursue, surround, and destroy the bandit detachments . All the
garrisons, troop units, and facilities were given specific missions to combat the bandits .
The establishing ofthe Communist special purpose units(ChON) (ancestors ofSpetsnaz
troops-SJB) was a new form of military training and involvement of the workers in
the active struggle against the bands
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If one substitutes armored helicopters for cavalry and mobile land forces,
one immediately grasps the contemporary message in this historical
discussion.

Frunze's further observations on local wars, summed up in his writing
on the French in Morocco, are also relevant in this connection . He criticized
them for mechanically transplanting the lessons of World War I and the
European theater to Morocco. (Gareev's real targets were Soviet officers
who did the same thing in Afghanistan.) Gareev, through Frunze, repri-
mandsthose who fought a positional warusing heavy artillery andbombing
to occupy land. Soviet, and supposedly French, commanders did not switch
over to fluid practicality as to local conditions of war, to the need for
fighting both offensively and defensively, or to the political goals of the
campaign .7 But it is in Central Asia, against the Basmachi insurgency, that
the experience of counterinsurgency is most profound .

The Basmachi Insurgency

The Basmachi insurgency was largely staffed by peasants ; but some ele-
ments of the commercial classes of Central Asia, motivated by the Soviets'
attacks on religious institutions as much as by economic devastation and
terror, were also involved . Pro-Russian land and water policy, cavalry raids
against religious organizations, and policies that facilitated the death by
famine of 1,000,000 Muslims, facilitated the revolt . It began in 1918, lasted
until 1931, and hit its high-water marks in 1920-22 and again in 1929 . The
revolutionary goal was reactionary and theocratic, though not untouched
by pan-Turkic or pan-Islamic agitation . The revolution's greak weakness,
like that of the Afghan rebels, was its inability to settle on an agreed lead-
ership and to advance a coherent program for governing the region . Mil-
itarily, the Basmachi earned the respect of their enemies as fearsome
warriors .
The revival of Soviet and Western interest in them can be attributed to

the clear parallel, noted by both, with events in Afghanistan.' The Basmachi
insurgency typified low-intensity conflict or insurgency warfare . Their tac-
tics took the form of ambushes, hit-and-run attacks, raids, and small unit
combat against Soviet formations of superior size and equipment . They
received little help from abroad-far less than Soviet fantasies allege ; and
they were frequently underarmed as well as isolated . Their motivations
were largely religious, clannic, tribal, and fiercely held. But their strength
was in rural areas. They could not seriously imperil Soviet power in the
main cities and arteries . Their military shortcomings were certainly con-
tributing factors in their ultimate defeat ; but their political failures were
the decisive ones. The Basmachi never devised a political program that
commanded mass support other than the negative demand for expulsion
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ofthe infidel. Thus, they hadno positive political message-andyoucannot
beat something with nothing! Certainly, they could not appeal to the rising
younger generation of Central Asia, which was considerably more exposed
to and receptive of Soviet-style modernization . Much of their failure is also
attributable to their own lack of cohesion and leadership . They never ac-
cepted anyoneprogramor any one man as their leader ; instead, they fought
under tribal and clannic flags. And this disunity promoted skillful exploi-
tation by the Bolsheviks .
The Bolsheviks, after 1922, blended terror with inducements to exploit

these differences among the Basmachi and to intimidate Basmachi sup-
porters at home and abroad . They played off urban versus rural, Uzbek
versus Turkmen, young versus old, and so forth. Every opportunity to frac-
tionate the Muslim community was eagerly seized . Yet they sought per-
sistently to construct networks of mass native support, bringing Muslim
modernizing leaders like Faizulla Khodzhaev and Akmal Ikramov to the
fore . These mass bases were incorporated quickly and were steadily purged
of harmful elements. They also generated tremendous mass propaganda
about the glorious future the regime was building . By these two devices,
the state opened a channel to potential leaders of upward social mobility
and linked it to a positive, constructive sociopolitical vision-something
the Basmachi did not even conceive of. Moscow also secured the allegiance
of a minority of Muslim clerics after 1922, thereby splintering the religious
opposition . It did this by temporarily legalizing Muslim courts and schools,
allowing religious instruction, and permitting Mosques to operate without
persecution. They also accepted the Shariat law in Soviet codes. Further,
land and water reforms reduced much of the socioeconomic motives that
had fueled the Basmachi's recruitment. Finally, in 1924, the regime divided
Central Asia into five separate republics (four then, five after the 1929
creation of the Tadzhik republic), each of which was internally divided to
abort sustained, organized resistance .
These moves, coupled with the death in battle of the charismatic Bas-

machi leader, Enver Pasha, eliminated much of the support for the Bas-
machi by 1925 . Until then, Soviet troops had generally fought in large-
scale formations . Now, they adopted new battlefield tactics . Defeat forced
the Basmachi leader, Ibrahim Bek, chief of the Lokai tribe, to levy harsh
taxes on his followers, prompting some to move back to the Soviet side
and form volunteer units. Indeed, units of Lokai tribesmen formed a posse
to hunt Bek down.
From 1925 to 1930, the Basmachi continued raids on Soviet Central Asia

from Afghanistan where they enjoyed a carte blanche to move around and
organize. But from 1925, the Soviets offered neutrality in return for ces-
sation of Afghan support to the Basmachi and simultaneously conducted
raids into Afghan territories . In 1929, a coup toppled Amanullah in Af
ghanistan and gave rise to a common peasant, Bacha i Sagao, who was
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staunchly anti-Soviet. This led to a Basmachi renaissance.
Moscow now sent large troop contingents to Central Asia . They fought

a brutal counterinsurgency war; and they deported 270,000 Central Asians .
Dushanbe, Namangan, Andizhan, andMargelan were burned to the ground,
another 1,200 villages were destroyed, and other cities were severely dam-
aged . Nevertheless, the fighting raged on. Moscow then decided to invade
Afghanistan to establish a local Communist party which could proclaim a
Soviet regime and then invite Soviet assistance. Air power was beefed up,
as was general preparedness in Tadzhikistan . Soviet troops invaded, but
the flight of Amanullah apparently pulled the political rug out from under
Moscow, prompting the Soviets to retreat. But again in 1930, Moscow
adopted a policy of hot pursuit, thus abrogating the 1926 neutrality treaty.
Now, the Afghan army acted; it chased the Basmachi into the Soviet Union
where, after several months of bitter fighting in 1931, Ibrahim Bek was
captured, tried, and executed. A new treaty with Kabul sealed the border
and led to the speedy termination of the revolt . 9

First among the lessons of the insurrection is the need to engage suc-
cessfully in an adroit policy of divide and rule amongrival ethnic andother
factions, offering inducements to one against the other. Moscow success-
fully executed this among different ethnic groups and within the clergy. It
also fashioned a basis for mass support among pro-Moscow natives who
joined the Soviets because of divisions with their elders and with the more
traditionalist clergy. At the same time it was offering masses ofnew political
forces a "career open to talent" and a matching vision, Moscow was ter-
rorizing potential resistants.
Divide and conquer tactics worked equally well with the tribes . But the

other side of divide and rule was the co-optation ofelites, whichwas crucial
in facilitating penetration of the Basmachi by pro-Soviet elements. Indeed,
this point is too little stressed; whether one studies Vietnam or Central
Asia, it is clear that intelligence as to the indigenous military-political sit-
uation is vital to combatants . It enabled Moscow to neutralize both military
and political objectives even in the planning and preinvasion stages . Such
intelligence networks deny the anti-Soviet forces strategic or tactical sur-
prise and the solid bases of political support that are critical to insurgency
operations. Construction of a native cadre and the attendant co-optation
of elites are absolutely essential-a truism still lost on those who believe
a revolution can be stage-managed from the outside by external means.
Moscow's verifiable ability to construct ramified native intelligence net-

works is of vital significance. Intelligence was almost certainly influential
in leading Moscow to combine appropriate military tactics with unremit-
ting terror (which, under the right circumstances, is highly effective). And
Moscow's repeated military failures did not ever seriously jeopardize its
control of the urban centers. Political skill and terror can, it seems, go a
long way, even in the absence of military victory.
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Finally, Moscow also succeeded in diplomatically isolating the rebels and
in insulating its borders . Afghan support for the Basmachi terminated when
Soviet invasion materialized as a real option, thus eliminating the "priv-
ileged sanctuary." Combined with internal lack of cohesion, the lack of
foreign support doomed the Basmachi . And the limits on aid to the mu-
jahidin, just as were imposed on the Basmachi, have effectively limited the
military scope of the Afghan insurrection, ultimately conferring the stra-
tegic political advantage on Moscow until 1986 . Thus, one can observe the
fundamental importance of intimidating insurgency's suppliers and of in-
sulating the rebels . The force that can achieve these political goals, and
maintain them, has gone a long way toward ensuring ultimate victory. This
chronicle is there for Moscow to read ; and if it carefully applies these
lessons, it can achieve at least its minimum goals in Afghanistan. From
1978 to 1984 (at least), it disregarded these lessons at its peril. But the
Soviets have begun to apply the lessons of the Basmachi insurgency and of
its two forays into Iran, which are of equal validity for the present expe-
rience in Afghanistan.'°

The Iran Invasions

In the Soviet invasions of Iran in 1920-21 and 1941-46, we find the
further evolution of Soviet outlooks and practice concerning low-intensity
conflicts abroad . Soviet power was associated with insurgency operations
in Iran, a rather different perspective from that of their counterinsurgency
in Central Asia . The invasions into Iran were linked to the collapse of the
Iranian government and to what the Soviets perceived as major threats to
their security. Both interventions also came to be major turning points in
Soviet relations with Great Britain and the United States .

In 1941, the original invasion was a conventional one-conducted along
classical military lines for definable military objectives and in tandem with
the British occupation . Their objectives were to cleanse Iran of Axis agents
and influence and to forge a secure channel of supplies and communica-
tions. The subsequent insurgency developed from the postinvasion con-
ditions . The RedArmy intimidated the regular Iranian army and prevented
it from countering the Soviets' military-political movement . When a second
invasion occurred in 1945-46, the Red Army acted as a screen, running
interference for the Tudeh and those under its patronage.
The 1920 military operation seems to have been less clearly defined. It

appears to have been a probe aimed first at dislodging the British from the
Caspian and second at frightening the weak Iranian regime into breaking
with London and negotiating with Moscow. The third aim was to enable
the Iranian Communists (IKP) to link up with the Jangali revolutionary
movement led by Kuchuk Khan, a religiously motivated anti-English and
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anti-Qajar (the ruling dynasty in Tehran) leader. To the best of our knowl-
edge, the Red Army received no operational instructions after it occupied
Resht and Enzeli and facilitated the work of the Iranian Communists ;
therefore, one cannot be certain as to the mission's ultimate objectives .
Whether Moscow sought to trigger a Communist takeover, a nationalist

one antecedent to a revolution, or a neutralization of Iran and the British
presence there, its actions constituted a threat to Iran and British interests."
Soviet interest in Iran had mounted during 1918-19 even while Moscow
was preoccupied with its own survival.'2 By 1920, the Soviets had captured
Azerbaidzhan and saw it as a starting point for Eastern operations against
the main enemy, the British Empire . Stalin, in particular, directed the
military operation with this aim in mind. In 1919-20, a substantial do-
mestic debate over tactics and objectives in Iran occurred in Moscow."
The Red Army landed both Iranians and Russians at Enzeli in May 1920
and sealed off Iran's Caspian provinces. Thus, both English and Iranian
influences were ousted from the region . Working with Iranian Marxists and
workers, Moscow's agents there formed the IKP and effected an alliance
with Kuchuk Khan's clerical-nationalist movement . His motives were es-
sentially clerical and anti-imperialist; but the IKP's program was a radical
one that encompassed socialist as well as nationalist goals. Meanwhile, the
Soviet troops in Resht forced Tehran to negotiate a neutrality treaty with
Soviet Russia and threatened the vital but vulnerable British position .14
These threats were conducted simultaneously with negotiations for mutual
recognition between Iran and Great Britain. This method of negotiating
has not lost its appeal to Communist regimes .
Moscow ultimately achieved its coveted recognition, but did so at the

expense ofthe revolution in Iran . Thereasons can be traced to the multitude
ofoptions Moscow faced without sufficient prior consideration . At the time
of the invasion, belief in the liberation mission of the Red Army was at
its height; nobody seems to have given any serious thought to the conse-
quences of revolutionary warfare on the borders of the British Empire .
Soviet leaders were divided as to tactics and goals. Soviet Muslims appar-
ently pressed for creation of a Muslim Red Army to invade Iran in depth
and trigger a vast anti-imperialist pan-Islamic conflagration. These Muslim
elites called for arming the East to the teeth. Essentially, they sought to
hijack Soviet Eastern policy for their own pan-Islamic goals. Undoubtedly,
this would have triggered a major conflict with Great Britain. But the
country's exhaustion after seven years of war, revolution, civil war, and
another round of foreign intervention and wars, as well as Moscow's de-
termination to control its foreign policy for Soviet goals, ruled this out as
a viable policy ."
Though all were adamantly against pan-Islamism, Soviet leaders were

themselves divided. Leon Trotsky andCommissar of Foreign Affairs Geor
gii Chicherin viewed Iran's Sovietization as an arduous process. They
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sought to use the Red Army to frighten both states into negotiations and
diplomatic relations . By midsummer of 1920, however, Trotsky had evi-
dently come to believe that a direct invasion backed by the resources of
the Communist International was desirable . Gregorii Zinoviev, head ofthe
Comintern, favored apropaganda campaign led by the Comintern . By Sep-
tember, he had organized a congress of the peoples of the East in Baku .
Himself a Russian Jew, Zinoviev summoned the Muslim masses to a Jihad
against British imperialism. Stalin, the operational director of both Soviet
national policy and Eastern policy, scored the plan for its grandiloquent
but empty phrase-mongering; and he evidently persuaded Lenin. However,
Stalin, too advocated an ultimately unrealistic policy, hoping to launch a
purely Russian invasion of Iran with troops loyal to himself and directed
by his local Transcaucasian clients. As for the Iranian Communists, they
wished to impose a direct socialist revolution and to launch a class war
based on Kuchuk Khan's movement .

Aggravating these difficulties was the fact that Soviet Russia was emerg-
ing as an Eastern power, forcing Lenin to announce to the Comintern and
his coadjutors a doctrine for Eastern revolution . He imposed on the Com-
intern the doctrine that Soviet interests took precedence over indigenous
revolutionary strivings . This position took the form of a reasoned procla-
mation of supporting, through organizationally separate parties, so-called
progressive bourgeois nationalist reformers of anti-imperialist outlook (e.g .,
Atatiirk) . Thus, Lenin rebuffed the extravagant revolutionary aspirations
ofthe IKP; but for some time, Moscow lacked the power to discipline them.

Essentially what ensued was a policy that moved along parallel tracks .
Improved diplomatic relations were pursued by Chicherin and his diplo-
mats at the level of state-to-state relations. In Iran, the goal was neutrality
and recognition. Recognition was also Lenin's goal in London in order to
end war and isolation . The second policy track was that of fostering sub-
version within Iran (and Great Britain) through all means of revolutionary
insurgency, including invasion . These tracks were mutually reinforcing; that
is, one could bring pressure to bear along one track in order to attain the
objectives of the other. What doomed this to fail was the ineptness and
impatience of the IKP, the fact that the policy's multiple threads were not
held in one leader's hand, and the military weakness of the Soviet state.
Because the IKP's rash policy of immediate Sovietization included not

just the formation of peasant Soviets, but also the fomenting of peasant
uprisings against landlords, '6 Kuchuk Khan ruptured the alliance in late
1920 ; so when the treaty with Iran was signed, the Soviets found themselves
deprived of a card to play and not fully in control of the IKP. And though
the IKP and Kuchuk Khan soon mended fences, this entente also proved
to be a short-lived and ill-fated marriage of convenience. Within a few
months, Kuchuk Khan killed the leader of the IKP and was, in turn, killed
by Reza Khan's troops . Because the treaty with Iran stipulated Soviet troop
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departure once England withdrew its troops, Stalin's recalcitrance in keep-
ing troops there threatened to induce Tehran andLondon to renounce their
treaties with Moscow." Lenin therefore forced Stalin to withdraw his "pri-
vate" army.

Despite the failure to induce an Iranian revolution, Moscow achieved a
considerable victory over Britain and the desired neutrality of Iran . Iran
now recognized Moscow, which provided a cover for a network of Soviet
agents and Communists abetted by the embassy. And the Soviets learned
some instructive and important lessons . Since then, notwithstanding dif-
ferences among Soviet institutions and individuals over elements of policy,
no faction (e.g ., Muslim) or subordinate individual (e.g ., Stalin) has been
allowed to conduct foreign policy or revolutionary operations abroad . Mos-
cow has preferred to direct such operations and to shield itself by mini-
mizing combat roles for its military personnel.

Soviet policy has sought to fashion a reliable political-military instrument
that can induce or catalyze foreign revolutions without committing the
Soviet regime to dangerous risks. The Soviets have also sought to develop
a policy of pursuing minimum and maximum goals at the same time, using
the parallel tracks of diplomacy and subversion . The use of these two tracks
allows the Soviets or their surrogates to get off the crisis escalator or to
ride it further as the situation warrants . One track can substitute for the
other and shield it at any time . Coupled with the overextension of the
British Empire, this allowed the Soviets to secure their minimum aims of
recognition and neutralization of Iran ; but Iranian national resurgence un-
der Reza Khan and British determination to hold onto the oil fields pre-
cluded the conversion of northern Iran into a Soviet sphere of influence
and the subsequent Sovietization of Iran."
Such a policy can only succeed where the indigenous party is fully re-

ceptive to Moscow's control and does not precipitate too quickly a revo-
lutionary crisis . One of the lessons of Iran is that the impatience of the
IKP threatened vital Soviet security and state interests. Controlled parties,
working in tandem with certifiable "nationalists," progressives, and so
forth, through covert fronts, provide a much more reliable basis for So-
vietization.' 9 This enables Moscow to harvest the benefits of Sovietization
while denying responsibility for the foreign state's internal processes. In
the initial stages of their rise to power, Communist parties must, with
Moscow's or Havana's urging, pursue policies of seeming moderation on
the way to consolidating authority. This lesson was lost on the Afghan
leaders discussed below. Such a policy shields the Soviet Union, paralyzes
native support for opponents, confuses Western reactions, and gains time
for consolidating an unassailable position . Iran provides one of the first
examples of this process; and it was reinforced by later events in Iran,
Chile, and Afghanistan.
Other lessons ofthe Iranian gambit in 1920-21 refer not just to political
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organization ofthe native Communistparty. It is not enough that insurgents
followan agreed-upon and tightly imposed political strategy; Soviet military
power must be sufficiently strong to deny or minimize unfavorable external
or third-party reaction. It is not surprising, therefore, that Soviet com-
mentators have attributed recent successes in third world "wars of national
liberation" to their attainment of parity with the United States . Absent
this military "deterrence" capability with regard to foreign intervention,
the Soviet-sponsored forces will find little success in their search for con-
solidation. Isolation of Western forces is a major condition of success in
such contests .

Thus, in 1921, Soviet forces in Iran could not promote the domestic
insurgency because of overriding international security concerns and be-
cause of the IKP's unreliability. Military and political success in such con-
tests must be mutually reinforcing; otherwise, they will be mutually
endangering. In 1921 and 1946, the risks attached to the insurgency out-
weighed the likely benefits ; so the Soviets harvested their gains and de-
camped. Since 1955, the Soviets have applied the lesson learned here : they
have built a military capacity capable of supporting friends and deterring
enemies in such contests.
In this military-political relationship, the local Communist party must

organize the masses through political fronts likened by Comintern leader
Otto Kuusinen to a solar system revolving around the party core in Moscow.
This solar system can and must be duplicated at the native level. Only the
presence of a viable political organization can provide the basis for suc-
cessful military action . Military force cannot substitute for political sup-
port, even if committed en masse. The political immaturity of the IKP in
1920-21 made it impossible for the USSR to reap maximum benefit from
its invasion of Iran . No amount of force can compensate for the absence
of a viable mass political organization .
In the intervening period of 1921-41, Soviet relations with Iran devel-

oped from the baseline of their 1921 treaty. Article VI of that treaty per-
mitted the Soviet Union to intervene if an anti-Soviet threat developed in
Iran . Soviet espionage and subversion flourished there, with the Soviet
embassy often being used as cover for these activities.2° Moreover, Soviet
policy enforced its own brand of colonialist exploitation on Iran's foreign
trade and economic development.2' One of the most visible implications
of the economic imperialism was the clear Soviet intent to create a poten-
tially detachable "sphere of influence" in northern Iran .22

These phenomena point not only to imperialist Soviet designs on Iran
but also to an enhanced capacity to use economics to manipulate its econ-
omy in service of insurgency. After 1941, Soviet economic policies consti-
tuted a clear and present danger to Iranian sovereignty and integrity. And
the Soviets' intelligence, espionage, and subversion work of 1921-41 made
possible the development of substantial clandestine assets that could emerge
quickly.
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The lessons learned by the Soviets from 1921 to 1941, and the diffusion
of this learning among the requisite military and political elites, can be
found in the translated Soviet command study of 1941 for Iran." This
manual reveals how the Soviet military planned to invade and occupy Iran
if so commanded. Aprofound study ofevery possible military and political
target and every logistical asset, it reflects hours of painstaking work by a
superbly functioning intelligence network. The authors of this study com-
manded an extensive knowledge of all key Iranian geographical features
and their military significance . The manual also displays a total familiarity
with ongoing domestic legislation, class structures, class stratification pat-
terns, and the history, evolution, and composition of every single ethnic
group in Iran. It also includes a detailed description of landholding prac-
tices, a branch-by-branch detailed enumeration of Iranian industries and
factories, and the locations of minerals, fuels, roads, highways, railroad
lines, and crossings. It gives a thorough description of all frontier fortifi-
cations, defenses, and the Iranian army order of battle. As a testament to
Soviet thoroughness, one finds on page 100 a province-by-province listing
of all horses, donkeys, mules, and camels to be found in Iran . The report

	

_
also includes a detailed picture of Iranian communication networks, health
care facilities, airfields, weather conditions, and defense installations . Fi-
nally, the report also considers the possibility of war spilling over to Iraq,
India, or Afghanistan.

It is self-evident that the territory of Iraq which is allied to Iran must be regarded as
the hinterland of the theater of war as well as the northwestern part of India (i .e .,
Pakistan). Nor can it be ruled out that the territory of Afghanistan might be used as
a starting point for hostile action against the Soviet Union.z°

The entire purpose ofthe report is to determine the most effective theater
of operations for the Red Army. The bottom line for each operational axis
is the size of Soviet troop concentrations that could be effectively deployed
there. It is hard-nosed military and political analysis of a high order; it
aims to discover and exploit the economic-political weaknesses of Iran for
Soviet purposes . It notes that the peasants were thoroughly suppressed by
the shah . Dueto insufficient political maturity andthe absence ofa political
organization, they could not be counted on to seize power. On the other
hand, a crisis, such as World War II, could trigger a sudden fall in foreign
trade and exchange and a steep decline in industrial construction, thus
generating a general worsening of economic conditions . And under such
conditions, prior economic encroachments and the Soviet trade treaty of
1940 with Iran could be of great importance .zs However, the greatest at-
tention of the Soviets was focused on ethnic and tribal disaffection . They
saw this as the Achilles' heel of a regime stuck in a difficult transition to
modernity. Class analysis took a decided backseat to national questions as
focused on by Soviet authors .
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The dissatisfaction of different nationalities and ethnic groups, as the Azerbaidzhani
Turks, Kurds, Turkomen, Armenians, and Jews, is heightened by the fact that despite
a thousand barriers, the truth ofthe conditions of the minorities in the Soviet Union-
in the Soviet Azerbaidzhan, Soviet Turkmen Republic and Tadzhik SSR-does trickle
through. Reports which we have received suggest that in the territories occupied by the
national minorities and tribes, the Iranian leadership cannot count on the political
reliability or loyalty of the hinterland.zb

This analysis went on to note that while centralization and suppression
of the tribes had temporarily ended, the minority problem remained un-
solved . Accordingly, the smallest foreign conflict would immeasurably es-
calate the national problem; and the Soviet solution (annexation under the
guise of self-determination, Balkanization, or merger with Soviet Azer-
baidzhan, Turkmenistan, andTadzhikistan) could extraordinarily influence
hostilities in Iran . 27 In considering possible axes of attack, the Soviets down-
graded Khorassan because of the citizens' loyalty to Tehran . They played
up the provinces of Gilan, Azerbaidzhan, and Masandaran because they
would have a chance to win over the Kurds and other minorities suffering
social and ethnic discrimination .28

While there is no talk of movement south or of the south being the final
objective of any campaign, it is unlikely that nothing more than a northern
campaign was contemplated. The contemplated military operations af-
forded the regime a menu of choices that ranged from occupation and
assimilation to outright annexation or to war and revolution . The pro-
nounced and characteristic Soviet emphasis on speed betrays a desire for
a quick end to the war and may signal the willingness to settle for strictly
limited political gains if need be . Once again, there are minimum and
maximum goals in Soviet policy ; and once again, military operations are
merely handmaidens to larger political goals.
Thejoint Anglo-Soviet occupation ofIran in 1941 was designed to remove

the Nazi threat. The Soviets followed the routes that offered the most
promising political advantages-Azerbaidzhan, Gilan, and Masandaran .
And they did the same for the second invasion in 1945-46 . The results of
the first invasion were predictable. Reza Khan fell to be replaced by his
weaker son; and Iranian society began to disintegrate . Strong anti-Tehran
trends, repressed before 1941, now complicated Iranian politics-which
was already compromised greatly by the interallied competition for influ-
ence there.29

At first, the Soviets were cautious about altering the local socioeconomic
structure in their zone; but they inserted experts into their consular service
and began to seal off the region both economically and administratively.10
Early on, the Soviets displayed a disdain for the sovereignty of Iran while
treating the locals better than Tehran did. And they maintained a strict
military discipline and bearing, which attracted favorable notice ." By
1942-43, they had begun to negotiate new exploitative accords with a Teh-
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ran that was too frightened to resist . Soviet food and grain policies dem-
onstrated a capacity-and probably the intention-to seal off the north
and starve out the Tehran region ." By 1943, terror and censorship were
commonplace and the Soviets had established a substantial nationwide
propaganda apparatus.33

Also in 1943, the Tudeh party appeared . Composed of both homegrown
and veteran Comintern figures, it soon constituted a political monopoly
in the Soviet zone . TheTudeh party used its local monopoly to extort money
from those serving and living there, making them contribute if they hoped
to hold their positions. The Tudeh rapidly expanded to include a broad
network of front organizations, a massive propaganda network, and the
only national party organization operating across Iran . Typical of Tudeh
at this time, and later of their many imitators (e.g ., the PDPA in Afghan-
istan), was its systematic obfuscation of its links with the Soviets and its
reiteration of the fact that it was not a Communist party.34 It had learned
from its unfortunate predecessor the virtues of camouflage.
The Iranian crisis of 1944-46, brought on by Great Power rivalry and

Soviet imperialism, need not be repeated in detail here . Some points need,
however, to be stressed . The Soviet personnel in Iran manifested a lordly
and chauvinistic attitude toward Iranians ." On the other hand, they
shrewdly exploited real grievances brought on by the harshness and eco-
nomic ineptitude of Tehran . They recruited shrewdly, and they maintained
aseemingly egalitarian policy to cement agenuine political mass movement
which they reinforced and protected with Soviet troops . Thus, the impor-
tance of the political aspect of low-intensity conflict was highlighted, as
was the importance of exploiting ethno-national grievances . Tudeh and
Soviet army troops successfully posed as nationalists in both Tehran and

	

',
Azerbaidzhan .36
The technique ofindirect aggression pioneered here by the Soviets proved

to be very difficult to counter. Only through firm and rising US military-
diplomatic pressure, extremely supple and wily Iranian diplomacy, and the
building of a countercadre in the guise of a police force, were the Soviets
blocked. Iran proved to be a test case for the United States in learning how
to contain Soviet imperial ambitions. The experience testified to the need
for developing a viable reply to Soviet-sponsored insurgency. Host access
to significant international support and viable domestic countercadres were
the main replies . Of equal if not greater importance of such a cadre is for
the United States or other outside power to learn the country . Intelligence
and efficient deployment of those who understand its significance are cru-
cial to blunting the threat of a locally based mass Communist insurgency.
Because this method counters mass with mass and knowledge with knowl-
edge, it enables the government or its patron to devise viable military,
political, and economic policies in response to the insurgency.
The Iranian USSR's expedition of 1941-46 demonstrated the ongoing
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refinement of Soviet thinking and practice in low-intensity conflict situa-
tions. A much more effective military and political synergy emerged only
to run up against American superior force combined with Iranian cunning.
Nationalist grievances were expertly ventilated and exploited, and eco-
nomic and propaganda warfare were skillfully used to both intimidate and
attract Iranians . The indigenous Tudeh party disavowed its Communist
coloration, betraying a Soviet fondness for early moderation aimed at later
radicalization-a growing into socialism (Perestanie) .31 The military arm
operated under strict control and was deployed in a nondecisive manner;
that is, the Soviet military never committed itself to hostilities or to a stance
from which it could not easily retreat. Though Moscow encountered su-
perior force andhad to retreat, . it has since refined its operations throughout
the third world. Moscow's postwar success in different areas owes much
to its ceaseless quest for the right way to promote foreign revolutions and
its ceaseless study of past exercises like those in Iran . We ignore them at
our peril, as the Soviet takeover in Afghanistan so conclusively
demonstrates .
A recent article asserts that as the 1945-46 crisis was heating up, reports

of an imminent takeover plan by the Tudeh reached the chief of staff of
the Iranian army. The reports claimed that Tehran would be attacked si-
multaneously from Tudeh and Soviet strongholds in the west and north.
At the same time, trained partisan units would disrupt communications
inside Tehran and on neighboring roads. Soviet armored troops would
provide logistical and moral support. The Iranian army restrained the Tu-
deh in early 1946, provoking the Soviets to launch what appeared to be an
invasion in March; but they retreated soon after."

The Afghanistan Invasion

Afghanistan seems to have been a classic example of backwardness as
measured by socioeconomic indicators . Economically and socially, it was
dominated by what the Soviets call "feudal" landlord-peasant relations .
The quite small modem elite was essentially a military-professional elite
formed by close ties to the ruling house and its associated cliques. Until
the 1970s, its sign was education and its professions military, politics, ed-
ucation, and medicine .
A bewildering plethora ofethnic and tribal groups inhabit the land, com-

mandingprimary and primordial loyalties . Until recently, andperhaps even
now, there has been little sense of an Afghan nation ; rather, the primary
kinship affiliation is clannic and familial . Afghanistan is rife with traditions
of feuds, and there is a prevailing fierce individualism. Over and above
these diverse affiliations is Islam, the unifying universalist "ideology" and
the functional embodiment of a consciousness of fate, belief, morals, and
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so forth . 39 The functional nationalist role of Islam was probably lost on the
Soviets, who tended to see Islam as purely a reactionary threat .
Had the Soviets pondered the lessons of their past encounters in Iran

and Central Asia more deeply, they might not have acted so rashly after
1978 . After all, Afghanistan hadserved since 1860 as the pivot ofthe "Great
Game" between Russia and the Anglo-American alliance for domination
ofCentral and Southern Asia . Indeed, the Soviets had intervened four times
between 1924 and 1930 to threaten the "privileged sanctuary" of the Bas-
machi. And in 1929, they intervened to restore King Amanullah and a pro-
Soviet government .

Thus, information about Afghanistan was not lacking to Soviet leaders.
And in Afghanistan, their opportunities revolved around ethnic issues-
not internal socioeconomic differentiation and class struggles. The oppor-
tunities are, however, many; and skillful long-term political tactics might
well have succeeded-and still might if the fighting is stopped.
These opportunities have come about because the boundaries between

Iran, Afghanistan, Pakistan, and the USSR do not correspond with the
pattern of ethnic settlement in the region . Large numbers of ethnic com-
munities in Afghanistan could be used for irredentist purposes, either to
annex parts of Afghanistan to the USSR or to detach parts of Iran and
Pakistan and unite them with Afghanistan. In 1925, Soviet forces had tried
to annex territories of Afghanistan to Uzbekistan ; and the creation of the
Tadzhik SSR in 1929 may well have been a similarly motivated effort
pending victory in the invasion of that year.4° And there have been charges
that the Soviet regime seriously contemplated an analogous course in 1981-
82 . Though strenuously denied in Kabul, the reports are based on claims
by a defecting secret police (KHAD) senior official, Lt Gen Saddiq Ghulam
Miraki . He claimed that Moscow had proposed to annex the eight northern
Afghan provinces adjacent to Soviet Central Asia as part of a future set-
tlement of the war. These provinces would become an irredentist Soviet
republic and Afghan Communist homeland while the rest of the country
wouldbecome an "independent" buffer state.4' Theplan encountered fierce
Afghan opposition and was shelved after March 1982 .
Afghan sentiment for the Pathans (or Pushtuns or Pashtuns) living in

Pakistan as a result of the Durand Line settlement in 1893 has inflamed
relations with Pakistan, and there has been strong support for a Pathan
irredentism by successive Afghan regimes since the British departure from
India in 1947 . Soviet support for such irredentist movements constitutes
the continuing main threat not just to Pakistan, but to Iran and to China.
The Baluchi community could be used to destabilize either Iran or
Pakistan .42

Soviet practice has been to reserve judgment and commitment while
constructing a capability to make the irredentist case and deploy these
movements. For instance, Selig S. Harrison believes that the movement led
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by Bizenjo in Baluchistan was Moscow's main card there. At the same time,
Bizenjo aspired to use the Soviets to his own ends ; that is, a national-
democratic government with Communist participation that granted au-
tonomy with an ultimate right ofsecession to the provinces .43 Other leaders,
such as Murad Khan, looked toward the post-1978 regime in Kabul for
support.44 Seeking to maintain good relations with Pakistan and Iran, Mos-
cow has neither embraced nor repudiated Baluchi nationalism. While ac-
knowledging the integrity of the relevant states, Moscow has hedged,
making reservations that their ethnic questions have not been satisfactorily
resolved, thus preserving an open door .45 But the Afghan Communists
veered away from Taraki's initial sympathy for the Baluchi and Pathan
peoples and toward Amin's increasingly strident rhetoric of a greater Af-
ghanistan with Baluchi autonomy.46 In 1981, Harrison discerned a Soviet
pattern of building up cadre and organization against the time when the
ethnic Baluchi card may be worth playing; yet it still refrains from open
encouragement of these groups .4'
The Pushtunistan issue graphically demonstrates how the USSR capi-

talized on ethnic grievances to gain entree into Afghanistan. Afghan regimes
have claimed Pushtunistan on both historic grounds and national affini-
ties ,48 and have made support for Pathan irredentism a major plank of their
foreign policies despite the Durand Line . The intensity with which the
irredentist dream has been voiced has always been a barometer of relations
with Pakistan . And its continuing validity for Kabul is reflected in Babrak
Karmal's statement, "no international border exists between Pakistan and
Afghanistan."49 The recent bombings of the refugee camps by Afghan and
Soviet forces attest to the disdain for international borders characteristic
of both sides in this war. But Kabul failed to realize that polarizing in-
traregional disputes was the surest way of perpetuating them and reducing
the regional states to dependency on outside great powers .s o
Afghan overtures to Washington in the first postwar decade were rebuffed

precisely because it was feared that the aid would be used against our ally
Pakistan . Others argued that Afghanistan was of no strategic value to us
or that it was too close to the USSR, that personalities in Kabul were too
unstable or even "immoral," and that aid policies they wished to conduct
were misconceived large-ticket programs." The deputy chief of mission
there in 1950-53 admitted that the State Department "showed absolutely
no interest in Afghanistan.."" US policy saw Kabul through the wrong end
of the telescope ; that is, its relations with the two superpowers rather than
as a regional anchor of neutrality. The entry of Pakistan into CENTO and
SEATOonly reinforced our pro-Pakistani proclivities andmade our rebuffs
to Kabul more aggravating. And as Kabul inflamed the Pushtunistan issue,
our rebuffs left it increasingly isolated precisely when it started to consider
modernization in depth. This conjuncture allowed Moscow, not committed
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to any status quo there, to intervene with offers of political, military, and
economic aid to Kabul.

In 1950, the Great Soviet Encyclopaedia characterized Afghanistan as a
bourgeois nation where the Pathan majority oppressed the minority tribes
or at least held them back from self-determination . But as irredentist ag-
itation in Kabul grew during 1950-51, Soviet diplomats began expressing
a cautious sympathy for the campaign and stressed the racial affinities of
Pushtunistan with Afghanistan. In 1951, a Soviet journal hinted that Mos-
cow envisaged an Afghan takeover of those areas of Pakistan while the
USSR would annex the Tazhik, Uzbek, and Turkmen areas and clean up
the debris of British colonialism." Moscow attacked Pakistan for denying
Pathan self-determination and said that the Afghan calls for support for
the Pathans in the midfifties demonstrated the great affinity between them.
Moscow also claimed that a bourgeois nationalist ideology grew up around
this movement, which, increasingly linked with anti-imperialism, was in
Soviet eyes a progressive, supportable movement .s° An Afghanistan dis-
enchanted with American support for Pakistan and eager for foreign aid
was receptive to a Soviet ambition to penetrate Afghanistan and circumvent
CENTO, thereby neutralizing American policy and gaining entree to the
third world. Soviet aid increased steadily from 1950 to 1955, and it was
clinched by large assistance agreements in economic and military aid in
1955-56. In return, Bulganin and Nikita Khrushchev displayed open but
noncommittal support for Kabul's Pathan policy. This issue worked to
deflect Mohammad Daoud's regime to Moscow to such a degree that vir-
tually all post-1956 military training and aid was exclusively Soviet .
The real Soviet attitude toward the Afghanis, both elites and commoners,

was not nearly so benevolent. J. Bruce Amstutz's recent book is replete
with numerous instances of Soviet Union's colonialist contempt for Af-
ghanistan as it has taken over more and more of the country and its re-
sources." The following citation clearly exhibits such contempt, and it fits
in with Soviet belief that the war is Western inspired and has no internal
basis in Afghanistan.

Ever since hostile acts against the Afghan republic began, Western information agencies
have tried to suggest that subversive activities against the new authorities were arranged
by Afghan feudal lords . In fact, the local feudal lords have at all times been incapable
ofconcerted action, beingdisorganized and insulated from one another. From the outset
subversive activities against Afghanistan were well organized, centralized, and excel-
lently supplied [I believe all three charges are grossly untrue-S.B .], in a way quite
uncommon to the local feudal class. Whatever "standard bearers" were advanced here
from among the scions of eminent Afghan families, it was immediately evident that
they were mere tools or "servants" of an obviously foreign master.16

Kabul conceived of the aid package not just as support for Pathan ir
redentism . The turn to Moscow apparently came about in the belief that
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to any status quo there, to intervene with offers of political, military, and 
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Soviet objectives were not expansionary, that the state could handle any
threat, and that neutrality would not be impaired . This outlook was short-
sighted, but at least one observer believes that Daoud raised the Pathan
issue because he knew it was the only way he could get his colleagues to
accept Soviet aid. His main motive was to create a strong national army
anda state administration capable of solidifying central authority over the
tribes. And the modernized army was able to suppress riots in 1959 .5' The
government then opened up army recruitment, allowing the military aca-
demies to recruit cadets from all ethnic and linguistic groups as well as all
classes, making military education the road to upward social mobility. Also,
conscripts were taken from tribal areas hitherto considered to be
"exempt:'
Aid from the USSR intensified until the entire regime became increas-

ingly dependent on it . Modernization, irredentism, and military integration
by means of a Russian-trained, -educated, -supplied, and -dependent elite
became the main lines of Daoud's policies ; and Moscow steadily improved
its position by exploiting the Afghans' dependence . Afghanistan's inter-
national situation interacted with internal socioeconomic developments in
such a way as to preclude any viable opposition to a Communist coup in
1978 .
Reliance on Moscow as trainer, teacher, and supplier ofthe Afghan army

gave the Soviets a veto over any effort to use the army to settle the Pathan
party and the basis for an independent Afghan foreign policy steadily
eroded. Soviet demands in culture and information were always heeded .
No competitors were allowed, and Soviet pressure coerced Afghanistan into
declaring the northern part of the country, which adjoins Soviet Russia,
closed to foreigners for economic development purposes . Daoud's reluc-
tance to purge many known pro-Soviet Marxists from the military and the
administration reflected a deep fear of antagonizing Moscow. By 1978,
Afghanistan had long been a virtual satellite state.s9 The scope and scale
of the Soviets' growing presence also enabled them to exploit Afghan's
wealth while imposing exploitative terms of trade and enhancing Afghan
economic dependence on Moscow. Much ofthe outline of imperial control
had already been put into place by 1970, and internal developments pro-
duced an almost classic case of third world crisis for Moscow to exploit .6o

The Afghans disregarded American warnings, believing that it was too ex-
pensive economically for Moscow to control them, that it would alienate
third world opinion too much if Moscow did so, and that such a move
would injure Moscow's own interests too much to make it worth the
trouble.6' Thus, complacency was added to fear . Indeed, the Afghans' com-
placency, and our own, were such that nobody could believe the success
previously attained by the People's Democratic Party of Afghanistan
(PDPA) when the coup came in 1978 .62

In the military sphere, the Soviets' aid program quickly started to pay
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dividends . Approximately 7,000 officers were trained by Moscow from
1954 to 1978, and the Soviet program of logistical support was equally
substantial.63 Thus, the Afghan army quickly fell into dependence on Mos-
cow. The transportation networks built by the Soviets were designed for
Soviet military use, pointing to an integrated, coherent plan to build up
an infrastructure capable of supporting Soviet strategic objectives . 64
Moscow saw Afghanistan as a new colony by 1961 . That fall, the Pathan

issue was revived again. Pakistan, borrowing from Moscow's tactics, offered
to hold a plebiscite there if Kabul did so in Afghanistan. Moscow rushed
aid to Kabul and denounced this as a CENTO plot, warning Pakistan that
it could not expect Moscow's indifference to the provocation-typical pre-
text for intervention by Moscow. Marshal Sokolovskii and a large retinue
secretly visited Afghanistan. According to Oleg Penkovskii :

The purposes ofthe trip were to study the combat readiness ofthe Afghan armed forces,
so thatwe might draw up plans to improve the military skill ofthese forces and increase
their fire power. Plans are being made, also, for extensive training of Afghan military
officers in Soviet military schools as well as the dispatch of large numbers of Soviet
military instructors to Afghanistan . Under discussion isthepossibility ofsending Soviet

	

_
troops into Afghanistan at the appropriate time for joint operations against Pakistan.
Sokolovskii also had orders to reconnoiter certain specific areas of Afghanistan for
selection as possible missile sites.b s

Afghanistan developed into Moscow's model third world country during
the 1960s. Either by their exposure to socialism and Leninism or by means
of other forms of KGB recruitment, the officer corps andthe educated elite
became steadily more amenable to Soviet influence and ideology.

Facilitating this tendency toward Sovietization from within were a num-
ber of internal consequences of the aid program and Daoud's subsequent
policies . Moscow's traditional policy of capturing the elite and the state
from within dovetailed neatly with internal evolutionary trends . Large-scale
educational development opened the door to many newcomers and com-
moners after 1955 ; but economic and political stagnation transformedthem
into a blocked "intellectual proletariat." This frustrated elite of profes-
sionals, civil servants, and officers made a perfect target for the Soviets.
The PDPA, formed in 1965, fit perfectly with Moscow's strategy. Indeed,

among its founders were men suspected of being KGB agents (Taraki and
Karmal). It recruited from all sections of the ethnically and socially frag-
mented elite-a strategy that was perfectly congruent with that of the
Soviets.66
The post-1955 elite constituted a decultured base in Afghan society.

These officers and educated, who came from diverse and rival sectors of
society, had lost their anchor in the old cultural traditions by virtue of
their modem education (particularly true of those educated in the USSR).
Attracted to modernization and their own advancement, they were sus
ceptible to both the KGB and the PDPA. The PDPA concentrated on
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moners after 1955; but economic and political stagnation transformed them 
into a blocked "intellectual proletariat." This frustrated elite of profes- 
sionals, civil servants, and officers made a perfect target for the Soviets. 

The PDPA, formed in 1965, fit perfectly with Moscow's strategy. Indeed, 
among its founders were men suspected of being KGB agents (Taraki and 
Karmal). It recruited from all sections of the ethnically and socially frag- 
mented elite—a strategy that was perfectly congruent with that of the 
Soviets.** 

The post-1955 elite constituted a decultured base in Afghan society. 
These officers and educated, who came from diverse and rival sectors of 
society, had lost their anchor in the old cultural traditions by virtue of 
their modem education (particularly true of those educated in the USSR). 
Attracted to modernization and their own advancement, they were sus- 
ceptible to both the KGB and the PDPA. The PDPA concentrated on 
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teachers and students targeted for future civil service posts. The returning
military officers, generally recruited from lower social strata, were dis-
trusted and blocked in their careers, generating great resentment .67

Complicating these processes was the breakup of the PDPA into Khalqi
and Parcham factions after 1967. Personal rivalries between Karmal and
Taraki played a role, but social and political differences were probably more
decisive . When originally formed, the PDPA had amalgamated two incom-
patible social patterns . They finally broke down into Karmal's Parchamis
and Taraki's Khalqi factions . Karmal and his faction came from Afghan-
istan's supreme elite . They favored the Soviet strategy of elite co-optation
and recommended working with "progressive" left-wing non-Communists
to take over from within while moving only gradually to revolutionize
Afghanistan. The Khalqi came from a more modest social stratum, gen-
erally outside of Kabul, and they were more responsive to the idea of a
radical social revolution coinciding with political power.b$ The Khalqi also
possessed a more third world, less overtly pro-Soviet, outlook. Khalqi so-
cialism championed a nationalistic radical revolution that would move
directly from feudalism to socialism . The army would be the revolutionary
class. Oliver Roy depicts this view, which also was radically anti-Islamic,
as being partly inspired by the ideas of the Muslim Soviet heretic
Sultangaliev.b9
Neither faction has been able to dispense with tribalism and clientilism .

The Parchamis brought along their clients and conferees; the Khalqis
brought their tribal and familial connections. This made it impossible for
them to overcome traditional social patterns . But the Afghans' tribalism
and clientilism have also made it impossible for Moscow to attain a real
mastery over Afghanistan. The 20-year civil war within the PDPA is only
an interior mirror of the larger civil war it has spawned. After the 1967
split, the Khalqi continued recruiting students and teachers while the Par-
chamis continued to recruit officers .
Though this rivalry undoubtedly set back Moscow's plans, the loyalty of

both wings enabled Moscow to sponsor a two-track recruitment policy while
increasing its foreign policy pressures on Kabul. Soviet concerns with block-
ing China, with US neglect after the Vietnam War began, and with the
progress of Soviet satellization, all emboldened Moscow to adopt a higher
profile in South Asia after 1965 . Rightly banking on India during 1965-
71, it twice engineered defeats of Pakistan ; and it pressured Pakistan to
join its proposed Asian collective security system .70 Alternatively, Moscow
proposed an economic grouping of Iran, India, Pakistan, and Afghanistan,
which Pakistan also turned down." Afghanistan, too, found itself subjected
to greater pressures. King Zahir Shah's talks with Aleksey Kosygin in 1972
left him with the distinct impression that Pax Sovietica for the region was
the new Soviet goal . Kosygin called for Kabul to join the Asian collective
security system proposed by Brezhnev in 1972, which would have placed
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Kabul within Moscow's security perimeter .72 Zahir Shah's demurral clearly
implied to Moscow that the Afghan regime was unreliable .
At home, Daoud, now in political retirement, plotted with his radical

allies in the military, among whom were open Parchami members. When
the king took the mud-bath cure in Ischia in 1973, he struck, launching a
coup d'etat . He brought many Parchamis and Khalqi into sensitive posi-
tions, and he allowed further penetration of the economy by the Soviets.
Soon after this, Soviet-Afghan relations resumed their amicable course, and
the Pathan issue again became a rallying cry against Pakistan. Under
Daoud, the Khalqi, largely Pathan in affiliation, expected both reformsand
favorable settlement of that issue. At the same time, 160 leftists, many of
whom were Parchamis, were given provincial appointments. Parchamis also
found positions on his revolutionary council and cabinet.'s The extent of
PDPA penetration of Daoud's regime is visible in the following statements
culled by Amstutz from interviews and newspapers : a senior Education
Ministry official noted that the Communists "were everywhere"; G. A.
Ayeen recalled that in 1978 the provincial police chief and provincial ed-
ucation chiefs were Communists, as were an estimated 10 percent of the
teachers; a Ministry of Water and Power official estimated that Commu-
nists comprised 10 percent of his ministry; a senior official in the Ministry
of Planning gave the PDPA proportion as 5 percent at least, with many
being camouflaged members; and in the Ministry of Information and Cul-
ture, a PDPA leader was paid for nothing. When efforts were made to stop
this, those involved were told, from the minister's office, "Don't push the
Communists."74

As Daoud's rule became more dictatorial, American neglect deeper, and
PDPA infiltration and Soviet pressure greater, the right-wing and center -
parties evaporated . There was no political power outside of Daoud's ret-
inue, the army, and the rival PDPA factions . After 1975, when Daoud's
autocratic proclivities and his decision to revert to genuine nonalignment
manifested themselves, his isolation deepened and his situation became
more precarious. He seemed to envisage a transition to something more
democratic-certainly notcommunism. He started moving Parchamis back
to the provinces, where they encountered total frustration . Many resigned,
others were put under surveillance . The remainder were steadily removed
from power as Daoud relied more and more on kinsmen and others per-
sonally loyal to him. By 1977, he was putting together a new constitution
that would have enshrined his position and frozen out the Parchamis. He
evinced a clear preference for genuine nonalignment, shelved the Pushtun-
istan issue and considerably improved relations with Pakistan, approached
Tehran and Riyadh for aid, and publicly indicated his suspicion of Cuba's
"nonalignment." He allegedly upbraided Leonid Brezhnev in a 1977 meet-
ing when the latter told him to remove all non-Soviet foreign advisers .
Finally, in March 1978, he indicated to Indian diplomats that he wanted
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to endAfghan dependence on the Soviets. One month later, he was deposed.
Foreign affairs played an important role in Moscow's decision to reunify

thePDPA andabet the coup . Karmal later noted that Daoud was becoming
more and more like Anwar Sadat in that he had demonstrated the revers-
ibility of the subversive Sovietization process. While Moscow was har-
vesting its gains in Angola, the Ogaden, and Iran, which had begun to
disintegrate, Daoud had the nerve to assert Afghanistan's mastery of its
destiny. But by 1978, Afghan nonalignment had long since outworn its
charm for Moscow, which now demanded satellization . Diplomatic actions
had converged with the domestic imperatives of the now imperiled PDPA
and the two factions of the latter reunified under Moscow and the Indian
Communist party's auspices to launch a revolution in Kabul.
This reunification of the Khalqi and Parcham factions was a diff=icult

one. Daoud's defeat ofthe Parchami after his 1973 coup, outside pressure,
and the revised Khalqi tactics of Taraki and Hafizullah Amin comprised
the steps leading to this reunification. Parcham, threatened with expulsion
and exclusion, had to concede the bankruptcy of its tactic of working
through a front organization. Daoud's grand design imparted a growing
sense of urgency to the quest for a broader base and new tactics. Time was
running out for the Parchamis. Moscow's external pressure also was due
to such considerations . The shift to nonalignment, initiatives toward real
sovereignty, dispensing with Soviet aid, and Daoud's contemplated trip to
Washington all threatened to undermine a generation of gains there. For
Moscow, too, time was running out. Planning for a coup began no later
than 1976 and waited only on PDPA unity and the right moment to strike .
The Khalqi also learned some important lessons from the 1973 coup and

is aftermath-lessons mainly related to the utility of the army, which it
now baptized as the revolutionary class. It switched emphasis in its re-
cruitment policy to include officers and soldiers because it now grasped
the centrality of the army in any contemplated seizure of power. These
changed tactics demonstrated the growing attraction ofimposing their dras-
tic revolution following an armedputsch, not agenuine political revolution .
Naively, they expected mass support.'S The major change in their thinking
related to the idea of a coup, seizing the state from within and above. The
Khalqi now believed it was possible to wrest the military's loyalty from
the upper class for such purposes.76 And Daoud's betrayal of the king in
1973 encouraged them. Thus, the unraveling of Afghanistan's traditional
value structure and code of conduct was accelerated . Parchami military
assets now became valuable in the Khalqi effort to recruit officers . And all
the while, Moscow and the CPI were pushing for unity. Thus a tenuous
agreement came to pass in 1977." This accord became more urgent because
the proposed new constitution would subordinate the army to Daoud
through his chairing a supreme council of the army.'$
Arnold also suggests that the USSR channeled military recruitment
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through the Khalqi after 1973 to preserve Parcham's delicate position .
Soviet sources imply that Daoud's "reactionary" policies led the officers
to organize in secret . Once again, Soviet strategy and domestic factors
interacted, with Moscow strengthening the PDPA's role in the USSR and
the PDPA strengthening Moscow's role in Afghanistan. At the unity con-
ference of the two factions in July 1977, the removal of Daoud and his
system wasplaced on the agenda.79 Though no statistics are available, PDPA
penetration ofthe officer corps andthe civil administration was substantial.
There is abundant reason to believe that while Moscow did not actually

take part in the Saur coup on 27 April 1978, it probably gave sanction to
it . Afterwards, the Soviet Union could point to Afghanistan as another
military-political success in erecting a mutually supporting collective se-
curity system.$° The Saur revolution was a continuation of Moscow's ob-
jective to construct anti-Western and pro-Soviet governments in the third
world. Coincidental with the processes at work in Afghanistan was the
rearmament of Soviet ideological and military forces so they could project
their power outwards in classic imperial fashion.$' This coup seems to have
catapulted Moscow into a position it had fought for a generation to attain .

	

_
Soon afterwards, however, the unraveling of the new regime began. The
Taraki regime's virtually total identification with Moscow estranged mass
sentiment from the outset . In its quest for draconian socialist revolution,
the regime ruled by unprecedented terror that decapitated the elite and
enraged the masses . This started the process of diminishing the already
small number of educated people available to govern the country. The
regime was sawing off the limbs on which it was insecurely perched but
did not see its own folly.

Instead ofrealizing the thin veneeer of support it commanded, the Taraki
government passed directly to the socialist revolution, faithfully replicating
every mistake made by the IKP in 1920-21 . This largely Khalgi-dominated
regime forced reforms with no preparation and struck at major arteries of
social life without compensating for what was removed. They proceeded
impetuously, without building any infrastructure, disregarding Soviet dip-
lomats' admonitions to go slow.8z Land reforms, female emancipation, lin-
guistic reform, andeven limitations on the clergy were notunknown before;
but they were carried out in the most inflammatory ways in 1978-79, visibly
repudiating Islam and showing subservience to the Russians, whom the
Afghans despised and feared. The Taraki regime found itself confronted
with insurrection within months of its accession to power.

Instead of backtracking as the Parchami clearly preferred, the regime
consumed its energies in fruitless personality cults. Taraki increasingly
stood exposed as an inept political dreamer. In 1978-79, several hundred
Parcham's were killed or imprisoned by the Khalqi, with the pattern re-
versing after the 1979 invasion . Khalqi and Parcham continue to conspire
against each other and to kill each other, even in Moscow."
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Taraki and his main lieutenant, Amin, had fallen out by the summer of
1979 amidst growing insurrection and with Russian penetration occurring
all around . Amin saw himself as being more capable than the inept Taraki
and was moving to concentrate power in his own hands. But the Soviets
saw him as the evil genius of the revolution because he balked at accepting
their advice to moderate it . So, no later than September 1979, Moscow
hatched a coup wherein Taraki would bring back Karmal and get rid of
Amin."a
Amin found out about this and launched his own coup on 14 September.

He succeeded in removing Taraki, who was soon killed . Although the Soviet
ambassador was recalled at Amin's insistence, Amin had no choice but to
preserve Soviet aid and assistance . His field of maneuver had so narrowed
that anything other than dependence on Russia was ruled out. But Moscow
had decided to unseat him; it continued to extend its control over the
military and government while masking its preparations for a coup cum
invasion in late December. This invasion turned into a major catastrophe
for the Soviets. Why was it undertaken?
Much blame must fall on Moscow for utterly misreading the Afghan

	

_
situation. It was universally reported that Afghan government agencies were
increasingly dominated by Soviet advisers who made the important deci-
sions, and that Soviet advisers in the military were present at the platoon
level. Yet, despite the fact that after the Saur revolution the number of
Soviet advisers grew by 700 percent (to some 8,000), the DRA seemed
consistently to follow policies supposedly not favored by these Russian
controllers . Perhaps the traditional Soviet contempt for Afghans led them
to act in or sanction a radical overbearing manner toward the people."'
What is clear is that the Soviet Union poured in advisers to enroot its

position in Afghanistan. Large-scale indoctrination ofAfghan youths began,
as did the program of selective training in the USSR. This was part of the
overall program of Russification in Afghan education . By granting the mi-
norities freedom to use their own languages, as Moscow haddone in Central
Asia, the regime moved to shatter linguistic unity based on Islamic tongues.
By simultaneously mandating the teaching of Russian, it complemented
that policy in aiming to establish Russian as the language of Afghanistan.

Soviet advisers reportedly went down to the platoon level in the military,
but this was apparently not enough to give effective control. As the insur-
rections grew and the army's unwillingness to support the regime became
visible, Soviet troops increased in number: Before the invasion, they came
to number 3,500-4,000 and to fly combat missions against the rebels . Yet,
more troops had to be brought in to guard Soviet-built bases and
installations .

Kabul's foreign policies also went beyond Moscow's limits of expediency
in 1978 . Taraki, and especially Amin, conducted inflammatory interviews
about Baluchi and Pathan claims, alarming Iran and Pakistan when Mos-
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cow was seeking to allay their fears. Why Moscow did not stop this earlier,
and stop Amin from asking for cross-border raids, is not clear. What is
evident is Soviet eagerness to welcome Afghanistan into its orbit and pro-
claim it a state of socialist orientation; that is, on the way but not yet a
member of the bloc .
Only in the spring of 1979, faced by the insurrection at Herat, did Mos-

cow call Afghanistan a socialist state. This built on the friendship treaty
of December 1978 which had granted the Soviets grounds for intervening
in language designed to lay the groundwork for any future necessity to
invoke the Brezhnev doctrine (which obliged Moscow to protect any threat-
ened with reversion to imperialism) . Probably, the Soviets could not and
cannot believe in 1987 the Afghans are self-motivated in resisting
Sovietization.

In response to a steadily deteriorating situation that bode fair to escape
its control, Moscow resorted first to a coup, then to a supposedly brief
invasion . The Epishev Marshal Pavlovskii missions were clearly recon-
naissance missions ; both men had been sent on analogous missions to
Prague in 1968, and Pavlovskii had no specific military appointment in
1979. Thus, his month-long mission, just before the September 1979 coup,
seems particularly ominous. The buildup to the December invasion com-
menced right after his return.
The factors as to why the Soviets invaded include their ambition in the

direction of the Gulf, their fear of Islamic revivalism on their southern
border, validation of the Brezhnev doctrine, and a particularly trying con-
juncture in world affairs. Validation of the Brezhnev doctrine seems a
particularly compelling motive to this author.
Afghanistan had been both a model and a geographic pivot point; if it

fell, the whole regional scaffolding would be imperiled.86 Brezhnev admitted
it had been a difficult decision ; it soon became clear that it had also been
a serious miscalculation .
The Politburo made the fundamental error of misunderstanding the na-

ture of the war it would face . It brought in troops who were unsuited for
guerrilla warfare, and the same held true for replacement Russian troops
for several years. Moscow evidently assumed that controlling cities, roads,
and major strongpoints would mute ethnic resistance and, combined with
wise policies of moderation and reconciliation, reduce if not terminate the
rebellion without undue complications abroad. Thus, Moscow not only
misread the international scene, although those costs were by no means as
high as they should have been, but also the domestic Afghan scene-its
political and strategic climate. Soviet troops did not command the oper-
ational or tactical art or the mass support needed to fight guerrilla war.
The Soviet government's Muslim troops were apparently rapidly de-

moralized when they found themselves fighting their kinsmen. Morale,
through 1984 at least, has been steadily low, with soldiers deserting and
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bartering their weapons for drugs. This points to not only strategic mal-
adjustments to Afghan reality but to organizational and tactical ones as
well.87 The Soviets eventually learned appropriate operational and tactical
skills for combat in Afghanistan, but the rebels have been able to keep up
with these changes.88
Lacking mass support, Soviet intelligence has not been able to function

as it did in Iran in 1941-46. Indeed, the shoe is on the other foot ; by all
accounts, the mujahidin's intelligence has alerted them to Soviet offensives,
enabling them to mount their own operations in Kabul, in other cities, and
even in the vicinity of Soviet bases. The violent rivalry between Parcham
and Khalgi had encouraged both to conspire with the resistance against
each other andthe Russians as Amstutz observes ;89 andthe Soviet contempt
for Afghanistan andIslam, and Moscow's myopia, chauvinism, and rigidity
in foreign policy blind the Soviets to Afghan realities . 9°
Moscow fell victim to what has been seen as a quintessentially American

vice : believing in military solutions to political problems . Thus, all their
innovations have been to little or no avail. Khalgi-Parcham feuds are in-
cessant; corruption, intrigue, conspiracy, and inefficiency are sovereign;

	

.
and demoralization is rampant. Not even people's militias or the belated
limited success in co-opting some tribes seems to have ameliorated Mos-
cow's situation.
Muscovite chauvinism, militarism, ideological blindness, rigidity, arrog-

ance, myopia, and paranoia held it back from harvesting the fruits of its
formerly sophisticated policies in Kabul. It failed to learn from its own
history that indigenous leftists will, once in power, launch a drastic revo-
lution of their own, motivated by their own fanaticism and nationalism,
and that failure to control it inevitably puts pressure on Moscow to rescue
the endangered revolution by force of arms . As Zalmay Khalizad has noted,
inviting Moscow in triggers a profoundly disequilibrizing condition
whereby only added Soviet presence can remedy the defects of its own
original presence, with this spiraling presence ascending ever higher in
scope and intensity. This destructive and addictive process often ends by
destruction of the "host body."9 ' Such destruction could yet occur in Af-
ghanistan, but the indigenous "healthy forces" are fighting gamely and, all
things considered, with amazing success. The Afghan war may be a low-
intensity conflict ; but it is a life-and-death battle fought in deadly earnest.

It is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to obtain accurate assessments
of the Afghan war as of spring 1987 . For every report of Soviet and DRA
progress, there is an equal and opposite one about the mujahidin's growing
prowess and strength. What remains evident, however, is that Moscow has
no intention ofrenouncing its investment in Sovietizing Afghanistan. Mos-
cow undertook the invasion to aid a progressive country threatened by
"imperialism ." This line of thought actually served as rationalization for
a much more sinister commitment to military force. The Soviet Union's
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ambassador to Paris announced in 1980 that the Brezhnev doctrine had
global application; that is, Moscow considered itself totally at liberty to
support "social progress" anywhere. Moscow could "not permit" another
"Chile"; any country had the full right to choose its allies and friends; and
"if it becomes necessary, the Soviets will repel with them the threat of a
counterrevolution or foreign intervention."92 Still more ominous was the
February 1979 article in Kommunist that ascribed to the takeovers of the
Baltic states in 1940 the character of "peaceful" support given to the rev-
olutionary masses .

Soviet forces did not interfere in the domestic affairs of the Baltic countries, strictly
observing the stipulations of the mutual aid pacts concluded between them and the
USSR. Meanwhile the presence of Soviet troops on Lithuanian, Latvian, and Estonian
territory protected the Baltic from the interference of foreign imperialists . This de-
moralized the forces of the bourgeoisie and inspired the revolutionary masses to the
struggle for the overthrow of the Fascist dictatorship ."

It is highly unlikely that Gorbachev has revised this mentality. The So-
viets' goal in mid-1987 remains the implantation of an irreversibly Com-
munist trend in the Afghan regime . Their economic policies are becoming
steadily more exploitative, and they are geared to permanent Afghan de-
pendence on Soviet resources .94 The most recent example of this was the
agreement to supply Kabul with high-capacity relay centers to introduce
television in all the republic's provincial centers. Soviet specialists have
built a space communications net there to provide international commu-
nication facilities, and agreements have been reached on a series of trade,
economic, and cultural links.95 This means total subordination of the Af-
ghan economy to Moscow.96

In the cultural sphere, this takes the form of the well-known program
that removes Afghan youth to Russia for education and indoctrination . It
has enlisted thousands of Afghanistan's future leaders, and its significance
is unmistakable . Not only is Moscow seeking to dissolve traditional family,
tribal, and religious loyalties; it also aims to enroot a solidly trained, So-
vietized cadre. And while the Afghan claim of 165,000 party members is
inflated, the real number must consist of several thousands of people who
are too compromised ever to hope fox anything but strong Soviet
influence .9'

In March 1987, the press reported a drastic increase in arms shipments
to the Philippine Communist insurgents, use of Soviet fishing trawlers as
intelligence gatherers there, communications and intelligence construction
there, the expansion of consulates with Tagalog-speaking Soviets in Min-
danao and Cebu, and the proliferation of diplomats, tourists, businessmen,
gold panners, and agents in the Philippines. And Moscow has offered un-
limited arms and money to the Communist New People's Army.9$ In An
gola, Soviet arms are flooding the country as the government, supported
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by Soviet advisers and Cuban troops, prepares to strike at the Savimbi
forces.99 In a recent analysis that favors the retrenchment theory of Soviet
policy in the third world, the authors admit that in areas where major
established commitments are in place, the Soviets are likely to assume risks
to preserve that position . In Angola and Afghanistan, and probably Ethio-
pia, Soviet support shows no sign of retrenchment.

In Afghanistan, all the elements of Moscow's third world policy are in
evidence . Andthe confluence offactors that led to the invasion are precisely
those that preclude any settlement which translates into a diminution of
Soviet influence in Afghanistan. 100 Indeed, the recent escalation ofthe fight-
ing into parts of Pakistan, Iran, and the Soviet Union indicates a disin-
clination to leave the scene. So, too, does the rising Russophillic tone of
Mikhail Gorbachev's Russia signify the deep lure imperialism presently
holds for the Soviet political mind.'°'
The Soviets have steadily endeavored to retain their preeminent position

in Afghanistan in both domestic politics and foreign affairs. It is unlikely
they will ever concede a genuinely neutral regime or voluntarily relinquish
the large investment in bases and infrastructure they have made. (The
former still is the case as of March 1988 .) They have resorted to the Baltic
analogy-the brutal conflict against the resistance-in Afghanistan. They
seek to build a cadre from the careerist, opportunist, and irrevocably com-
promised elements of the population while terrorizing the rest into sub-
mission. To date, it has not worked-but not for lack of trying.
They have convened sham Loya Jirgas (tribal leaders' assemblies), and

they have made myriad "concessions" to the sanctity of Islam-all to no
avail. More recently, the new Najibullah regime proclaimed an amnesty
and issued a call for "patriots" to return "with impunity" and take part
in a new government . Its aim is to weaken the rebellion by splitting it up
and wearing down the insurgents, just like in the Baltic case after 1945 .
These proposals have had a limited success. On 19 March 1987, Naji-

bullah announced the return of 35,000 refugees since January, the crossing
over of 10,000 members of antiregime formations, and negotiations with
90,000 others .102 These figures, particularly those relating to fighters, are
probably inflated ; but it is part of Najibullah and Moscow's strategy to
split the rebels .'°s In this connection, they have formed 690 reconciliation
commissions with the participation of elders, clergymen, and tribal chiefs
throughout Afghanistan.104 This program is also intended to restrain the
fence sitters from leaving the government, thus diminishing rebel recruit-
ment.'°5 This offensive is intended to split the mujahidin and the refugees
in Pakistan, weakening them while military pressure intimidates both the
refugees and the Pakistanis . Mujahidin attacks over the borders hamper
both reconciliation and the attempt to recruit border tribesmen, primarily
Pathans, to the regime's side .'°6 Border troops are also to be reinforced
from KHAD, the DRA army, and the Ministry of Interior. 107
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Soviet news broadcasts report that the Wazir tribe supports the govern-
ment and has established a 500-man force to help the regime.'°$ Najibullah
has labeled work among the tribes the key for solving most of the problems
facing the regime, and he has demanded that his colleagues wrest this
sphere's initiative from the rebels . He attacked those who want to work
only in Kabul and not out in the provinces or those who wish to work only
with their own tribes . He also forcefully attacked the policy of pitting one
nationality against another because such policies weaken his regime. Divide
and rule will still be a major tactic, but it will be coupled with new policies,
to be announced, which will likely serve the goal of deracinating Afghans
from these roots to a supra-ethnic loyalty to Communist party and state.109
Najibullah has also affirmed his intention to have government and Soviet
grants go directly to the people rather than be siphoned off by corrupt
officials-another move designed to bind the people more closely to Soviet
"largesse." "° Finally, the regime has reaffirmed its military policy to sum-
mon all able-bodied men from 18 to 40, recall of those who have served,
and call-ups twice a year."' The objective is to monopolize these men for
the regime, deny them to the mujahidin, and, through rewards for those
possessing higher education, create a loyal cadre of educated elite.
The DRA is probably still unable or unwilling to carry out ambitious

policies . Both Moscow and Karmal utterly failed to root out the corruption
of persons and parties, ethnic rivalry, staggering incompetence, and the
Khalgi-Parcham conflict, which continues unabated.' 12 Karmal's failures
here very likely led to his replacement by the head of the secret service,
Najibullah, in 1986 . But Najibullah's efforts, too, have not been crowned
with success. Khalgi-Parcham rivalry continues as before, with reports of
battles between them in the army and reports of betrayal in the
mujahidin."s
Domestic political antagonisms among Afghans are quite strong . On 18

January 1987, the Observer reported that the followers of Karmal hadstaged
a coup against Najibullah which was foiled only by strong Soviet action.
This hardly allayed Soviet suspicions and has probably led to even deeper
Soviet controls over the regime, though it is hard to imagine any controls
deeper than those cited by Amstutz."° All this belies the show of deep-
rooted popular support for the regime and undoubtedly has prompted Mos-
cow to make such gestures as the reconciliation plan, hints of desire to
withdraw, tolerance for Islamic education, and Loya Jirgas . The linguistic
policies that give freedom to each group to use its language, a blatant show
of divide and rule tactics, serve as another example ofthe regime's conces-
sions to "ethnic rights."' 5

The insubstantiality of the Soviets' reconciliation policy is evident from
the framework in which Moscow and Kabul have posed the issues of with-
drawal and future governments. According to Soviet commentators, the
reconciliation process calls for the opposing sides to set up a coalition
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government wherein the contenders will have the opportunity to participate
in actual policymaking."6 Reconciliation also means abandonment by out-
side supporters of the rebels, after which the Soviet "limited contingent"
will supposedly return home.' 17 This has been a long-standing Soviet line
under Gorbachev."8 However, the record of such coalition regimes, dating
back to World War II, holds out little hope of a quick withdrawal: char-
acteristically, Moscow insists that others cease their aid for freedom fighters
before taking 18 months, at least, to wind up its invasion .
The Economist's Foreign Report says that Moscow hints at agovernment

dominated by the PDPA."9 Afghan officials also insist that the returning
and amnestied rebels would have to accept the dominance of the present
ruling party.'2° Najibullah insists that the PDPA would retain an important
mobilizing and organizing political role, but he refuses to give guarantees
that it would facilitate an egalitarian distribution of political power.'2 ' He
also argues that whenever the Red Army leaves, the DRA army could deal
with the domestic situation on its own. '22

This can hardly be the case. Rather his troops, the dreaded KHAD, who
are the mainstay of the regime due to its incompetence, will play that role
on an expanded scale . It is the only comparatively efficient government
agency, and it has in some cases penetrated the rebels . With Najibullah
atop the regime, its star has clearly been rising since 1985 . At the same
time, the army remains unreliable and demoralized. It does not want to
fight, and it has been penetrated by the mujahidin.' 23 The facades of do-
mestic support erected by Kabul remain just that-facades . TheLoya Jirga
of 1985 was all too evidently a fraud. Many participants were state func-
tionaries or members of KHAD. It was rushed into action in April 1985,
with delegates being paid for their presence or coerced into making tele-
vision statements . Tribal and local council elections in August-September
1985 were neither secret nor marked by the usual practices of bribery.' 24
The emphasis in all these developments was targeted at Pathan tribes to
elicit their assent to closing the borders to the mujahidin and at playing
the irredentist card against either Iran or Pakistan . '25 Having failed to win
support through these means, the regime has resorted to domestic crack-
downs such as the new conscription law. 126

The local equivalent of these political tactics has been the campaign,
ongoing since 1985, to win over local tribes, to co-opt them by permitting
the formation of local militias to guard their territory, and to win them
away from the mujahidin. While the evidence is fragmentary and incon-
clusive, the Orkand Corporation reported in 1986 that the regime is making
visible, if limited, progress toward easing the pressure on the Soviet and
DRA armies .' 27 These moves point toward establishing a permanently So-
vietized Afghanistan. It is clear that while Gorbachev and Najibullah talk
vaguely ofa sovereign and neutral Afghanistan and ofreconciliation, actual
Soviet policy as announced at the 27th Party Congress of 1986 concedes
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nothing. The Soviets still see the problem as outside intervention which
must cease before they leave, and they will create a facade of a national
reconciliation government under their proteges . They still cling to the ret-
rospective legalization of the invasion by a so-called limited contingent at
Afghan request while affirming that Soviet hegemony over Afghanistan
remains a vital interest of the USSR."' At the same time, Najibullah is
moving to consolidate his regime in law by promulgating a new Afghan
constitution, modeled on Soviet statutes, which will provide the legal scaf-
folding for the PDPA's primacy at home.'z9

If the future is clouded, the danger posed by the Soviets is not. The latest
round of bombings and attacks in Pakistan (February-April 1987) presage
increased pressure on Pakistan in the form of bombing raids, flooding
Pakistani markets with cheap Soviet goods, student and Baluchi unrest,
border raids, and so forth. Its aim is to test Pakistani resolve to continue
support for the resistance and to induce unrest in Islamabad among forces
opposed to the Zia regime there.' ° The pressure also aims at Tehran and
was one ofthe factors that brought Tehran and Washington toward ill-fated
rapprochement in 1985-86.' 3' Soviet pressures aim to unhinge Islamabad
at home until it "understands" Kabul's position in its peace offers.'32 Thus,
one can already see the Soviets using the strategic advantages garnered by
the invasion in their implicit offering to trade stability in Pakistan for peace
in Kabul and recognition of their hegemony.
Such Soviet maneuvers support the warnings ofnumerous observers that

Moscow threatens the entire Indian Ocean and Gulf littoral, and that this
position constitutes the ultimate strategic rationale of the invasion . The
institutionalized presence of air bases in Afghanistan provides an air threat
of enormous strategic significance. Several observers believe that the re-
gional geopolitical momentum of the war will inevitably drive the Soviets
to widenthe war to Pakistan and perhaps Iran .' 33 The recent bombing raids
seem to bear out Ziring's contention that the Afghan war will involve Pak-
istan as the next Soviet target.'34 Recent reports also say that Baluchi guer-
rillas, commanded by Shia Afghan commanders, some of whom have been
trained in the USSR, have staged raids, which are paralleled by the Tudeh
party's calls for Baluchi autonomy, against Iran . Moscow seems to aim at
inducing Iran to abandon the mujahidin and to support a Soviet plan for
an international conference on Afghanistan."'
By far the most sinister manifestations of this drive are Moscow's an-

nexation of the Wakhan corridor of Afghanistan and the garrisoning there
of Soviet Tajiks . These actions have raised fears of future manipulation of
the Afghan border and of political moves in conjunction with the Geneva
talks. '36 The Economist recently reported a spectacular offer by Secretary
Gorbachev to both the Iranian and Pakistani foreign ministers in their trips
to Moscow. Pakistan was told that if it indicated willingness to sign a
nonaggression pact with India, Moscow would guarantee the pact and en-
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courage India to sign as well. It also offered a security guarantee and eco-
nomic aid. All this would be in return for Pakistan',s abandoning support
of the mujahidin and supporting a cosmetically reorganized regime in Ka-
bul. For its part, Iran is interested in obtaining a lessening of Soviet support
for Iraq-a point Moscow could use as a quid pro quo."'

This would not only terminate the Afghan war on terms of a virtual
Soviet victory, it would also propel Moscow into the role of guarantor of
regional security in South Asia. It would place the Soviet Union in a po-
sition to aim constantly at India and Iran. It is already evident that Soviet
pressure on Pakistan has restrained Islamabad from all-out support of the
mujahidin.' 38 The enhancement of the Soviet position that would result
from acceptance of these offers would constitute a major Soviet strategic
victory with profound implications . In view of the enormously divisive
pressures that threaten Pakistan at home and abroad, it might become the
Poland of the twenty-first century-a country tom apart by irreconcilable
neighbors, in this case India and Afghanistan acting for Moscow.' 39
The similarity between Afghanistan and Baltic states is particularly vis-

ible in military operations. Shtromas and Prados have observed that in the

	

_
Baltic, Soviet forces sometimes resorted to sweeps of the territory but
mainly emphasized destruction of the civilian environment in which guer-
rillas could flourish . This involved mass deportation of refugees, relatives
of fighters and so-called kulaks. This also involved collectivization of the
land, which pauperized the peasants as it bound them to the land. And
Communisttroops were ordered to bum all habitats suspected ofharboring
insurgents. Thus, the rebels were deprived of support in villages .
The Soviets mobilized the formerly dispossessed and the upwardly mo-

bile opportunities and careerists to create a mass basis for their rule . Prom-
inent in such tactics were the Sovietization of education institutions and
the rapid promotion of pro-Moscow Lithuanians. Russified Baltic Com-
munists were repatriated to provide a fig leaf of legitimacy. Isolated from
Western support, the rebels ultimately surrendered out of weariness and
fear for their people, who faced a real threat of genocide."°

All these correspond to present events in Afghanistan. So does the use
of amnesties (for resistance fighters) that were later revoked. The aim of
such operations is to drive out the rebels, deprive them of resources and
support, deprive the masses and rebels of any independenx economic basis
oflife, divide the masses internally, and split the masses off from the rebels .
In the end, the Afghan population will be reduced to total dependence on
Moscow and Kabul. Such tactics entail holding onto urban centers, rein-
forcing logistical strongpoints, and steadily pushing the warto the borders
of Pakistan .

This strategy has punished the rebels, but whether it has brought the
Soviets closer to victory is not clear. There are many continuing negatives
in the Soviets' military performance. The widespread reports about poor
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morale appear to be true. Much has been written of the need to upgrade
morale through positive indoctrination and patriotic education. There are
many reports ofpoor morale due to lack ofhygiene andhealth care supplies
and the exposure of raw recruits to the falsity of Soviet propaganda ; and
the reaction of local minorities is very negative . There are draft evasions
on a massive scale, complaints that officials' children do not get drafted,
difficult adjustments for ex-servicemen, homosexuality among troops, and
rising levels of resort to drugs. "' Amstutz corroborates all these reports
from his own evidence, citing appalling examples of medical insufficiency,
that recall the most gruesome accounts of the Crimean War of 1854-56,
lack of drugs, falsity of propaganda, and black-market sale of munitions
by Soviet servicemen.'4z
Amstutz maintains that calling up the troops it would take to subdue

the revolt (approximately 345,000) would shake Soviet domestic and mil-
itary morale considerably . '43 And rebel acquisition of Stinger antiaircraft
missiles will exacerbate this ; morale will probably plummet. Brig Mu-
hammed Sirwar Shinwari, who defected to the rebels, reported that Soviet
troops are weary; and he said all reports going to the Kremlin paint a
"distressing" picture of the war and propose its termination.144

Soviet disaffection with the struggle in Afghanistan has contributed to
the rising fear of Soviet authorities about the growing strength of Islam in
Central Asia .'4s Demoralization and frustration may also be found in their
policies of terrorism and chemical bombing, which are typical reactions to'
a totally unexpected military environment. Training, command, tactics, and
weapon deployments have had to be learned on the job; and there has been
a corresponding increase in lethality and violence. Chemical weapons and
weapons of purely terroristic significance have been used .
The Soviets utilized airborne, Spetsnaz, tank, and fast-moving mobile

infantry troops to seize Afghan C3 assets initially . A brilliant tactical op-
eration, it was based on similar actions in Prague in 1968 and Budapest
in 1956 . But it soon became clear that Soviet troops could not fight on
Afghanistan's terrain or on its terms. They were unprepared for the inten-
sity ofopposition, and they were wedded to conventional warfare strategies .
Depending on large tank formations, armored sweeps, and bombers, they
could not deal effectively with hit-and-run attacks. That they were unable
to retain the initiative or to break enemy morale became evident very
quickly. Criticism percolated up Soviet literature in 1980 ; and 1981, we
saw the first instances of revised training and weapons deployment in Af-
ghanistan . Since then, the Soviets have increasingly resorted to physically
hardened and trained formations that have been adapted to mountain war-
fare, and they have encouraged pursuit tactics against the mujahidin . 146
While individually successful, these tactical deployments have not been

large enough to win a victory; but they have enabled the Soviets to retain
control of Kabul, large installations, and key roads while expanding their
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operations . In 1982, they returned to sweeps andgot nowhere, though they
combined them increasingly with bombing and helicopter airborne assaults .
Thus began migratory genocide (rendering the land uninhabitable through
bombing); and these assaults have increased in frequency and magnitude,
shading over to bombing raids on Pakistan early in 1987 .' 47 Their failure
to use paratroop and heliborne assault forces and their lack of nighttime
counterinsurgency capability had held the Soviets back earlier.'48 The Soviet
air force has taken the lead in publicizing the lessons of Afghanistan while
the army has screened such discussion from public view.'49
Michael Yardley reports that the Soviets now rely heavily of heliborne

operations by Spetsnaz and other elite mountain units. Conscripts do little
fighting, and they move from base to base only with massive ground and
air support.'s° Spetsnaz forces have risen from 4,000 to 5,000 troops . These
tough, experienced, well-trained troops are used in small unit operations,
ambushes, andnighttime operations . Rockets, artillery, Su-26 ground fight-
ers, and helicopters have been shipped in . Wheeled armored vehicles are
being replaced by newer models or by tracked vehicles, and self-propelled
artillery is supplanting towed artillery. All this suggests that the Soviets
now recognize the need for speed, mobility, initiative, nighttime fighting,
guerrilla tactics, and suitable weapons."' These tactics were largely un-
opposed until the rebels acquired Stinger missiles . The success ofthe Stinger
hasnowled Soviet fliers to resort to more evasive and higher altitude tactics .
This has eased the mujahidin's situation, but there have been air raids on
Pakistan's "privileged sanctuary." One reason for the attacks on Pakistan
is that the rebels have conducted demoralizing attacks on Soviet territory
and villages. Since tank formations in the mountains have long since been
deemphasized by the Soviets,' 12 it is not clear what else the Soviets might
do.

Adaptation of the Hind-24 helicopter, and of heliborne as well as Spets-
naz troops, has substantial significance not just for Afghanistan, but for
other potential theaters as well. Motorized infantry and helicopters that
give ground support to Spetsnaz and mobile troops as well as bombers
represent a new wrinkle in Soviet doctrine . The new emphasis on speed,
mobility, surprise, and combined arms at the small unit level has resulted
in a devastating conjunction of weapons with enormous destructive
firepower.' 33
The Soviets have thus enhanced the role of the air force in small unit

operations, particularly in mountainous areas.' S4 This has obvious impor-
tance for further developments at the theater level. The introduction of the
combined arms reinforced battalion and the strengthened role of helicop-
ters in operation with such battalions presages such deployments in theater
tactics. The Soviets can inflict massive damage on the civilian infrastructure
in both Afghanistan and Pakistan, carry out ambushes and deep raids, and
increase both troop mobility andsupport. I"No long logistical tail is needed
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for such an operation, which can embrace multiple targets and missions.
The suddenness and destructive capability of these Soviet forces have ac-
celerated the depopulation ofAfghanistan andthe diminution ofmujahidin
mobility.' 36
These new weapons and units also fit in with the structural reforms of

the Soviet military since 1978 . They have encouraged decentralized op-
erational commandandcontrol, individual unit andcommander (or NCO)
initiative, speed, and surprise . This Afghan war will play a considerable
role in helping to shape the ongoing reconstruction of Soviet command
structures, doctrine, training, force structures, and operational art.' 17

The Afghan conflict seems to be escalating. On 27 April, Kabul an-
nounced the failure of its cease-fire and reconciliation policies and blamed
it on the United States. But the policies were a sham, anyway-fighting
has escalated even into Pakistan, which is asking for US sharing of radar
planes to create defense against the new air raids.'"' Despite Kabul's claims
of 40,000 returnees, 100,000 engaged in talks, and 17,000 rebels returning,
it is clear that the policy has failed to blunt the resistance and that regional
tension is growing.' 19 The Soviets are strengthening Afghan dependence on
Moscow, and Tass has stated that Moscow will take all necessary measures

	

-
to prevent infringements on its frontiers . The Soviets have reaffirmed their
intention to support Kabul, and they have threatened those providing sup-
port to the rebels from the outside.'60
There has been no change in Moscow's position . Tass reported this in a

sharply and bluntly worded commentary on Secretary of State George
Shultz's 13-16 April 1987 negotiations in Moscow.

The Soviet Union is convinced that the American approach is the main brake on
normalization and political settlement in the most acute issue today-the situation
around Afghanistan. This was stressed in no uncertain terms at the talks with United
States Secretary ofState George Shultz . We believe that this evaluation ofthe American
approach is the more correct [in] that the DRA Government's programme of national
feconciliation creates areal basis for stabilising the situation and stopping the bloodshed
in the country, while the Afghan-Pakistani talks in Geneva have reached the level when
the drawing closer of positions becomes real . . . . George Shultz was told that the
Americans would not succeed either in overthrowing the lawful government in Kabul
nor in "exhausting" the USSR by means of the Afghan conflict .'b'

And Moscow feels justified in threatening both Washington and Islamabad
with "the most serious consequences" if this military option continues. '62

At the same time, Marshal Kulikov admits that Afghanistan is very strange
as a theater of war and that it is difficult to transfer its lessons to Europe .
While it is possible to win a victory in such a country in military terms,
it is another thing to rule it; and defeating guerrillas determined to defend
themselves is a difficult task .'63
The military has taken over civil aviation,' 64 and the Soviets show no

sign ofwillingness to leave behind a neutral and sovereign state . By moving
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their air defense into the Pamirs, by annexing the Wakhan corridor, and
by importing lots of expensive and not easily portable equipment, Moscow
gives every indication ofaiming to stay. '65 It remains faithful to its imperial
heritage and to the pattern of involvement in local wars postulated by
Amnon Sella. First comes the providing of advisers, technicians, and high-
quality military assets . The second stage is comprised of sealift and airlift
on a massive scale. The third stage is the introduction of Soviet combat
units, led by airborne troops whose capacity for power projection is in-
creasingly formidable . '66
Some have opined that Soviet victory in Afghanistan not only threatens

South Asia and the Gulf but bodes fair to materially accomplish a strategic
encirclement of the Middle East . It would also be a large step forward in
the creation and consolidation of a Soviet collective security system .'61 In
view of the Soviet assets invested in Afghanistan, the new Asian offensive
that has revived Moscow's call for an Asian Helsinki conference, and the
changes in Soviet military doctrine and postures, the strategic consequences
of a Soviet victory in Afghanistan would be enormous indeed . A fully
Sovietized Afghanistan would have more than purely regional significance,
profound as that would be . It would encourage future adventures in such
low-intensity conflicts by the Soviets or their proxies, who would have
learned that it can be done with relative impunity and external apathy .

In January 1982, AbdulQadir, acting minister of defense, told a Yugoslav
interviewer that when Afghanistan is subdued, its Soviet-controlled army
will play a significant role throughout the region . '68 And the 1985 political
offensive of Karmal provides ample confirmation ofthe persistence of such
ambitions in Pashtunistan and Baluchistan . It is not farfetched to see a
Soviet victory unhinging the entire regional, andperhaps global, status quo.
Because much change can be generated through low-intensity conflict,

the study of such wars with a view to proper policy responses is crucial.
Given the relationship between domestic Soviet imperialism and its pro-
jection abroad, blocking that projection should provide substantial benefits.
Moscow also grasps this, and it is determined to make a nonaligned Af-
ghanistan a thing of the past . They still seek to contrive a victory that
would leave them in control of the field which they have yet to win
militarily.

Despite the conventional wisdom that the economic and domestic pres-
sures of Gorbachev's reforms impose a limiting pressure on third world
expansion, and that the costs of Afghanistan are deterring Moscow, the
evidence points to the contrary. Moscow shows no sign of willingness to
cash in its chips. The specter of an Asiatic empire still grips the Soviet
political mind, even as it converts Afghanistan into a human crater for
military-political experimentation. The success of this experiment could
only lead to more of the same. And the laboratory subjects on the USSR's
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expanded borders for future low-intensity conflicts would become more
numerous and more vulnerable.
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Factors Affecting the Emergence of Low-
Intensity Conflict in Latin America

Dr Bynum E. Weathers

Latin America possesses certain inherent and acquired characteristics
associated with the development and proliferation of low-intensity conflict
(LIC). This chapter reviews the basic ingredients, derived from the colonial
experience and accentuated during the independence era, that have laid
the foundation for and enhanced the likelihood of LIC throughout the
region . Latin America, so vital to our national security interests, is truly
the "soft underbelly" of the United States .

Historically, Latin America has figured heavily in US foreign policy-
from the days of encroachment by European colonial powers to the con-
temporary era of Cuban-Soviet intervention . A major third world region,
Latin America encompasses nearly three dozen independent countries
spread out over an area of some eight million square miles (comparable to
the size of the USSR) inhabited by approximately 390 million people . And
with the highest birth rate of any region in the world, it may well double
its present population in the early part of the twenty-first century. Ethnic
diversity is a major characteristic of the region, with white, black, Indian,
mestizo, and mulatto classifications predominating . This heterogeneous
pattern of ethnic composition distinguishes Latin America from other re-
gions of the world.
Theapogee ofUS-Latin American relations occurred during the Franklin

D. Roosevelt administration's "Good Neighbor Policy." World War II and
the concept of Western Hemisphere defense paved the way for the emer-
gence of the inter-American system. The ink had hardly dried on the legal
framework binding the colossus ofthe Nprth to the American republics of
the South when the cold war began deflecting US attention to defending
Europe and Asia against Communist aggression .
As the World War II Grand Alliance crumbled andglobalism took prece-

dence over regionalism in American policy considerations, the southern
republics' prewar fear and distrust of the United States returned in the
wake ofapparent US disinterest in the region. And cold war intensification
led to further deterioration of US-Latin American relations, as the Gua-
temalan intervention of 1954 and the violence directed toward Vice Pres-
ident Richard Nixon during his 1958 tour of South' America dramatically
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demonstrated. But the most significant postwar event occurred in 1959
with the victory of Fidel Castro and the subsequent emergence of Cuba as
a satellite of the Soviet Union. Until this event, Soviet interest in and
attention to Latin America had been minimal. Now the gateway to Latin
America was open; and the Cuban-Soviet axis lost little time in securing
a Communist beachhead in the Americas .

Castro's victory at the Bay of Pigs bolstered his image throughout Latin
America and solidified the Cuban-Soviet alliance . Shipments of Soviet mil-
itary equipment increased, highlighted by the dispatching of offensive mis-
siles and bombers to Cuba in the fall of 1962 . The Cuban missile crisis
brought a direct confrontation between the two superpowers . Despite the
crisis resolution, the buildup of Soviet "defensive" weapons continued as
increasing numbers ofSoviet troops and civilian technicians were assigned
to Cuba.
Soon after seizing power, Castro pledged his support for insurrectionary

activities throughout Latin America; and many such activities were or-
chestrated by the guerrilla strategist Ernesto "Che" Guevara until his death
in Bolivia in 1967 . But Castro's exportation of revolutionary warfare was
not successful during the decade of the 1960s, as shown by his failures in
Panama, Venezuela, and Bolivia. At the same time, Cuba steadily drifted
inexorably into the role of a Soviet surrogate . By 1968, in the wake of the
Soviet suppression of the Czechoslovakian uprising, Castro had accepted
without qualification the Brezhnev Doctrine .
The Cuban revolution had a major impact on the reorientation of US

policy toward Latin America. John F. Kennedy's Alliance for Progress was
presented as a revolutionary program to ameliorate the social and economic
ills of the region . As a matter of fact, however, the Alliance could be cat-
egorized more accurately as reformist and gradualist rather than revolu-
tionary. It offered the Latin American republics the opportunity to achieve
modernization and development through peaceful democratic efforts rather
than through violent Marxist-Leninist initiatives . In essence, these alter-
native routes to modernization provided a linkage between the cold war
and the developmental problem in Latin America; and East-West compe-
tition gained a foothold .
As a means of understanding the emergence and development of LIC in

Latin America, it appears logical at this point to examine the colonial
background and heritage of the region . Such an effort should illuminate
the political, economic, and social characteristics that have had, and will
continue to have, an impact on US-Latin American relations .
From the earliest days of colonization, popular participation in govern-

ment was a rarity; and the concept of the strong leader and a submissive
populace was carried over into the independence era. Instead of checks and
balances among the branches of government, the executive emerged as the
dominant force . The legislative and judicial branches have yet to attain
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parity. Military intervention and the coup d'etat were accepted alternatives
to popular election ; and the tenure of office depended on the will of in-
dividuals instead of the populace as a whole.

Since independence, the Latin American republics have depended heavily
on agricultural and mining products to accumulate foreign exchange and
to purchase manufactured goods and services . But monoculture has sub-
jected the region to unpredictable fluctuations in the world market, which
has resulted in miserable living conditions for a majority ofthe inhabitants.
In terms of land tenure, Latin America has been plagued by the twin evils
of latifundia and minifundia-the former consisting of the ownership of
large estates by a small percentage of the population ; the latter representing
the division of landholdings into small, submarginal units barely capable
of sustaining life . Economic progress has been stifled by the absence of a
viable middle class with entreprenurial propensities. A dynamic trade
union movement to monitor the laborers' wages and working conditions
has been conspicuously absent . The lack of an industrial infrastructure can
be attributed to the emphasis given agriculture and mining in the colonial
period .
During the colonial era, a rigid social stratification existed. In the Spanish

holdings, for example, the peninsular (Spanish born) and the creole (Span-
ish born in America) were at the top of the societal ladder . They were
followed in descending order by the mestizo (mixture of Spaniard and
Indian), the Indian, and the black. Following independence, this class dis-
tinction remained ; and cleavages between the elite and the masses grew
deeper. To this day, in those republics with large indigenous populations,
the Indians retain their language and customs; and for all practical pur-
poses, they live outside the effective control of the central governments.
Because of the low levels and poor quality of education provided the ma-
jority of the inhabitants, a high degree of illiteracy exists in Latin America.
Intense poverty and social unrest are basic characteristics of the region .
Having achieved independence by the sword in a struggle lasting nearly

two decades, the military either directly or in the shadows of the throne
guided the destinies of foundling republics in the postcolonial era. Instead
of a government of laws, it was one of men. Personalism and dictatorship
were its most enduring manifestations. Authoritarianism was justified as
an alternative to anarchy and social disintegration. The military assumed
the role of state guardian ; it determined the point in time when intervention
was necessary. Continuismo (prolongation of a government's tenure), state
of siege (emergency powers for a stipulated period), and imposition (de-
termination of the choice of a political successor) were some ofthe devices
employed to retain control. Formal constitutions seldom corresponded
completely with the real and operative ones .'
Having reviewed the basic characteristics of the Latin American envi

ronment that have an important bearing on the development and prolif-
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eration of low-intensity conflict, it is appropriate at this time to develop
an analytical survey of three representative republics in the region-Nic-
aragua, Chile, and Peru-that have experienced or are experiencing LIC
in their territories . An analytical survey of the societal and political con-
figurations of these three countries will be presented in order to identify
and classify those characteristics that serve or have served to attract foreign
intervention, manipulation, and control, thereby providing the groundwork
for the launching, direction, and intensification of revolutionary conflicts.
From an ideological standpoint, Castrosim was a major force in low-

intensity conflicts that occurred in Nicaragua, Chile, andPeru. The success
of the Cuban revolution and the exploits of Che Guevara were significant
factors. Although the Guevara model that was tried initially in Peru failed,
its failure resulted in the formation of an indigenous movement based on
a divergent ideology derived from a mixture of Maoism, Marxism, Len-
inism, and cultural ingredients rooted in the Peruvian historical experience.
The asymmetries existing in a region so large and diverse as Latin America
wouldappear to require multiple models to explain LIC potential. In reality,
a single model appears capable of providing guidance for decisionmakers
in the formulation of policy and strategy to combat LIC in the region .

In the search for factors that provide the environment for the emergence
of low-intensity conflict in Latin America, a study of sociopolitical con-
ditions in Nicaragua, Chile, and Peru is both appropriate and represent-
ative. These countries have experienced similar cultural and political
incursions by foreign forces ; and these incursions have had a significant
impact on the ensuing LICenvironment as manifested in the contemporary
era.
During their early years, Nicaragua, Chile, and Peru were Hispaniolized

with slight regard for the existing Indian cultures . Warfare, intermarriage,
and disease drastically reduced the Indian population and, except for Peru,
left an enduring legacy of mestizo/ladino predominance in these countries.
Tribal organizations were supplanted by governments acting in response
to dictates emanating from the Spanish court. Authoritarianism, exploi-
tation, and discrimination were the rule rather than the exception. Class
stratification ensured that the workings of colonial society would benefit
the peninsulars and creoles at the detriment of the mestizos, the Indians,
and the blacks . Unfortunately, this colonial legacy did not disappear with
the coming of the independence movement . Following the wars for inde-
pendence, Nicaragua, Chile, and Peru emerged as states dominated by
caudillos (strong ad hoc rulers), large landowners, and the Church .'

Nicaragua

In Nicaragua, independence emerged as abackwash ofthe Mexican revolt
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against Spain. Mexico moved into the dominant power position . A few
years later, however, Nicaragua joined the other Central American states
in a federative arrangement that survived for a decade and a half, after
which Nicaragua attained full sovereignty. But dissension continued to run
rampant throughout the new republic : conservative versus liberal, centralist
versus -federalist, procleric versus anticleric, large landowner versus small
farmer, and propertied versus landless . Local concerns overrode national
interests as private armies sought to impose their will in the absence of a
unified armed force . Personalities rather than issues dominated the national
scene, and bullets rather than ballot boxes determined the nature and di-
rection of public policy.

In addition to the conflictive domestic environment, Nicaragua experi-
enced foreign interventions-first by Great Britain and the United States
in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, then by the Cuban-Soviet
axis in the 1970s and 1980s. The second US intervention (1927-33) pro-
vided the raison d'etre for the Somoza dynasty. For more than four decades,
the Somoza regime maintained power, with the backing of the national
guard, by granting special favors to supporters, withholding rights or priv-
ileges from opponents, and violating human rights at will . Neither demo-
cratic elections nor effective opposition parties were permitted on the
political scene. The absence of accountability, which made it possible to
deny the expression of a popular mandate, contributed to an atmosphere
of frustration and futility. Violence, employed as an instrument of power
by the ruling elite, ultimately became the weapon used to unseat them .3
Organized in the early 1960s, the Sandinista Front ofNational Liberation

(Frente Sandinista de Liberation Nacional or FSLN) represented itself as
the champion of the dispossessed and maltreated Nicaraguan majority. In
its campaign to gain broad-based mass support, the FSLN made aconcerted
effort to recruit adherents from universities, labor unions, the professions
in the cities, and peasant organizations in the rural areas. Yet, the guerrilla
movement received its greatest boost internally from the corrupt and re-
pressive practices of the Somoza regime . A major earthquake in 1972 that
virtually leveled the capital brought in large amounts of relief funds and
materials from abroad for the victims-but much of this humanitarian
assistance went into the Somoza coffers. This uncontrolled personal ag-
grandizement was revealed in other areas as well. Interlocking business and
land interests (some 8,000 square miles of choice real estate) gave the
Somoza family effective control of the national economy.
While internal factors worked to the advantage of the FSLN cause, the

support provided the guerrilla movement by the Cuban-Soviet axis wasthe
most decisive . The FSLN cadre received schooling and training at the
Patrice Lumumba People's Friendship University in Moscow, in the So-
viet-satellite countries of eastern Europe, and in Cuba. By the mid-1970s,
the FSLN had split into three factions-the Prolonged Popular War, the
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Proletarian, and the Insurrectionists (terceristas); but under pressure from
Havana, the three factions had merged by the end of 1978 . Such a merger
appears to have been a prerequisite decreed by Castro in return for sub-
stantial military assistance to the FSLN, which was subsequently provided .
In early 1979, the FSLN confirmed its unity pact and announced the es-
tablishment of a nine-member directorate to oversee and coordinate its
campaign against the Somoza government. On 23 June, the Organization
of American States passed a resolution calling for the immediate replace-
ment of the Somoza regime by a government that would permit opposition
elements, reflect the will of the populace, hold free elections, and respect
human rights. In return, humanitarian assistance for the reconstruction
and rehabilitation of Nicaragua would be provided by the member states.
On 12 July, the FSLN notified the regional organization of its acceptance
of these conditions and, eight days later, the victory of the Sandinistas was
achieved .4
During the eight years that have intervened since the acceptance of the

Organization ofAmerican States resolution, the Sandinista government has
refused to abide by its pledge . Opponents of the Marxist regime have been
harassed and suppressed . The major opposition newspaper, La Prensa, was
heavily censored and eventually closed by the government . This action
deprived the Nicaraguan people of their only significant source of news
outside the ideological constraints imposed by the Sandinistas. Antipathy
toward the Church, as witnessed by the expulsion of the Roman Catholic
priests who spoke out against the actions of the Marxist government, and
interference in the activities of independent labor unions and private busi-
ness organizations are examples of the government's efforts to prevent the
emergence of opposition groups and deny the validity of pluralism and
voluntarism. Under these conditions, the will of the people cannot be
expressed .

In addition to insistence on conformity, the Sandinistas have refused to
hold free and open elections . Although a new constitution has been pro-
mulgated and presidential elections have been held, opposition parties were
not permitted to campaign freely or to promote alternative governmental
proposals. Continued Sandinistas tenure of office was assured by state con-
trol over the media and other facets of Nicaraguan society.

In regard to human rights, the Sandinista government has a consistent
pattern ofviolations and abuses . Basic civil liberties are restricted or denied
as the government establishes uniformity in, and conformity to, Marxist
standards . Dissenters face arrest, imprisonment, torture, and deprivations;
and thousands of Nicaraguans have fled to neighboring countries for refuge .
Neighborhood block committees relay information to Managua on indi-
viduals suspected of counterrevolutionist behavior or who criticize gov-
ernmental actions. Forced relocation of the Miskito Indians, living along
the Caribbean coast, by the Sandinista authorities resulted in a massive
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flight ofthe Indians across the border to Honduras . In sum, the Nicaraguan
government has failed to implement any of the provisions of the Organi-
zation of American States resolution that were accepted by the Sandinistas
before they came to power.'
US support of the anti-Sandinistas (contras) began, during the Reagan

administration, as a covert operation . But in 1983, the US Congress ap-
proved $24 million in aid for the contras; and by 1986, that appropriation
had grown to $100 million ($70 million in military aid and $30 million
for humanitarian purposes). Organized as the United Nicaraguan Oppo-
sition (UNO), the contras claim to have a fighting force of 20,000, con-
sisting of anti-Sandinistas, former Somoza national guardsmen, and
dissidents who became disenchanted with the Marxist regime.

Despite US backing, the contras' success against the Sandinista regime
has been limited. There are several reasons for this . First, substantial arms
shipments by the Soviet Union and Cuba have bolstered the Sandinista
military capabilities to a significant degree . Second, the efficiency of the
contra forces has been affected adversely by low funding, insufficient train-
ing, and disagreements among the contra leaders. Third, the absence of a
supportive popular insurrection has tended to isolate the contras from the
Nicaraguan people . Finally, the failure of the contra leadership to present
a viable alternative plan of government to replace the Marxist system has
hindered the rebel effort .b

In addition to the threat of insurgency, Nicaragua is faced with a critical
economic situation requiring the government to implement severe austerity
measures . A serious shortage of foreign exchange exists, and indebtedness
to lenders abroad is increasing . Financial stress has been compounded by
the US embargo on trade and by a credit freeze on the part of the World
Bank. The fight against the contras has absorbed funds that might otherwise
have been used for productive economic purposes . Inflation continues to
climb at a high rate ; living standards are steadily declining ; widespread
shortages in consumer goods have brought about a surge in black-market
operations ; wages of the workers are lowwhile prices ofgoods and services
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Chile

Similarities between the Nicaraguan and Chilean experiences in the co-
lonial and early independence periods gave way to discernible differences
as the nineteenth century progressed. These differences would have a sig-
nificant impact on the developmentand proliferation ofLIC. Conservatives
and liberals debated incessantly over the issues of constitutional monarchy
versus republicanism and centralism versus federalism . In 1829, after ef-
forts to settle the issues through the election process failed, a civil war
broke out. It was to have a profound influence on Chilean society for the
remainder of the nineteenth century. The victorious conservative forces
controlled Chile for the succeeding three decades. During this time, they
consolidated national power, improved the quality of the armed forces
(achieving victory in the war against the Peruvian-Bolivian Confedera-
tion-1836-39), and made significant economic progress .'
The presidential elections of 1861, tolling the death knell for the con-

servative forces, ushered in liberal control for the next 30 years. During
this period, Chile was victorious in the war with Spain (1864-70), in the
War of the Pacific against Peru and Bolivia (1879-83), and in the pacifi-
cation of the Indians (1883)-a struggle that had continued for nearly 350
years. Military reforms bolstered by economic recovery, largely through the
sale of nitrates abroad, were followed by improvements in social services,
public administration, and civic responsibilities . At the same time, unequal
distribution of wealth produced middle class unrest and labor strikes, the
first in Chilean history.9

In 1891, a second civil war broke out. Chile was split over the issues of
presidential versus parliamentary supremacy and economic nationalism
versus laissez-faire capitalism . President Jose Manuel Balmaceda, who was
supported by the regular army, was defeated by the congressional forces,
composed of army irregulars and the navy . In a scenario remarkedly akin
to that of Allende in 1973, President Balmaceda took his own life rather
than face the consequences. The leader of the victorious congressional
forces became the first president of the parliamentary-dominated republic .

Instability and indecisiveness characterized the Chilean government for
the next 30 years, until the end of World War I . There were some 120
cabinet changes involving approximately 530 different ministers . It was
during this period that conflictive elements in the societal structure that
would later contribute to LIC were most observable . Population increases
in the urban areas led to the emergence of a well-defined middle class,
heterogeneous in composition and reformist oriented . The lower classes-
including peasants, laborers, and miners-felt deprived of their fair share
in the face of agricultural, business, and mine owner domination . The
emergence of a proletariat class was evident in the larger cities-such as
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Santiago, Valparaiso, Concepcion, Antofagasta, and Tarapaca . Discon-
tentment among the workers was reflected in the growth of the labor move-
ment in the decade before 1920, during which time there were some 300
strikes by approximately 150,000 laborers.'°

Chile's policy of neutrality during World War I was due primarily to
strong German sentiment there, coupled with its remoteness from the com-
bat zone . A sizable German community resided in the republic, and the
Chilean military forces earlier had engaged Prussian officers to train and
modernize the army. Anti-US feelings also played a role, however. Chileans
were displeased with Gen John Joseph Pershing's Punitive Expedition into
Mexico, the Veracruz incident, and US interventions in Central America
and the Caribbean. Closer to home, Chileans were apprehensive about the
US involvement in the Tacna-Arica dispute between Chile andPeru, arising
from the War of the Pacific . Nor had they forgotten their humiliation at
the hands of the United States in the celebrated Baltimore Affair of 1891 .

In the immediate postwar period, Chile was plagued with a deepening
recession, spiraling inflation, massive unemployment, and the plummeting
of nitrate prices on the world market (nearly 40,000 workers in the nitrate
industry alone were jobless) . Labor unions increasingly came under the
control ofSocialists and Communists. Domestic instability and social ineq-
uities pointed to three possible alternatives in the political sphere : the
replacement ofparliamentary control by a strong executive through popular
elections, an illegal takeover of the government by the Socialists, or the
imposition of rule by the military. During the interwar years, all of these
alternatives came to pass as political unrest, social disarray, and economic
upheaval engulfed the republic .

President Arturo Alessandri, popularly elected in 1920, replaced the con-
stitution with one that institutionalized the presidential form of govern-
ment. His administration was interrupted first by a military dictatorship
and later by a short-lived Socialist Republic . By the end of Alessandri's
second term in office (1932-38), Chile had returned to the democratic fold .
During World War II, Chilean support of hemispheric defense was both
hesitant and limited. Not until 1943 did Chile break relations with the Axis
powers .
From the viewpoint of socioeconomic development, the war years were

significant for the republic . The economy was bolstered by heavy US pur-
chase of copper, nitrates, and other raw materials . Chile also had access to
loans and lend-lease benefits . At the same time, the strength of the Com-
munist party increased, particularly in the national labor unions, and Sal-
vador Allende gained control of the Socialist party. The impact of these
developments, seemingly nonthreatening at the time, would be felt in the
postwar years."
Between 1946 and 1964, the factors creating a conflictive environment

conducive to the outbreak ofLIC can be more clearly discerned . Important
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changes were taking place in the Chilean political party system that would
have profound implications for the future . A new political grouping, the
Popular Action Front (Frente de Action Popular or FRAP), emerged in
1956 . Led by Allende, it included both Socialists and Communists . A sec-
ond neworganization was the Christian Democratic party, which resulted
from the fusion in 1957 of two other factions . Under the leadership of
Eduardo Frei, the Christian Democratic party had become the nation's
largest political organization by 1963 . Campaigning on the theme of a
"Revolution in Liberty" rather than one engendered by Castroism, Frei
defeated Allende in the 1964 national elections, chalking up the first pres-
idential victory for the Christian Democrats in the Western Hemisphere."
Despite conscientious efforts to alleviate problems in housing, education,

land distribution, agricultural production, and other socioeconomic areas,
Frei's administration was confronted with numerous labor strikes, public
works stoppages, negative national growth rate, andhigh inflation. In 1965,
a guerrilla group, the Revolutionary Left Movement (Movimiento Revolu-
cionario Izquierdo or MIR) linked to Castro, began a campaign of violence
in the countryside. Founded by some 100 Socialist students at the Uni-
versity of Concepcion, MIR sought to establish a Marxist-Leninist govern-
ment in Chile through subversion and violent actions rather than follow
the nonviolent program of the Chilean Socialist party.
Looking to Che Guevara as its revolutionary mentor, MIR depended on

five-man cells, called political-military groups, to carry out combat actions.
A central committee, whose members were selected by regional organiza-
tions, established a national executive body to oversee the activities of the
political-military groups and to coordinate their actions against the Chilean
government . Working under the assumption that a Socialist government
would never be permitted to attain power in Chile through popular elec-
tions, MIR prepared for the inevitable civil war by organizing armed cadres
amongthe workers, the peasants, and industrial laborers. These cadres were
directed to seize private holdings before Frei's administration could get
the government's machinery for systematic land distribution under way.
MIR expanded its operations in 1967-68. It now covered the entire na-

tion and included urban terrorist actions in its operations . It also came
under the control of more radical leaders, known as the "Young Turks,"
whosemembership included Pascall Allende (nephew of Salvador Allende) .
An MIR splinter group, known as the Vanguard Organization ofthe People
(Vanguarda Organization del Pueblo or VOP),joined in the insurrectionary
activities against the Frei administration . President Frei had failed to make
inroads toward quelling the guerrilla violence by the end of his term, and
only a small number ofthe estimated 300members hadbeen imprisoned . 13

In the presidential elections of 1970, Salvador Allende of the Popular
Unity coalition received 36.3 percent of the votes. The coalition had been
formed in 1969 by a merger of Socialists, Communists, Radicals, Social
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Democrats, the Movement for Unitary Popular Action, and the Popular
Independent Action groups . This compared to 34.98 percent for the in-
dependent candidate and 27.84 percent for the Christian Democrats. In
accordance with their constitution, Congress made the selection because
no candidate received a majority. On 24 October, Congress informed Al-
lende that he hadbeen chosen for the highest office . President Allende took
office on 3 November with the distinction of being the world's first freely
elected Marxist ruler.'4

In office for less than three years, Allende attempted without success to
achieve his Socialist goals. Rapid nationalization of industries and agri-
cultural establishments coupled with radical income redistribution efforts
and land expropriations led to social unrest and economic chaos. Spiraling
inflation, production declines, food shortages, and decreases in consumer
goods dominated the national scene. Foreign exchange reserves of some
$400 million in 1970 dwindled to a minus $28 million by the end of the
Allende years. Protests by consumers, prolonged strikes by shopkeepers
and truck drivers, and mounting violence plagued the government."

In addition to social unrest and economic stress, the Allende adminis-
tration was faced with terrorist actions by the MIR guerrillas, also called
the miristas . Although most of the miristas had boycotted the presidential
elections, President Allende, in order to appease the Communists and rad-
ical leftists in his Popular Unity coalition, had dismissed all existing crim-
inal charges against MIR guerrillas and freed those still held in prison .
Furthermore, he included miristas in his presidential bodyguard. Despite
these conciliatory actions, MIR intensified its campaign ofviolence, labeled
"insurrection or death." Its main thrust was seizing private landholdings
and turning them over to landless peasants and Indians. Efforts on the part
of the landowners to regain their lands through appeals to the Chilean
authorities were not successful . The landowners' organizing vigilance com-
mittees, such as the White Guard (Guardia Blanca), only led to more blood-
letting. The MIR refused to recognize the extent of land expropriation
carried out by the government even though, in 18 months, these expro-
priations were almost double the number accomplished by Frei during his
six-year term . '6
Cuban interest in the new administration was revealed by Fidel Castro's

extended visit to Chile in November 1971 . Originally planned as a ten-day
visit, Castro's speaking tour throughout the nation comprised three and
one-half weeks, enabling him to witness the housewives' "March of the
Empty Pots," which he labeled "fascism in action ." In his messages to
students, labor unions, peasants, and workers, he emphasized the need for
supporting the Allende government and championing the cause of revo-
lutionary unity. In an interesting display of odd bedfellows, the miristas
cooperated with government security forces in quelling anti-Castro
demonstrations."
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TheMIR acquired large stockpiles ofarmaments and munitions, possibly
from Cuba but also on the black market and in thefts from local sources.
Shortly before the end of the Allende administration, the miristas were
making preparations for the takeover of the Chilean government . The plan
provided for coordinated action involving three simultaneous events : the
calling of a general strike to immobilize the urban areas; the initiation of
attacks by so-called popular militias, which had been armed and posited
in the larger cities ; and he unleashing of a major guerrilla offensive in the
rural areas of the populous south."
The military coup of September 1973 put an end to these plans. Within

a period of slightly more than a year, the military junta, headed by Gen
Augusto Pinochet, succeeded in suppressing the mirista threat.
As perceived by the Pinochet forces, the coup was predicated on several

factors: the republic had to be rescued from the most devastating political-
social-economic crisis encountered in modern times; Allende's plan to es-
tablish a Marxist state had to be blocked; opposition elements in the leg-
islative, judicial, and trade union sectors indicated a sincere popular
mandate for military intervention; and the actions of the MIR and other
extreme leftists represented a direct challenge to the military's monopoly
of forces and arms .' 9

Since his seizure of power, General Pinochet has maintained a tight grip
on all aspects of Chilean society. In the first years following the military
coup, he carried out a widespread purge ofpro-Allende officials, supporters,
and followers. Improvised prisons were required to hold the thousands
arrested ; and thousands of others fled to sanctuaries abroad or sought pro-
tection in foreign embassies. Aclandestine intelligence organization, known
as the National Intelligence Directorate (Direccion de Inteligencia Nacional
or DINA), gathered voluminous information on subversives and their ac-
tivities, much of it obtained from prisoners through coercion or torture.
Primary targets of the purge were Communists, Socialists, and extreme
leftists . Major supporters of Pinochet's government in the early period came
from members of the upper and middle classes who had been most ad-
versely affected by the Allende administration . Least supportive of the
military regime were the working class and the peasants.z°
Despite concentrated efforts, Pinochet was unable to liquidate the Chi-

lean Communist party. One of the largest and oldest in Latin America, it
had gone underground following the military coup. In 1980, the party aban-
doned its traditional political practices and embraced violence as a means
of achieving victory. Soon thereafter, a guerrilla organization, the Manuel
Rodriguez Patriotic Front (Frente Patriotico Manuel Rodriguez or FPMR),
was organized. Its combat actions against the Pinochet government, begun
in 1983, have continued to the present time . In addition to the Moscow-
directed FPMR, the Castroite MIR guerrillas continue to conduct urban
terrorist operations against such strategic targets as electric pylons and
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security installations . It is estimated that some 6,000 Communist guerrillas
are operating in the republic."
During 1986, the Soviet-Cuban axis increased its support of guerrilla

actions against the Pinochet regime . In August, Chilean security forces
uncovered the largest arsenal of Soviet-Cuban origin yet found in the West-
ern Hemisphere . In the following month, urban terrorists made an unsuc-
cessful attempt to assassinate the president . The increase in Soviet-Cuban
support of insurgency represents a major factor that accentuates and ac-
celerates LIC in Chile."
Having completed the analysis of the LIC environments in Nicaragua

and Chile, attention is now directed toward an examination of those con-
flictive forces in Peru .

Peru

While Peruvian society contains the elements of the colonial heritage
(political authoritarianism, economic exploitation, social inequalities, and
military predominance) found in Nicaragua and Chile, it is nevertheless
necessary to make distinctions in terms of extent and magnitude . One
distinction is the large Indian population, approximately one-half of the
total, which lives outside the effective control of the nation . These Indians
retain many ofthe ancient customs of the Incas, and they speak the Quechua
language .
Another difference from Nicaragua and Chile is the extent of large land-

holdings by the mestizos, called cholos in Peru, and the lack of land own-
ership by the peones, who make up a majority of the population . Also, in
contrast to these two countries, Peru has a longer history of precious metal
andmineral exploitation . The resultant severe economic repercussions have
persisted to the present time . Authoritarian governmentshave been the rule
rather than the exception throughout Peruvian history . Only since 1980
have Peruvians been given the opportunity to choose their president
through popular elections. The military has been, and continues to be, a
major force in the government structure; and it plays a large role in Peruvian
society."
During the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, opposition to "co-

lonialism, traditionalism, and clericalism" became the rallying cry of the
liberal publicist, Manuel Gonzalez Prada, the grandfather of reformism in
Peru . Two of his students at the University of San Marcos, who became
disciples of reformism, have had a major impact on the modernization of
Peruvian society. One of these, Juan Carlos Mariategui, chose the route of
Marxism; he extolled the communal life of the Incas as the answer to the
unequal distribution of landholdings . The other, Victor Raul Haya de la
Torre, repudiated Marxism; he sought change through the existing political
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system by means of a left-of-center party, the American Popular Revolu-
tionary Alliance (Alianza Popular Revolucionaria Americana or APRA,
founded in 1924). Sixty-one years passed before APRA succeeded in placing
its candidate in the presidential chair. (Although winning the presidential
elections of 1931 and 1962, Haya de la Torre was denied the office by
military intervention .) Mariategui's contributions bolstered the strength of
the Peruvian Communist party and provided ideological support to leftist
guerrillas who have plagued Peru since the late 1950s.z^
At the present time, the Shining Path (Sendero Luminoso) guerrilla or-

ganization is presenting a grave threat to the Peruvian government . Since
the Shining Path made its appearance on the national scene in 1980, the
guerrillas have accounted for the deaths of some 8,000 persons and the
destruction of public and private properties valued at more than $1 billion.
The magnitude of the threat is revealed by the government's imposition of
a state of emergency in one-third of the nation's territory, including the
capital. The nucleus of the Shining Path movement is in the remote de-
partmental capital of Ayacucho, some 250 miles southeast of Lima . The
region is heavily populated by Indians.zs
The roots of the Shining Path movement are imbedded in the earlier

guerrilla outbreaks of the 1960s. Under the banner of the Revolutionary
Workers' Party (Partido Obrero Revolucionario or POR), Hugo Blanco
concentrated his efforts from 1958 until his arrest and imprisonment in
1963 to ameliorating the plight of the Indian campesinos in his native
department of Cuzco, once the capital of the Inca Empire . Organizing
peasant unions, he first sought redress of grievances-low wages, poor
working conditions, ill treatment by hacienda owners, and so forth-
through strikes and work stoppages . Later, under the slogan "Land or
Death," Blanco led the campesinos as they seized several haciendas in the
Cuzco area. In the final phase, Blanco and his followers attacked security
garrisons in a quest for arms . This escalation in violence set off a major
army counterinsurgency campaign that eventually resulted in the campe-
sinos' downfall .zb
From 1963-65, three urban leftist intellectuals carried out rural guerrilla

actions modeled after Che Guevara's "foco"theory in the heavily Indian-
populated Andean region east of Lima. According to the "foco" theory
(also called foquismo), guerrilla warfare relies on an established base or
bases in the countryside from which revolutionary actions are carried out;
it rejects reliance on such bases in the cities to spread the revolution ." The
principal strategist and most important leader of the trio, Luis de la Puente
Uceda, had been trained in Cuba during his exile there in 1959 . He returned
to Peru and formed the cadre of the MIR-Pachacutec Front. It operated
north of Cuzco and south of the Valley of La Convencion, an area formerly
controlled by Hugo Blanco .
The second leader, Guillermo Lobaton, headed the MIR-Tupac Amaru
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Front. It carried out guerrilla actions in the Andamarca River valley directly
east ofLima. The last of the trio, Hector Bejar, led the Javier Heraud Front
ofthe National Liberation Army (Ejercito de Liberation Nacional or ELN),
which operated in an area between the other two (in Ayacucho Depart-
ment). The failure of the movements, leading to the deaths of de la Puente
and Lobaton and the capture of Bejar by the Peruvian army, can be at-
tributed to several factors: impractical application of the Cuban "foco"
theory to the Peruvian revolutionary scene; irreconcilable differences be-
tween the urban intellectuals and the Indian campesinos; inability of the
ELNleaders to speak the Quechua language ; traditional distrust of Spanish-
speaking newcomers by the Indians; and insistence of the Indian on tan-
gible, immediate returns."
The beginnings of the Sendero Luminoso can be traced to the formation

of the ELN-Huamanga Command in 1962 . Its mentor was Abimael Guz-
man Reynoso, a philosophy professor at the National University of San
Cristobal de Huamanga in Ayacucho, who sent his most promising students
to Cuba for study and for social work in neighboring Indian villages. Prom-
inent leaders of Sendero Luminoso were drawn from this student pool.

In 1966, Professor Guzman led the ELN-Huamanga Command into the
Maoist Communist party of Peru-Red Flag (Partido Communista del Peru-
Bandera Roja or PCP-BR). By 1970, Guzman and his followers had des-
ignated their movement the "Communist Party of Peru in the Shining Path
of Mariategui" (Partido Comunista del Peru en el Sendero Luminoso de
Mariategui). The two major prophets ofthe Shining Path organization were
Mao Zedong, who gained international notoriety along with the Gang of
Four during the Chinese Cultural Revolution, and Juan Carlos Mariategui .
The name of the guerrilla movement is derived from Mariategui's "Seven
Essays of the Peruvian Reality," which includes the statement that "Marx-
ism-Leninism will open the shining path to revolution .1129

During the decade of the 1970s, Guzman continued to construct his
eclectic theory of revolution, which consisted of Marxist, Leninist, Maoist,
Christian, and Incan concepts, and to indoctrinate his associates in the new
ideology. He also made a concerted effort to spread the influence of the
Shining Path movement from Ayacucho into the surrounding countryside.
By the late 1970s, Professor Guzman, under the nom de guerre of "Com-

rade Gonzalo," had gone underground. He and the leadership cadre were
making preparations for implementing the revolutionary strategy . The rev-
olution was to be accomplished in five stages : (1) transforming underde-
veloped regions into advanced and solid bases of revolutionary support;
(2) attacking the symbols ofboth the burgeois state and revisionist elements ;
(3) spreading violence andconducting guerrilla warfare; (4) developing and
expanding support bases; and (5) laying siege to the cities and bringing
about the total collapse of the state .
The incubation period of the Shining Path occurred during the 12-year
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rule of the Peruvian military junta (1968-80). Beginning in mid-1980, as
presidential elections were being held that would bring civilian Fernando
Belaunde Terry to power, the Shining Path committed its first acts of in-
surgency by attacking voting polls and destroying ballot boxes in remote
Andean villages . During the intervening seven years, the Sendero guerrillas
have become a major threat to the survival of democratic government and
capitalism in Peru.3o

In addition to spiraling insurgency, Peru is confronted with another con-
flictive element that is conducive to LIC-a major economic crisis. Fol-
lowing President Belaunde's tenure (1963-68), Peru was ruled for 12 years
by the military. When he returned to the presidency in 1980 for a five-year
term, Belaunde inherited from the military regime a multitude of economic
problems which could have caused a collapse of the new democratic gov-
ernment. Peru had experienced its worst recession since the Great Depres-
sion of 1929 . Service on the foreign debt wiped out more than one-half of
the earnings derived from exports. Double-digit inflation, a high unem-
ployment rate, depressed wages and salaries, and stagnated industrial pro-
duction characterized the Peruvian economic profile."

Belaunde replaced the statist policy of the military regime with that of
private enterprise and the interplay of the free market . While retaining
control of basic industries, the government sought to sell more than 150
state-owned companies to private capitalists . Export subsidies on tradi-
tional products such as fish meal, minerals, and farm goods were removed;
and tariff fares were reduced to enable domestic industry to compete with
foreign shipments, thereby reducing inflation . The greatest opposition to
these changes came from those who were beneficiaries of the old system
and from the overstaffed government bureaucracy.

Despite Belaunde's determined efforts to improve the Peruvian economy,
the situation went from bad to worse. The demand for Peruvian exports
fell and the price of her most marketable goods dropped significantly. A
severe drought followed by torrential rains played havoc with the agricul-
tural sector and reduced the productivity of the fishing industry by one-
half. Large imbalances occurred in the nation's foreign trade activities .
Unemployment increased as domestic enterprises failed in their attempts
to compete with foreign suppliers. The process of moving from state-owned
to private industry was hindered by a lack of domestic investment capital
and the refusal of investors to take risks. Soaring costs of living resulted
in triple-digit inflation . Government revenues dwindled as the economy
declined . Large financial outlays (some $4 billion) were made for the pur-
chase of military equipment and sophisticated weapon systems . To meet
financial deficits, Belaunde found it necessary to obtain additional foreign
loans that by the end of his term amounted to nearly $14 billion .

In regard to the counterinsurgency operations against the Shining Path
guerrillas, Belaunde's accomplishments during his term of office were no
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better than those associated with overcoming the Peruvian economic di-
lemma. In the latter part of 1981, a state of emergency was declared in the
Ayacucho region. The police were given additional powers but were unable
to contain the violence . By 1982, the government had found it necessary
to decree the Ayacucho region a military zone and send in the armed forces.
Guerrilla violence had spread to Lima and other cities . By the end of his
term, Belaunde faced accusations of human rights abuses in his counter-
insurgency campaign . He had also witnessed the growth and intensification
of the guerrilla challenge to the newfound democracy. 12
The July 1985 inauguration of Alan Garcia as president of Peru was

significant for several reasons: It was the first victory for APRA; it was the
first time in 40 years that a popularly elected president had turned over
control to another popularly elected president; and it was the first time
that an orderly succession ofpowerhad been completed from an incumbent
to an opposition party."
Soon after coming to office, Garcia began the implementation of a 42-

point program aimed at stemming the tide of economic erosion. Emphasis
was placed on reducing inflation, instituting an emergency development
program for the neglected remote regions around Ayacucho, implementing
austerity measures in government operations, seeking foreign investments,
and freezing wages, prices, and rents. These emergency measures have not
yet resuscitated the weak economy, however. Hanging like the sword of
Damocles over the domestic economy is the foreign debt of more than $15
billion . Garcia has rejected the financial plan instituted by the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) and has stated that Peru will pay no more than an
amount equal to 10 percent of its export earnings for debt servicing. As a
consequence, the IMF has removed Peru from the list of countries eligible
for future loans. The implications of Peru's action for foreign creditors,
including US banks, could be serious insofar as US-Peruvian relations are
concerned .14

President Garcia took a fresh approach to the Shining Path insurgency .
Whereas the previous administration relied primarily on military force to
overcome the guerrilla threat, Garcia followed a variegated strategy that
included major attention to the socioeconomic plight of the Andean In-
dians, the formation of a peace commission. to open a dialogue with the
guerrillas, and increased concern for human rights abuses by the military.
More recently, the president has come to realize the necessity for increasing
counterinsurgency actions in view of more frequent attacks in Lima and
the expansion of the Shining Path movement southeast into Puno and
northeast into Cuzco."
The basic problem faced by Garcia (and by all popularly elected gov-

ernments involved in counterinsurgency operations) is how to defeat the
insurgents without eroding the democratic process. As Garcia has stated:
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I don't want to convert Peru into a police state but [terrorism] is hurting the life of
our citizens and the development of our economy. ;b

After a vicious three-week guerrilla offensive that began in mid-January
1987, the largest since the emergence ofthe Shining Path movement, Garcia
announced the establishment of a hot line for citizens to use in reporting
any suspicious behavior. Onequarter of Peru's departments containing one-
third of her population are presently controlled by the military, and a state
of emergency has been in effect in Lima for more than a year . In sum, the
government's efforts toward curtailing the Shining Path guerrillas have not
succeeded; and there are no prospects for success in the near term .3'
Completion of the analysis of the LIC environment in Peru, along with

that of Nicaragua and Chile, now focuses attention on the application of
the results to Latin America as a whole.

Conclusion

Mario Vargas Llosa, a distinguished Peruvian novelist and member of a
government commission investigating guerrilla atrocities, has offered an
explanation of the rationale for guerrilla warfare in Latin America:

These guerrilla movements are not "peasant movements." They are born in the cities,
among intellectuals and middle class militants . . . . Put simply, the peasants are coerced
by those who think they are the masters of history and absolute truth. The fact is that
the struggle between the guerrillas and the armed forces is really a settling of accounts
between privileged sectors of society, and the peasant masses are used cynically and
brutally by those who say they want to "liberate" them . The peasants always suffer the
greatest number of victims . . . . 18

Insurgent movements in Latin America now number 27 . They involve
25,000-odd members in nine countries, encompassing 25 percent of the
Latin American republics.' 9 If past performance is any guide, insurgency
is more likely to increase than subside, and to make these countries more
susceptible to Soviet-Cuban intervention . The removal of those conflictive
elements which lead to the outbreak of LIC becomes critical for US-Latin
American relations in the decades ahead.
An examination of the LIC environments in Nicaragua, Chile, and Peru

reveals the conflictive factors that may be applied to Latin America in
general and that adversely affect US relations with the region .
One factor is political authoritarianism . In Nicaragua, from the founding

of the republic to the present, the people have had little opportunity to
guide their own destiny through popular participation in the political pro-
cess . Caudillismo (strong-man rule) has been the rule rather than the ex-
ception. In recent times, Cuban-Soviet incursions have sought to implant
governments favorable to their interests. After enduring more than four
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guide their own destiny through popular participation in the political pro- 
cess. Caudillismo (strong-man rule) has been the rule rather than the ex- 
ception. In recent times, Cuban-Soviet incursions have sought to implant 
governments favorable to their interests. After enduring more than four 
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decades of the Somoza dynasty, Nicaraguans discovered belatedly that the
democratic promises had been betrayed by the Marxist Sandinista regime .

In the case of Chile, caudillismo has been the exception rather than the
rule. Except for short periods of political aberrations, the governments of
Chile have come to powerthrough popular elections that are held regularly
and are open to opposition parties. During the late 1960s, the Frei admin-
istration wasconfronted with an insurgency movement, andadeterioration
of the socioeconomic environment, that had an important bearing on the
outcome of the 1970 presidential election .
For the first time in history, a Marxist government came to power by

way of the democratic process; however, a combination of factors led to
Allende's overthrow in 1973 . Possibly the most important factors were
usurpation of power by the executive, spiraling economic deterioration,
and the arming of workers who challenged the monopoly of force by the
military. During his 14 years of authoritarian rule, General Pinochet has
attempted to purge the country of Communist and extreme leftist elements
and to make structural changes in the Chilean political system to support
his ideological aspirations. Beginning in 1983, Soviet- and Cuban-backed
guerrillas have aimedcombat actions against the Pinochet government . The
ability of Pinochet's rightist regime to remain in power beyond the decade
of the 1980s is highly questionable .
The traditional political style of Peru is more akin to Nicaragua than to

Chile in the sense that caudillismo has been a persistent factor in the history
of the republic . Only in the contemporary period has Peru been subjected
to changes in political styles representing opposite poles of the ideological
spectrum . After more than a decade of military rule, Belaunde gained the
presidency by popular election in 1980 . In the same year, the Shining Path
guerrillas made their appearance on the national scene. They instituted a
campaign of violence that has steadily escalated until the present time .
Despite the humane efforts of President Garcia since 1985, the threat to
the maintenance of democratic government in the republic has become
even more critical . Unless the conflictive factors in the LIC environment
are subdued, Peru could revert to an authoritarian regime in the near term .
Economic exploitation and social injustice have produced a turbulent

atmosphere that enhances the prospects for LIC. In Nicaragua, Chile, and
Peru, there exists a marked degree of economic disparity between the elite
and the lower classes. This disparity is most evident in Peru where .the so-
called forty families of affluence have rigorously opposed significant so-
cioeconomic reforms. Furthermore, Peru has by far the larger Indian pop-
ulation, which continues to suffer from economic deprivations and social
injustices . The same applies to the smaller Indian population of Nicaragua,
however, and it has become more accentuated during the Sandinista regime .
Other factors of economic instability and social injustice in each of the

three countries under review are monoculture, population growth in excess
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offood supply, maldistribution ofland andwealth, foreign trade imbalance,
anddependence on foreign loans and capital. Reliance on single commodity
exports, such as coffee (Nicaragua), copper (Chile), and fish products
(Peru), has resulted in costly importations of manufactured goods. Fur-
thermore, trade imbalances have contributed to economic and social dis-
locations as well as to increasing foreign exchange shortages. Unequal
distributions of land and wealth are evident, and there is a vast gap between
the incomes of the upper and lower classes. Although the countries under
review have primarily agricultural economies, Nicaragua and Peru rely
heavily on foreign sources for food supplies . High rates of population
growth and inefficient agricultural practices have served to create domestic
food shortages . In regard to foreign indebtedness, Peru faces the most severe
crisis ; but Nicaragua and Chile also are afflicted with large debts owed to
foreign creditors . The socioeconomic stress on these three countries rep-
resents a major factor contributing to LIC.
The predominance of the military in the societies of Nicaragua, Chile,

and Peru constitutes another conflictive element that contributes to the
development and growth of LIC. In contrast to the United States, where
civilian supremacy over the military has been an honored tradition for
more than 200 years, armed forces in Latin America do not hesitate to take
over governments when national security appears to be in jeopardy. At the
present time, Nicaragua and Chile are ruled by the military; Peru was
governed by a military junta from 1968 to 1980 .

Since coming to power, the Marxist regime of Nicaragua has more than
quadrupled the strength of its armed forces through substantial aid and
assistance from the Cuban-Soviet connection . And despite several years of
armed opposition by the anti-Sandinista contra forces, it appears unlikely
that the well-entrenched Marxist government will be overthrown soon . In
Chile, the rightist Pinochet dictatorship has successfully defended against
opposition for nearly a decade and a half; but there has been an unsuccessful
assassination attempton the president and a substantial increase in Cuban-
Soviet support of guerrilla activities. Although General Pinochet has in-
dicated a transfer of political power to civilian government in the 1990s,
it seems probable that a change in government will occur earlier. And in
Peru, the inability ofthe civilian government to stem the tide ofthe Shining
Path guerrillas could bring about the return of military rule . As a significant
aspect of the LIC environment, the predominance of the military in Latin
American societies cannot be overlooked .
The conflictive factors in the three selected countries have a commonality

that makes them applicable to Latin America in general. Since the region
is so vital to our national security interests, US foreign policy toward Latin
America should incorporate constructive and realistic measures to reduce
and eventually overcome the LIC threat . In the past, US-Latin American
policy has been cyclical, reactive, and piecemeal. Now there is a critical
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need for a policy that is unswerving, innovative, and comprehensive ; the
United States must cope with Cuban-Soviet support of insurgency and anti-
US propaganda campaigns throughout Latin America. For example, the
Soviet Union seeks to broaden its appeal in Latin America through a visit
to Mexico and several South American countries in the summer of 1987-
the first visit of a Soviet premier to the mainland of the region . It should
be noted that, except for Chile and Paraguay, the Soviet Union has estab-
lished diplomatic relations with all the Latin American republics.°°

In order to overcome the LIC threat, it is necessary for US policymakers
to concentrate on the development of long-range measures in five major
policy areas. First, the United States should capitalize more effectively on
democratic openings in the Latin American governments. Second, once
democratic governments come to power in the region, the United States
should continue active support of those governments and their leaders to
ensure their tenure in power. Third, the United States should develop an
innovative yet realistic economic assistance program for Latin America-
one which ensures that the dispossessed majority actually receive the ben-
efits . Fourth, the United States should remain sensitive to human rights
violations in the region ; and a more reliable and credible verification of
serious abuses should be developed jointly with Latin American counter-
parts. Fifth, the United States should encourage the development of truly
professional armed forces in the Latin American republics-forces that are
well schooled in democratic concepts and processes, that are fully account-
able to civilian authority, and that are guaranteed a monopoly of force in
their respective countries .

Finally, if verbiage and complexity appear to becloud US policy toward
Latin America, the view of Dr Federico Gil, Latin American scholar and
Kenan Professor of Political Science, Emeritus, University of North Car-
olina, should be considered :

Perhaps we should adopt a policy that simply says one thing: we are prepared to main-
tain normal bilateral relations with any Latin American government, so long as it does
not threaten our security or engage in gross violations of rights .°'
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Low-Intensity Conflict in
Southern Africa

Dr Thomas P. Ofcansky

Since the early 1960s, low-intensity conflicts have occurred with in-
creasing frequency throughout sub-Saharan Africa . Sadly, untold millions
of Africans have suffered or died because of this warfare . At the 1986
Organization of African Unity (OAU) summit meeting in Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia, for example, Yoweri Museveni, president of Uganda, revealed
that at least 750,000 people had died in his country as a result of nearly
20 years of fighting . To make matters worse, on occasion, such as during
the 1960-64 Congo crisis, the superpowers have become involved-usually
because they have perceived hostilities between Africans as yet another
manifestation of the East-West struggle . At other times, so-called surro-
gates-presumably acting on behalf of, or in concert with, the Soviet Union
or the United States-have intervened in Africa to stop or prolong a par-
ticular conflict . A typical case involved the Cuban deployment of approx-
imately 50,000 combatants and civilians to Angola and Ethiopia in the
1970s.
Despite this activity, very little has been written about the causes oflow-

intensity conflicts in sub-Saharan Africa. Reasons for the lack of literature
include the tendency of some scholars to focus on African militaries as
political actors or agents of social change, or on explaining African warfare
in white-versus-black or East-West terms. Still others have maintained that
economic backwardness or social instability have precipitated sub-Saharan
Africa's low-intensity conflicts.' Although each approach undoubtedly pro-
vides the policymaker with valuable insights, all fail to consider the role
ethnicism has played in these wars . Appreciating this factor could help the
policymaker avert situations in which local hostilities pull the superpowers
into unwanted confrontations .

Since time immemorial, diversity has existed among the peoples of sub-
Saharan Africa . This heterogeneity stems from a variety ofcauses, including
the growth of small, close-knit groups for protection and mutual support;
linguistic and cultural differences; the proliferation of political, economic,
and religious rivalries that produced factions and subdivisions throughout
African society ; constant migration to new areas in search of food and
security ; and the gradual spread of non-African peoples throughout the
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continent. As a result of these processes, sub-Saharan Africa's human pop-
ulation coalesced into more than 1,000 ethnic groups, most of which have
aunique language, religion, and culture. What this means in political terms
is that most African countries are as culturally diverse as India and as
socially fragmented as Lebanon.'

Until the advent of European colonial rule in the mid-1850s, Africa was
socially organized and politically divided along ethnic lines. Then, in the
aftermath of the 1884-85 Berlin Conference-which convened to settle
territorial disputes in the Congo basin-the major European powers par-
titioned the continent and grouped its peoples into modern nation-states.
As long as these countries remained under European colonial rule, this
system however imperfect, worked fairly well.' After the wave of African
independence began in the late 1950s, however, old ethnic tensions grad-
ually resurfaced and, in many cases, degenerated into low-intensity con-
flicts. Nowhere is this phenomenon more in evidence than in the nations
of Zimbabwe, Angola, Mozambique, Namibia, and South Africa .
By offering an alternate interpretation and showing how ethnic rival-

ries-many of which were exacerbated by superpower competition, racial
conflict, social instability, and economic dislocation-have contributed to
the spread of violence, we may be able to help policymakers better under-
stand the causes of low-intensity conflicts . This analysis also will serve as
a model for understanding the causes of low-intensity conflicts elsewhere
in sub-Saharan Africa .

Zimbabwe

Zimbabwe represents a classic case of how ethnic rivalries influenced the
course of a low-intensity conflict . The country's two most important ethnic
groups are the Shona (about 75 percent of total black Zimbabweans) and
the Ndebele (approximately 16 percent of total black Zimbabweans) . A
small but politically important European population is unofficially esti-
mated at roughly 170,000. Difficulties between the Shona and Ndebele
began in 1822, when an African military leader by the name of Mzilikazi
led 5,000 of his followers (known collectively as the Ndebele, the people
with long shields) into what became western Zimbabwe . This force slowly
extended its hegemony over western and southern parts of Shonaland and
forced the inhabitants to pay tribute.°
After Mzilikazi died in 1868, one of his sons, Lobengula, became the

Ndebele's ikosi (leader) . The latter's career coincided with the arrival of
European settlers from South Africa . Twenty years later, Lobengula con-
cluded the Moffat Agreement with a British representative from Cape
Town. On the basis ofthis accord, Great Britain claimed that vast stretches
of Zimbabwe fell within its sphere of influence . Shortly thereafter, the
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industrialist Cecil Rhodes created the British South Africa Company
(BSAC) to exploit mining and land concessions in Zimbabwe . In 1889, the
British government granted a royal charter to the BSAC that authorized
land development by European settlers .'

Within four years of their arrival, the Europeans became involved in an
ethnic controversy that eventually led to war. In late 1893, an Ndebele
raiding party traveled to Fort Victoria to punish some Shona people who
had defaulted in their tribute payment. During the ensuing fracas, the
Ndebele disrupted mining operations and killed a few Shona who worked
for the BSAC. After Lobengula learned that Europeans had shot some mem-
bers of an Ndebele peace delegation, he declared war on the settler com-
munity. Encouraged by the initial success of Ndebele resistance, about a
third of the Shona people also rose up against the British. Given the su-
periority of European technology, however, it was only a matter of time
before the British defeated the Ndebele and extended their rule throughout
Zimbabwe . Indeed, by 1895, British authorities had all but completed the
pacification and colonialization of the country'b For the next 70 years, the
British government, initially working through the BSAC and then the Co-
lonial Office, ruled Zimbabwe as part of the British Empire .'
Although many African chiefs retained considerable power under this

system, ultimate local authority rested with British administrators known
as Native Commissioners . With varying degrees of success,, this corps-
backed by colonial soldiers when necessary-maintained peace between
the Ndebele andShona peoples.8 In the early 1960s, however, as colonialism
became more and more unpopular with Africans and the international
community, friction between these two groups reemerged as they sought
to end European rule . 9 Indeed, the ensuing struggle between various African
liberation groups and the Ian Smith regime intensified interethnic rivalry
for control of the country's political system and brought about a low-in-
tensity conflict that has lasted to this very day. 10
Understanding the evolution of this process and its impact on current

events requires an appreciation of the development of African nationalist
opposition in Zimbabwe . In December 1961, to reduce urban unrest, Eu-
ropean authorities banned the National Democratic party (NDP) and ar-
rested most of its leaders. Within days, however, black Ndebele political
activist Joshua Nkomo established the Zimbabwe African People's Union
(ZAPU). Questions about his leadership abilities caused some ZAPU ex-
ecutive committee members to plot his overthrow. Upon discovering this
scheme in mid-1963, Nkomo immediately expelled several dissidents-
including Robert Mugabe-from ZAPU. In response, these individuals
formed a more militant party known as the Zimbabwe African National
Union (ZANU). Within months of this split, it became clear to most Zim-
babweans that ZAPU was primarily an Ndebele organization while ZANU
gained its support from the Shona people ."
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Despite the efforts of President Julius Nyerere of Tanzania, President
Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia, and the Organization of African Unity to
forge an alliance between ZANU and ZAPU, both groups devoted most of
their energies to fighting one another rather than the country's European
regime . Subsequent attempts by neighboring African leaders to persuade
Nkomo and Mugabe as well as other black nationalist leaders to use an
umbrella organization to further their political aims also failed to eliminate
tribal tensions. When nationwide elections finally were held in early 1980,
ethnic support enabled Mugabe to win acommanding majority that assured
his leadership in the new government of Zimbabwe." Sadly, since inde-
pendence, Zimbabwe has continued to suffer from the ongoing Ndebele-
Shona rivalry.
The first major postindependence clash between these two peoples oc-

curred in February 1981, among soldiers from three supposedly integrated
battalions . Apparently, a barroom disagreement led-to a brawl; over the
next few days, violence spread to other battalions and assembly camps.
The situation finally returned to normal after the intervention of two bat-
talions of European-led government troops and pleas for a cease-fire from
Nkomo and threats of retaliation from Mugabe. The fracas resulted in
approximately 300 deaths and countless injuries . In addition, Mugabe is-
sued orders to disarm about 6,500 soldiers and dissolve three battalions."

Six months later, Mugabe announced that 106 North Koreans, with $16
million worth of military equipment, had arrived in Zimbabwe to train
the 5,000-man Fifth Brigade in the Eastern Highlands' remote Inyanga
Mountains . 14 Almost immediately, ZAPU complained that the North Ko-
reans were molding the brigade into a special praetorian guard to impose
aone-party state dominated by the Shona. In January 1983, Mugabe finally
deployed the Fifth Brigade to Matabeleland to crush dissident elements
loyal to Nkomo. In the ensuing battles, the brigade, which was comprised
mainly of troops belonging to the Shona tribe, showed no mercy toward
the Ndebele, who initially received military assistance from the Soviet
Union and then from South Africa ." According to the Roman Catholic
Bishops Conference and international press reports, the unit slaughtered
1,000 to 2,000 innocent civilians . Nkomo, on the other hand, believed the
actual number was "3,000 or more." 16 To this day, the government of Zim-
babwe has refused to acknowledge or investigate these allegations." Since
1983, Mugabe has sent troops, police, and intelligence operatives into Ma-
tabeleland each year to carry on similar operations . Repeated appeals by
Nkomo to his Ndebele followers to "cooperate" with the security forces
have failed to reduce the growingnumber ofhuman rights violations . Those
Ndebele opposed to Nkomo's apparent attempts to effect a reconciliation
with Mugabe claimed they had to keep fighting to save the Ndebele people
from genocide."
The ongoing, tribally based low-intensity conflict between the Shona and
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Ndebele caused a dilemma for a succession of American administrations,
all ofwhich perceived Zimbabwe's problems in white-versus-black or East-
versus-West terms. To promote racial equality, democracy, and stability,
the United States helped to bring about black majority rule ; and to reduce
the possibility of an east-west conflict, it . became the largest aid donor to
the government of Prime Minister Robert Mugabe, an acknowledged Marx-
ist who had relied on aid from the People's Republic of China during the
struggle against the Ian Smith regime.' 9 The country's independence and
subsequent general elections, however, failed to ensure domestic tranquil-
ity; on the contrary, these events only intensified existing tribal tensions .
As a result, the disputants secured military assistance from a variety of
sources which, in turn, guaranteed a continuation ofthe violence that slowly
continues to tear Zimbabwe apart.20

Namibia

Like the other countries in southern Africa, Namibia (South-West Africa)
is an agglomeration of many different ethnic groups . The heterogeneous
population includes seven African tribes: Ovambo (600,000), Kavango
(100,000), Caprivi (40,000), Kaokovelder (11,000), Herero (76,000),
Tswana (9,000), and Damara (83,000) ; five non-African groups : San
(35,000), Nama (45,000), Baster (25,000), and Coloured (40,000); and three
European groups : English (10,000), German (25,000), and Dutch (35,000) .
In 1915, South African forces, after defeating German imperial forces, ad-
ministered this territory under military occupation. Five years later, the
League of Nations granted amandate over South-West Africa and conferred
it upon Great Britain "for and on behalf of the government of the Union
of South Africa."2'

Although the United Nations General Assembly terminated the mandate
in 1966, the South African government, claiming this action was an illegal
intrusion into its domestic affairs, refused to withdraw from the country.
Five years later, the International Court of Justice declared that South
African rule over Namibia was illegitimate, a decision also rejected by
Pretoria.22 Since then, the international community has been unable to
resolve this problem.
Meanwhile, opposition to South Africa's continued presence in Namibia

began in 1958, when Herman Toivoja-Toivo, a university student then
studying in Cape Town, formed the Ovamboland People's Congress, which
later became the Ovamboland People's Organization (OPO). Initially, the
OPOrepresented Ovambo workerswho believed the existing contract-labor
system was a form of slavery. To gain support among the country's other
ethnic groups, the Ovamboland People's Organization changed its name
in 1960 to the South-West Africa People's Organization (SWAPO). The
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group's goals include majority rule, freedom of speech and organization,
an end to South African administration of Namibia, and the abolition of
racial discrimination .z' Although SWAPO's attempts to become a national
liberation movement have been somewhat successful, it has continued to
be dominated largely by the Ovambo people . To gain the country's inde-
pendence, SWAPO launched a low-intensity conflict against South Africa
on 26 August 1966, infiltrating a small number of troops into north-central
Namibia. As hostilities intensified, SWAPObecame increasingly dependent
on the Soviet Union for military and economic support while South Africa
remained committed to the organization's destruction.z°

For the United States-which has tended to perceive the Namibia prob-
lem as a manifestation of the superpower rivalry or as a white-versus-black
struggle-this dilemma has been a continuing source of frustration, largely
because all attempts to effect a negotiated settlement have been unsuc-
cessful.zs This ineffectiveness stems from America's inability to control or
alter the course of events in Namibia. More important, however, until the
1980s, America's Namibia policy ignored the political ramifications of that
country's ethnic diversity. Even after adopting a negotiating strategy to
provide constitutional safeguards and guarantees for all ethnic groups, the
Reagan administration undercut its limited influence by concentrating its
efforts on linking Namibia's independence to the withdrawal of Cuban
troops from neighboring Angola . Although this tactic succeeded in quelling
South Africa's fears about its future military security, it also helped prolong
Namibia's low-intensity conflict and create a situation in which many of
the country's ethnic groups preferred a political stalemate to a negotiated
settlement . In addition, this deadlock afforded South Africa the opportu-
nity to build a national alternative to SWAPO among those peoples fearful
of an Ovambo-dominated government .26
The first attempt to devise another viable national political force oc-

curred in 1977 when 11 parties (one of each ethnic group) formed the
Democratic Turnhalle Alliance (DTA) and won 80 percent of the election
vote the following year. SWAPO boycotted the election, charging that DTA
was nothing more than an arm of the South African government. To make
matters worse, the lack of international recognition and the slow pace of
independence negotiations eventually reduced DTA to five ethnic parties.
After the resignation of DTA leader Dirk Mudge in January 1983, Na-
mibian authorities authorized the establishment of a new alliance known
as the Multi-Conference party (MPC). Once again, however, SWAPO re-
fused to recognize or join what it believed was "yet another puppet
government."z'

To end this impasse, MPC and SWAPO representatives met in mid-1984
in Lusaka, Zambia, to work out a new independence plan . Unfortunately,
the talks broke down following divisions within MPC and rumors of Soviet
pressure on SWAPO to avoid a compromise agreement. In view of this
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development, the South African government announced the formation of
a "Transitional Government ofNational Unity," whichwas based on earlier
MPC proposals. This decision not only served as a warning from Pretoria
that it was unwilling to wait indefinitely for SWAPO to abandon its mili-
tancy and enter the negotiating process, but also to legitimize and
strengthen the MPC.
Sometime in early 1986, Chester Crocker, US assistant secretary of state

of African affairs, tried to bridge this widening gulf between Pretoria and
SWAPO by resuming efforts to persuade the former to adopt a more con-
ciliatory approach toward the Namibia problem." As far as the United
States was concerned, this meant fixing a date for South Africa's withdrawal
from Namibia in exchange for a parallel agreement for the departure of
Cuban troops from Angola. Obviously, Washington believed this strategy
would lessen the possibility of superpower confrontation in southern Africa
and, secondarily, allay South Africa's security concerns about an inde-
pendent Namibia.

Shortly after the Crocker initiative, South African State President P. W.
Botha set 1 August 1986 as the date for Namibia's independence, provided
the Cubans left Angola before then.29 From Pretoria's perspective, the
American suggestion was a godsend. Indeed, by accepting the linkage con-
cept and the notion that the Namibian dilemma was primarily a pawn in
the ongoing superpower rivalry in southern Africa, Botha was able to score
several important diplomatic victories. Among other things, he drew the
United States further into the Angolan quagmire; legitimized South Africa's
repeated cross-border raids into that country; shifted responsibility for a
Namibia settlement to Luanda, Moscow, Havana, and Washington ; and
gave Pretoria more time to erode SWAPO's position and strengthen MPC.
More important, however, there was little likelihood that the American
proposition would facilitate a settlement .3o

On the contrary, by overemphasizing regional considerations and ignor-
ing the ethnic nature of Namibia's low-intensity conflict, the Crocker
scheme guaranteed a continuation of hostilities in that country. According
to an International Herald Tribune report, South Africa-supported political
parties and leaders displayed rare unity in expressing displeasure about the
independence plan .3 ' In addition, SWAPO spokesmen condemned Botha's
1 August offer as a preposterous propaganda ploy . As for the Angolan
government's response, a statement released by the Angolan Press (AN-
GOP), the country's official news agency, claimed "the linkage between a
Namibian settlement and the Cuban presence in Angola was totally
unacceptable ."32
The failure of America's foreign policy to end the Namibia fighting and

bring about a peaceful transition to independence reflects a basic misun-
derstanding of the nature of this particular low-intensity conflict. The suc
cess of any settlement depends mainly on allaying the fears and suspicions
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ofNamibia's ethnic minorities about an Ovambo-dominated government .
By adopting a strategy of linking developments in Namibia with those in
Angola, the United States not only neglected this issue but also reduced
its already limited ability to influence or control the course of events in
that country. "Linkage diplomacy" also gave Africa free rein to manipulate
and prey on minority fears about an independent Ovambo-dominated gov-
ernment so as to justify its continued presence in Namibia.

Angola

Since its independence on 11 November 1975, Angola has been plagued
by a low-intensity conflict that threatens to dismember the country and
draw the superpowers into an unwanted confrontation . Understanding the
nature of this ongoing warfare requires an appreciation of Angola's ethnic
diversity. Indeed, this country, a former Portuguese colony, is home to seven
major groups .
The Ovimbundu people, who constitute approximately 37 percent of the

population, are located in west-central Angola . The second largest group,
the Mbundu (23 percent), live in the same general area just north of the
Ovimbundu. The Kongo (14 percent) are situated in the northwestern prov-
inces of Zaire, Uige, and Cabinda as well as in the neighboring countries
of Congo and Zaire. Central Angola contains the Lunda-Chokwe people
(8-9 percent) while the southeastern portion of the country is home to the
Nganguela (7 percent) . Although Mestigos (of Euro-African ancestry) ac-
count for only 2-3 percent of the population, they are important because
of their long-standing political andeconomic influence throughout Angola .
Estimates of the country's Portuguese population at independence range
from 290,000 to 350,000.33
The significance of these ethnic divisions was apparent even before An-

gola's independence. Indeed, throughout the struggle against Portuguese
colonial rule, African nationalists were split along ethnic lines. ThePopular
Movement for the Liberation of Angola (MPLA), which had connections
to some elements in the Mestigo, Lunda-Chokwe, and Nganguela com-
munities, enjoyed support primarily amongurbanized Mbundu. The Kongo
people identified with the goals and aspirations of the National Front for
the Liberation of Angola (FNLA). Members from the Lunda-Chokwe and
Nganguela groups who opposed MPLA usually joined the Ovimbundu-
dominated National Union for the Total Independence ofAngola (UNITA).
The inability of these liberation groups to reconcile their differences

meant that they often spent as much time fighting one another as they
devoted to the conflict with the Portuguese. On the eve of independence,
the domestic situation had become so divisive that Portugal recognized all
three independence movements, showed neutrality in negotiating with
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them, and advocated a postcolonial coalition govemment.3°Unfortunately,
this strategy failed to unite the nationalists. Even after a transitional gov-
ernment came to power on 31 January 1975, relations between the MPLA,
FNLA, and UNITA remained so tense and hostile that, by April, Angola
found itself in the midstof a civil war.
Over the next several months, the superpowers slowly became involved

in this escalating low-intensity conflict. American intelligence reports re-
vealed that the Soviet Unionwas covertly arming the MPLA.35 ThePeople's
Republic of China initially supplied UNITA with some arms and medical
supplies before switching allegiance to FNLA. For its part, the United States
adopted a secret military aid program for the FNLA in January 1975 . 36
From an African point of view, these associations were merely vehicles to
facilitate their own political and military survival .37

For the United States, however, Angola was a test of its strength and
resolve against Soviet imperialism in Africa . According to William E.
Schaufele, Jr., who served as assistant secretary of state for African affairs
from 1975 to 1977, senior officials in the Ford administration believed
Angola had "the greatest likelihood of Soviet interest penetration in Af-
rica."3a Schaufele also maintained that Angola was an example of Soviet-
sponsored aggression, intended to change the world balance of power.39
By perceiving events in Angola solely as a superpower confrontation and

ignoring the ethnic dimension of that country's escalating low-intensity
conflict, the United States doomed its policy to failure. Indeed, Gerald
Bender, a long-time observer ofAngolan affairs, maintained that America's
"single-minded determination to respond to the Soviet Union" blinded
policymakers to Angolan realities and years of accumulated intelligence
about the FNLA's questionable battlefield capabilities . Nevertheless, the
United States continued underwriting FNLA even after the People's Re-
public of China had abandoned the organization because of its poor per-
formance . William Colby, then director of Central Intelligence, told a
House Select Committee on Intelligence that Washington had supported
FNLA only because the Soviet Union backed MPLA.'°

Unfortunately forthe Ford administration, the nation, still suffering from
the Vietnam trauma, was unwilling to support a "tit-for-tat" strategy
against the Soviet Union in Angola . In late 1975, two democratic senators,
Dick Clark of Iowa and John Tunney of California, were instrumental in
passing legislation, known as the Clark Amendment, that denied funding
for covert operations in Angola . Meanwhile, the Soviet Unionhad increased
aid to MPLA, and Cuban troops had intervened in Angola to prop up the
regime . Thus, by the beginning of 1976, America's Angola policy was in
shambles and conservatives throughout the country were claiming that the
Soviet Union had scored an important victory in Angola .
For the next several years, the question of US military aid to anti-MPLA

forces remained dormant. Then, in his presidential election campaign, Ron-
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ald Reagan raised the issue again in the context of supporting anti-Marxist
guerrillas throughout the third world. According to this policy, which even-
tually became known as the Reagan Doctrine, American intervention on
the side of freedom fighters could contain or even roll back the frontiers
of Communisttyranny. During Reagan's first term in office, there was little
congressional support for this strategy ; but, beginning in 1984, Congress
accepted the so-called Reagan Doctrine and agreed to send assistance to
rebel forces in Cambodia, Afghanistan, and Nicaragua."

In late 1985, the question of American military aid to UNITA became
a matter of national concern. Debate over this issue invariably centered
on whether UNITA's leader, Jonas Savimbi, was a genuine "freedom
fighter." According to the Congressional Black Caucus, he was a "surrogate
for South Africa" and "hostile to the interests ofblacks ." Worse still, other
administration critics such as democratic Senator William Proxmire
charged that Savimbi, who had received his early training in Communist
China, would readily "exchange one Marxist revolution for another." On
the other hand, Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger and several other
senior government officials believed support of UNITA was necessary be-
cause Angola wasthe "key" to Moscow's strategy in southern Africa .4z The
Reagan administration eventually prevailed and, on 18 February 1986,
disclosed that it had decided to furnish military equipment, including
Stinger antiaircraft missiles, to UNITA.
The ramifications ofthis policy shift were immediately apparent . In mid-

March, the Angolan government asked United Nations Secretary-General
Javier Perez de Cuellar to act as chief mediator in any future southern
Africa peace negotiations . Then, on 8 April 1986, leaders of the frontline
states (Angola, Zambia, Tanzania, Mozambique, Botswana, andZimbabwe)
issued a joint communiqu6 condemning the United States for "gross and
inadmissible interference" in Angola's internal affairs. Moreover, the doc-
ument charged that Washington had lost its credibility as a mediator in
southern Africa and "forfeited its role as an honest broker" in the Namibian
independence talks.43 Approximately two months later, on 3 June 1986,
Angola's foreign minister, Afonso Van Dunen, announced that his govern-
ment would no longer have any direct contacts with the United States about
the southern Africa situation .44

At no time since the Angolan civil war began have ethnic factors figured
in the formulation and implementation of American policy toward that
country. Instead, the United States continues to believe that a favorable
peace can be achieved by supplying arms to UNITAwhile trying to persuade
MPLA to negotiate a settlement on the basis of "linkage diplomacy." 4s By
allowing superpower politics to determine the course of US actions in An-
gola, Washington has failed to understand the nature of Angola's low-in-
tensity conflict . Even Jonas Savimbi, who has become a master at
portraying himself as the West's man in Africa, has privately rejected the
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reputation he enjoys among so many American conservatives. According
to Savimbi, his was "a pro-Angola fight, a fight for the right of people to
choose their own government." 46 Within an African context, this means
selecting a government dominated by minority Mbundu, Mestigo, and as-
similado elements, or one backed by the Ovimbundu people, the country's
largest ethnolinguistic group.
When seen in this light, the Angolan conflict is little more than a classic

tribal power struggle . Superpower considerations such as Namibia's inde-
pendence, South Africa's continued military involvement in Angola, and
Havana's relationship to Luanda are pertinent only insofar as they affect
access to external aid or have a direct impact on MPLA-UNITA relations .
In other words, Savimbi will readily embrace the image of an anti-Marxist
"freedom fighter" to get American arms, while his MPLA opponents will
laud the benefits of communism to please their Soviet, Cuban, East Ger-
man, and North Korean benefactors.
Even ifthe United States government somehow brought about Namibia's

independence, convinced South Africa to stop launching cross-border raids
against its northern neighbor, and persuaded all foreign troops to leave
Angola, the UNITA-MPLA rivalry would still exist. Moreover, given the
violent history between these two movements, it is unlikely that either side
would be willing to enter into peaceful negotiations . As long as UNITA
and MPLA continue to wage an "all-or-nothing" armed conflict against
one another, it is naive and unrealistic to believe that the United States
can broker a settlement acceptable to all parties.

Mozambique

Like Angola, Mozambique continues to suffer from the ravages of civil
war. The cause of this conflict has been the subject of considerable inter-
national debate . According to the more traditional interpretation, shortly
after the Front for the Liberation of Mozambique (FRELIMO) took power
from the Portuguese in mid-1975, white-ruled neighboring Rhodesia es-
tablished andsupplied a small group of Mozambicans who were dissatisfied
with the FRELIMO government and its harsh political and economic pol-
icies . Operating from bases in southern Rhodesia, these dissidents, known
as the Mozambique National Resistance (MNR or RENAMO), started
launching hit-and-run raids in 1976 against western Mozambique's rail,
road, power, and communications lines as well as isolated villages, state
farms, and remote police posts.
When white-ruled Rhodesia became black-ruled Zimbabwe in early 1980,

South Africa assumed responsibility for the MNR's continued operation.
This was in retaliation for FRELIMO allowing African National Congress
(ANC) guerrillas to stage attacks against South Africa from bases in Mo-
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zambique . Within three years, the MNR, under the guidance of the South
African Defence Force (SADF), had penetrated all of Mozambique's ten
provinces and had extended control over vast areas of the country . During
this period, FRELIMO estimates indicated that MNR caused nearly $4.5
billion in damage, a figure equal to Mozambique's debt to Western
countries."
As Mozambique degenerated into social, political, and economic chaos,

FRELIMO sought to save the country by seeking an accommodation with
South Africa. On 16 March 1984, the two governments signed a non-
aggression pact known as the Nkomati Accord . Under this agreement's
terms, Mozambique and South Africa agreed that neither of the "two coun-
tries would serve as a base for acts of aggression or violence against the
other and that both countries undertook not to use the territory of a third
state for this purpose."'$

In August 1985, however, the Mozambique government revealed that its
troops had captured a desk diary and several notebooks with minutes of
meetings between MNR officials and South African envoys. These docu-
ments indicated that South Africa had furnished guns and other military
supplies to MNRlong after signing the Nkomati Accord.49 Critics maintain
that, since then, South Africa, despite public protestations to the contrary,
has continued sponsoring and orchestrating MNR's destabilization and
revolutionary campaigns either directly or via Malawi.s° Because of these
allegations, MNR lacks credibility in the eyes ofmany African and Western
nations. Typical criticisms include charges that MNR is an illegitimate
national movement without a coherent program or an adequate political
base among the Mozambican peoples"
Explaining the causes of Mozambique's civil war in terms of MNR's

relationship to South Africa ignores the historical ethnic rivalry that gen-
erated that conflict . From its formation in 1962, FRELIMO attracted most
of its recruits from the Maconde people, a northern minority group com-
prising only about 2 percent of the country's population . Indeed, the Ma-
conde, along with the Nyanji people, another northern minority (less than
3 percent of the population) provided the bulk of FRELIMO's fighting
forces .12 This alliance caused disunity in northern Mozambique because
the Makua (approximately 27 percent of the population) refused to join
FRELIMO. In addition, their active opposition initially restricted FRE-
LIMO's military operations to a 100-mile area south of Cabo Delgado.13
When a bomb concealed in a book killed FRELIMO's president, Dr

Eduardo Mondlane, in 1969, the organization sank into further disarray.
After a period of bitter infighting made the appointment of a successor
impossible, FRELIMO's central committee replaced the office ofpresident
with a three-man council. Within three months of this decision, however,
a "strong feeling of sectarianism, regionalism, and tribalism" plaguedFRE
LIMO's ranks.14 After Samora Machel, a Shangaan from southern Mo-
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zambique, became FRELIMO'spresident on 22 May 1970, the organization
started broadening its support by filling leadership posts with southerners,
Mestii;os, and Portuguese . Nevertheless, many people from northern and
central Mozambique still maintained that FRELIMO was fundamentally
a minority Maconde movement led by the Shangaan people in collaboration
with some whites and Mestigos.ss
Developments in Mozambique took an unexpected turn in 1974 when a

military reformist group staged a coup in Lisbon and then offered self-
determination to all Portuguese overseas territories . Colonial authorities
in Mozambique proposed an immediate cease-fire and nationwide refer-
endum to determine the country's future and invited FRELIMO and other
liberation groups to participate in this democratic process. FRELIMO,
however, insisted that Portugal grant independence without a referendum .
Moreover, even though it controlled only about one-third of Mozambique,
FRELIMO demanded recognition as the people's sole representative and
the transfer of all governmental authority to its ranks. Internal strife pre-
vented Portugal from negotiating these issues, thus enabling FRELIMO to
achieve its demandsandto transform Mozambique into a one-party Marx-
ist state allied to the Soviet Union.

After independence, FRELIMO concentrated much of its efforts on es-
tablishing political hegemony over the entire country, assuaging ethnic anx-
ieties, and generating a common national identity. FRELIMO used a
multifaceted strategy to achieve these goals. For example, some of those
who opposed FRELIMO during the independence struggle admitted their
wrongdoing at government-supervised "confession ceremonies," while
others repented at reeducation centers. In addition, Samora Machel and
other senior party officials made repeated trips to every province to em-
phasize that "the fulfillment of the giant task that lies ahead of us implies
achieving and consolidating unity." Radio broadcasts and newspapers also
continually repeated the theme that "we are all Mozambicans." So-called
dynamizing groups sprang up in rural communities, factories, and urban
neighborhoods to help overcome ethnic stereotypes and to explain the value
of national unity.56 Despite these efforts, Machel wasunable to consolidate
his hold over Mozambique or convince the country's various ethnic groups
that FRELIMO was a national movement .
These failures became the basis of MNR's power. Prior to 1980, MNR

confined its activities to central Mozambique's Ndau-Shona people. To
gain money and recruits from this group, MNR stressed the fact that FRE-
LIMO's leadership was largely Shangaan ; and emphasized FRELIMO'sop-
position to chiefs, missionaries and other religious persons, and traditional
practices such as bride price and polygyny." After 1980, MNR, usingmany
of these same arguments, succeeded in establishing a stronghold among
central Mozambique's Sena people." In the mid-1980s, MNR told pro
spective supporters that Mozambique's drought and associated famine were
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signs that the country's ancestors were alienated from FRELIM0.59 Such
assertions, coupled with rising civilian dissatisfaction, with draft dodging,
army desertions, andFRELIMO's methods in dealing with a faltering econ-
omy, made MNRrecruitment much easier.6° After consolidating its support
among these ethnic groups, MNR gradually extended its operations
throughout the country'6 '
Regional and, to a lesser extent, superpower considerations have been

the basis of American policy toward Mozambique's low-intensity conflict.
The United States brokered the Nkomati Accord, for example, expecting
that, by endorsing the sovereignty of South Africa and Mozambique, the
former would stop aiding MNR, thereby bringing about an end to the war.
This belief was based on the erroneous assumptions that MNR lacked
support in Mozambique and that Pretoria exerted absolute control of the
organization . Inded, by early 1985, a variety ofWestern sources had attested
to MNR's continuing strength and had reported that it was getting arms
and supplies from many places, including right-wing Portuguese groups,
former Portuguese businessmen and industrialists who left Mozambique
after independence, several "middle eastern and African" nations, and
"certain Islamic countries."62

Later in 1985, American concern about Mozambique focused on that
country's role in the superpower rivalry. The White House, supported by
the State Department, hoped to "wean away" Mozambique from the Soviet
Union by arranging a meeting between presidents Machel and Reagan,
which occurred on 18 September. In response, many American conserva-
tives spoke out against what they perceived to be "a highly questionable
policy." 6' To counter a possible American-Mozambican rapprochement,
Senator Malcolm Wallop ofWyomingandRepresentative Danny L. Burton
of Indiana introduced legislation calling for aid to MNR and an end to US
economic assistance to Machel.64 Although this bill failed to pass Congress,
the controversy between the Reagan administration and the American right
has never ended.
At the end of 1986, two powerful conservative lobby groups, Free the

Eagle and Conservative Action Foundation, helped MNR set up two offices
in Washington, D.C ., to disseminate information about the war in Moz-
ambique.6 s The White House, on the other hand, has repeatedly but un-
successfully requested military assistance for Mozambique .66 As far as aid
for MNR is concerned, US Assistant Secretary of State for Political Affairs
Michael Armacost told a group of reporters in Maputo on 18 December
1986 that the American government did not support this organization .6'
Meanwhile, in the midst of this ongoing debate that has paralyzed US
policy, the war in Mozambique continues with no end in sight.68
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South Africa

Despite the excitement, interest, and passion associated with recent
events in South Africa, there is little understanding or appreciation of the
forces that precipitated this low-intensity conflict . According to that coun-
try's many critics, a ruthless white oligarchy has caused this violence by
refusing to dismantle apartheid and accommodate the black majority's
legitimate demands for social and political equality . Moreover, they say the
South African government's refusal to accede to black majority rule makes
a racial bloodbath inevitable . Explaining South Africa's troubles solely in
terms of a white-versus-black confrontation, however, oversimplifies the
problems confronting Pretoria and ignores the wider conflict that undoubt-
edly would result from black majority rule .
Apart from focusing the world's attention on South Africa, the recent

wave of violence, which began in September 1984, has exacerbated ethnic
tensions in many parts of the country. Although all leaders and organiza-
tions who claim to represent black South Africa publicly denounce trib-
alism, the fact of the matter is that ethnic factors still play a role in black
politics, most significantly amongthe Zulu andXhosa people who, together,
comprise about half of South Africa's black population . The historical an-
imosity between these two groups is reflected in the fighting that often
occurs in mining compounds or black townships like Soweto .b 9
Gatsha Mangosuthu Buthelezi has served as the elected chief minister

of KwaZulu, the semiautonomous Zulu homeland within South Africa,
since 1970. He also founded KwaZulu's only official political movement,
known as Inkatha, which claims a membership of more than one million.70

During his career, Buthelezi has built an international reputation as an
advocate of nonviolent resistance to apartheid. His willingness to work for
change within the system, however, has caused many colleagues and op-
ponents to brand him an "Uncle Tom" and a "puppet of Pretoria."" De-
spite such attacks, Buthelezi has continued to reject the use of violence as
a vehicle for political change .

Since 1984, the African National Congress, a Soviet-supported organi-
zation that advocates the violent overthrow of the South African govern-
ment, has become increasingly critical of Buthelezi . Almost without
exception, the Western press has attributed this hostility to disagreements
about strategy and tactics (e.g., whether to support Western economic sanc-
tions against South Africa). A closer examination of the relationship be-
tween Buthelezi and theANC, however, reveals another dimension to their
mutual antagonism .
In1952, Chief Albert Lutuli-a Zulu pacifist and reformer who had

started his career in the Training College at Adams, in Natal-became the
ANC's president-general . During his tenure in office, he worked for a mul-
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tiracial society and for passive resistance rather than violent confronta-
tion.72 Nine years later, however, the more radical ANC members rejected
nonviolence, preferring instead to work through the organization's newly
formed guerrilla arm, Umkhonto we Sizwe (Spear of the Nation). Lutuli,
who became more and more estranged from the ANC's radical wing, con-
tinued arguing unsuccessfully for negotiations with Pretoria and for non-
revolutionary political changes. After his 1967 death, which marked the
decline of Zulu influence within the ANC, Lutuli became a hero to the
Zulu people .
Once Buthelezi-who saw Lutuli as his mentor-became chief minister,

he not only embraced nonviolence but also launched a series of attacks
against the ANC. Among other things, he has accused the ANC of starting
a civil war, plotting to assassinate him, and trying to lure away his sup-
porters .71 By the mid-1980s, Buthelezi wassaying that, after failing to launch
a successful armed struggle against the South African security forces, the
ANC had stepped up its campaign of turning "Black brother against Black
brother." In addition, Buthelezi made it clear that he would not "lead Black
South Africans to maim, kill and hack other Black South Africans, nor
[would he] lead Blacks to maim, kill and hack White South Africans."'°
Even more important than these disagreements about the role of violence

in the liberation struggle was Buthelezi's continual allegations that theANC
was a Xhosa organization . As proof, he has pointed out repeatedly that the
Zulu people lack adequate representation in the ANC.'s Moreover, Buth-
elezi has called attention to the fact that there are a disproportionate num-
ber of Xhosas in the ANC's senior ranks. Such individuals include Oliver
Tambo, president-general; Alfred Nzo, secretary-general ; Govan Mbeki,
former national chairman now imprisoned on Robben Island ; Thabo
Mbeki, director ofinformation; Walter Sisulu, former secretary-general now
in Pollsmoor Prison ; and Nelson Mandela, former deputy national presi-
dent also in Pollsmoor Prison . It is interesting to note that, when confronted
with this charge, Tambo responded by claiming he was unaware of his
colleague's tribal origins.76

Buthelezi has made similar accusations against the United Democratic
Front (UDF), an antiapartheid organization formed in 1983 of more than
650 local and community groups . Inkatha spokesmen also maintain that
UDF worked "hand-in-hand" with the Xhosa-dominated ANC." While it
is true that many prominent Xhosas, including Govan Mbeki, Nelson and
Winnie Mandela, and Walter and Albertina Sisulu, are UDF patrons or
presidents, there also are some distinguished Zulus in senior UDF posi-
tions. Cumick Ndlovu, a Durban Zulu, is national chairman while Archie
Gumede, son of Josiah Gumede, the late ANC leader, is a copresident. 71
Nevertheless, Buthelezi and Inkatha have been unswerving in their oppo-
sition to UDF, an organization which they believe to be an instrument of
Soviet and Xhosa imperialism.
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By using the tribalism issue, Buthelezi has been able to mobilize Zulu
opposition against the ANC and UDF. This has resulted in the rise of the
so-called right-wing vigilantes or what the Western press has termed black-
on-black.conflict . Indeed, the use of large groups of assegai-bearing" Zulus
has been so effective at quelling ANC/UDF-inspired violence that, until
August 1985, the unrest which plagued most of South Africa's larger black
townships was absent from areas under KwaZulu authority.

In that month, however, a virtual civil war erupted between Inkatha and
the UDFfollowing the funeral of Victoria Mxenge, aXhosa-speaking UDF
lawyer who had been murdered by unknown assailants . Outraged UDF
students organized aweek-long boycott ofclasses to protest Mxenge's death.
Unfortunately, what had started as peaceful student demonstrations soon
degenerated into violence . Groups of UDF supporters, called comrades,
set fire to school buses and other targets such as Zulu- or Indian-owned
businesses . Criminal elements then became involved in the protest as a
cover for their looting and arson activities .
To end this lawlessness, carloads of armed Zulus poured into Umlazi,

Mrs Mxenge's hometown, from all over Natal. Local Inkatha officials or-
dered them to conduct house-to-house searches for looters, stolen goods,
and, more important, UDF members and sympathizers . During what has
become known as the "bloody eight days of August," 67 people died while
hundreds, perhaps thousands, were injured. Since then, Inkatha has not
hesitated to take action against ANC/UDF elements anywhere in KwaZulu
or Durban. The Centre for Applied Legal Sudies, University of the Wit-
watersrand, in Johannesburg, has rejected the usual explanation that the
country's security forces have incited such attacks. According to their find-
ings, official complicity in right-wing vigilante activities depends on local
circumstances and ranges from active support to benign neglect.$° In any
case, Buthelezi has managed to distance himself from this violence while
holding out the possibility ofmore unrestrained hostility against his foes.8 '
The rise of the right-wing vigilante movement has made it possible for

the Zulus to stop UDF from operating openly in Durban or anywhere in
KwaZulu; but they have been unable to end ANC terrorist attacks alto-
gether. Another consequence was a drop in Indian support for the UDF-
affiliated Natal Indian Congress (NIC), a left-wing organization that has
sought to establish links with similar black and coloured movements. Many
members of Natal's prosperous Indian community suffered losses during
the August 1985 violence when criminals, masquerading as political dem-
onstrators, looted their shops and homes. Most blamed the UDF for these
assaults . Indeed, an Institute for Black Research poll, taken months after
the August 1985 incidents by a pro-UDF University of Natal professor,
revealed that Indian support for the NIC and other UDF affiliates was
only 5.1 percent while more than 53 percent named President P. W. Botha
as their preferred leader. Another 3 .7 percent opted for a government led
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by Nelson Mandela.82 Since this poll, the UDF has been unable to rees-
tablish a meaningful presence in Natal or KwaZulu.

In the long run, the events of 1985-87 suggest that any resolution of the
South African imbroglio involving an ANC/UDF takeover of the govern-
ment would cause a civil war similar to the one in Zimbabwe . Moreover,
Buthelezi and Inkatha are in the same political predicament as Nkomo and
ZAPU; namely, they are too weak to rule the entire country but too strong
to be left out of any settlement . This dilemma, according to Buthelezi, has
only strengthened the Zulu position : "No armed struggle can win without
Inkatha participation. There can be no political negotiations without our
taking part in them. We are an inexpungible presence in the struggle for
liberation.""
The United States has failed to incorporate these ethnic factors in its

policy toward South Africa (which has, for all intents and purposes, become
a domestic civil rights issue) . Instead, as far as Washington is concerned,
the ultimate question in South Africa is "how blacks, along with whites,
can participate equally and meaningfully in the political system and in the
economic, social, academic, and cultural life of that country, at both the
local and national levels ."84 To help facilitate these changes, the US Con-
gress, in October 1986, voted to override a presidential veto of the Com-
prehensive Anti-Apartheid Act of 1986 ; thus, the United States imposed a
package of economic sanctions stronger than any yet adopted by any mem-
ber of the international community.
Had this policy hastened the advent ofdrastic reforms andblack majority

rule, as many Americans believed it would, the United States could very
well have provoked a far greater bloodbath than anything that has occurred
so far in South Africa . This action has not, however, been translated into
political reforms in that country. On the contrary, according to a special
commission of the Southern African Catholic Bishops' Conference, Amer-
ican sanctions have "clearly had a totally counterproductive effect on gov-
ernment thinking . . . [and have] consolidated the government in its retreat
from meaningful and, indeed, any reform.""

Conclusion

Explaining the causes of southern Africa's low-intensity conflicts largely
in terms of ethnic rivalries will undoubtedly provoke much controversy.
Critics can point to economic backwardness, social instability, the struggle
for democracy and racial equality, South Africa's support of groups like
UNITA and MNR, the Soviet Union's backing of SWAPO and ANC, and
the continued Cuban troop presence in Angola as more legitimate reasons
for the wars engulfing the region . Such reasoning, however, mistakes symp
toms for causes . Obviously, South Africa has aggravated tensions through-
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out southern Africa ; but to suggest that Pretoria has created UNITA in
Angola, MNR in Mozambique, the Shona-Ndebele crisis in Zimbabwe, or
the alliance against SWAPO in Namibia, to preserve white domination of
the area rule, overestimates her power and ignores the ethnic divisions that
have plagued these countries for decades-sometimes centuries .

Likewise, the Soviet menace in southern Africa is oftentimes portrayed
as the driving force behind ANC, SWAPO, FRELIMO, and MPLA. Indeed,
many Western analysts argue that peace in southern Africa depends on
thwarting Soviet ambitions throughout the region . This can be accom-
plished only by defeating Soviet client states like Mozambique and Angola,
andby preventing pro-Soviet organizations such as SWAPOandANC from
coming to power.16 But such an evaluation is also misleading; the Russians
and their allies have used local conditions to further their own interest, but
it is inaccurate to blame them for the area's low-intensity conflicts. The
Soviet Union, like the United States, is used by various African groups as
a source of political, economic, and military support.
For the United States, the southern Africa dilemma has been particularly

frustrating . Its foreign policy-expressed through concepts such as black
majority rule, linkage diplomacy, support of anti-Marxist guerrillas, and
an abhorrence of apartheid-has been unable to end any of the region's
low-intensity conflicts . This failure has resulted not only from a misun-
derstanding of these wars' causes but also from America's limited ability
to affect or control the course of events in Angola, Mozambique, Namibia,
Zimbabwe, or South Africa .
The nature of the American political system has helped create this state

of affairs. More often than not, domestic pressures and considerations de-
termine the nature and scope of America's foreign policy . Certainly this
has been true with regard to southern Africa. For most Americans, the
spectre of white policemen beating blacks-which was a part of most
nightly television news programs, newspaper accounts, and magazine ar-
ticles until the South African government imposed restrictions on foreign
reporters-conjured up images of Selma, Alabama, during the 1960s. The
perception that South Africa was nothing but a nationally based racial
confrontation was an article of faith for many American politicians and
private citizens ; indeed, by the mid-1980s, apartheid was more of a do-
mestic civil rights issue in the United States than a foreign policy problem.17

Moreover, any politician questioning this interpretation ran the risk of
losing votes or being branded a racist . To drive home this point, Transafrica,
an antiapartheid organization based in Washington, D.C ., started running
full-page advertisements in selected newspapers throughout the United
States identifying certain presidential candidates, senators, and congress-
men as "one of the faces behind apartheid." According to Randall Rob-
inson, head of Transafrica, the campaign's goal was to make apartheid "an
important litmus test" for black voters."'
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In such a highly charged atmosphere, it was easy, and perhaps necessary,
to believe that Pretoria hadcaused southern Africa's low-intensity conflicts.
Once apartheid was dead, peace, prosperity, and racial equality would de-
scend upon the entire region . Unfortunately, these views failed to acknowl-
edge the ethnic divisions that have degenerated into open warfare.
Anticommunism is another characteristic of the American political sys-

tem. Ever since the immediate post-World War I era, the United States
has been committed to stopping the spread of communism. But it was not
until the early 1960s, during the so-called Congo crisis, that the Soviet
Union became involved in sub-Saharan Africa . Since then, however, Wash-
ington, to greater or lesser degrees, has been determined to neutralize, or
eliminate altogether, the Soviet presence throughout Africa . Arguments
used to support this policy include Moscow's supposed plan to control the
continent's resources and dominate the Cape sea route, the South Atlantic,
the Persian Gulf, and the Indian Ocean littorals . 89

Needless to say, southern Africa plays a significant role in this equation .
Its minerals-such as chromium, cobalt, manganese, and titanium-are
vital to the US defense industry.9° Moreover, 30 percent of America's oil
imports travel via the Cape sea route. Many conservatives believe that, if
pro-Soviet governments were allowed to dominate this region, the effect
on the United States and its allies would be catastrophic. They therefore
argue that support of groups like UNITA and MNR and rejection of ANC,
SWAPO, FRELIMO, and MPLA are vital to US national interests.9 '

Thus, the peculiarities and shortcomings of the American political sys-
tem, more than an appreciation of the forces at work in southern Africa,
have shaped US foreign policy. This is especially true with regard to South
Africa . To placate the rising number of individuals and organizations who
opposed Pretoria on moral grounds, the Congress voted to override a pres-
idential veto and imposed economic sanctions against South Africa to bring
about racial and political reforms. Then, a few months later, in early Jan-
uary 1987, Washington exempted ten South African-produced strategic
minerals from the sanctions law. John C. Whitehead, deputy secretary of
state, defended this decision by saying that the minerals were "essential
for the economy or defense of the United States ." 9z At the end of that
month, Secretary of State George Shultz-hoping to demonstrate to do-
mestic and international critics that the Reagan administration was willing
to go the extra mile to bring about a settlement in South Africa-met with
ANCpresident Oliver Tambo.9' These discussions reversed a long-standing
American policy of not dealing with organizations committed to violent
political change .9" Notwithstanding these actions, however, Washington
maintained that its "constructive engagement" policy remained un-
changed.95 Despite the increasing number of business, civic, and civil rights
leaders who supported corporate disinvestment, the Reverend Leon Sul
livan, a black baptist minister, continued arguing that his so-called Sullivan
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Principles-which urged American companies to stay in South Africa and
work for reform-should remain an instrument of US foreign policy.96
Given America's democratic heritage, it is understandable that US for-

eign policy tends to reflect the public emotionalism surrounding the south-
ern Africa issue. As a result, Washington oftentimes finds itself pursuing
simplistic (i.e ., end apartheid), contradictory (supporting anti-Marxist
forces in Angola but not in Mozambique), or unattainable goals (an end
to Soviet and Cuban influence) . Correcting this imbalance would, ofcourse,
require closing the foreign policy process to ordinary citizens, an unac-
ceptable option in a democratic society. Even if such an action were pos-
sible, America's limited power in southern Africa would preclude a US-
initiated settlement of the low-intensity conflicts that are slowly tearing the
region apart. Thus, this paper prescribes no solutions to the southern Africa
imbroglio; indeed, to do so would overestimate America's capabilities in
the region . Rather, it offers an alternate interpretation of the causes of
southern Africa's low-intensity conflicts in the hope of fostering a greater
appreciation of the complex forces at work throughout the region .
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Low-Intensity Conflict in Southeast Asia :
Challenges, Responses, and Implications

for the United States

Dr Lawrence E. Grinter

The subregion of East Asia known as Southeast Asia is composed of 10
countries : Burma, Thailand, Vietnam, Laos, Kampuchea, Malaysia, Sin-
gapore, Indonesia, Brunei, andthe Philippines. Often labeled the "Balkans"
of East Asia, Southeast Asia is a polyglot of lingual, sociocultural, and
political entities . There are vast differences between these countries ; and
there is no central cultural or political legacy in Southeast Asia comparable
to the Chinese (or "Sinic") legacy in Northeast Asia . China's culture pen-
etrated Vietnam thoroughly and Thailand to some extent ; but the rest of
Southeast Asia, despite Indian, Christian, and Moslem influences, was
never dominated by a single cultural tradition or society. As a result, the
many ethnic minorities in these countries have tended to remain outside
the mainstream of social, political, and economic life ; and secession move-
ments and violence have been frequently resorted to as ameans of rectifying
grievances . One obvious result has been low-intensity conflicts (LICs) . In-
deed, low-intensity conflicts have recently occurred, or are occurring, in
eight of these Southeast Asian countries; Singapore and Brunei are the
exceptions . These LICs exhibit awide range ofethnic, political, ideological,
and socioeconomic dynamics as well as complex patterns of external
involvement .
United States andSoviet interests in Southeast Asia are obvious, tending

to be derived more from the subregion's location rather than from its
intrinsic importance, although the region has nearly 400 million people .
Southeast Asia contains the Malacca Straits-arguably the most critical
maritime chokepoint in all ofEast Asia-the key transit point between the
Pacific and Indian oceans . Through these straits pass much of the oil,
commerce, and military traffic on which the larger East Asian region
depends.
Then there are the contributions of the Association of Southeast Asian

Nations (ASEAN) to the entire region's economic dynamism . Not surpris-
ingly, the United States and more recently the Soviet Union have poured
money and prestige into military facilities in the area ; for example, the
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LAW-INTENSITY CONFLICT

United States facilities at Subic Bay and Clark Air Base in the Philippines
and the Soviet installations at Cam Ranh Bay and Da Nang in Vietnam.
Accordingly, some of the low-intensity conflicts in Southeast Asia are of

particular importance to both Washington and Moscow; and several have
a potential impact on the whole subregion . Consequently, this investigation
concentrates on three critical low-intensity conflict environments-all dif-
ferent, all important to the region's overall stability :
Indonesia-where a quasi-authoritarian regime led by President Suharto

and braced by the armed forces, which came to power as a result of de-
stroying an attempted Communist coup 22 years ago-seeks to smother
incipient revolutionary outbreaks with strong preemptory security actions
and policies of economic redistribution.
The Philippines-where 20,000 to 22,000 New People's Army (NPA)

Marxist insurgents, supported indirectly by the Soviet bloc-is waging guer-
rilla and political warfare against the Manila government which, under
President Corazon Aquino, is responding with a controversial carrot-and-
stick approach .
Indochina-where Vietnam's historic drive to dominate the Khmer and

Lao people-has produced a major low-intensity conflict pitting Hanoi's
Soviet-equipped occupation forces in Kampuchea (140,000) against about
55,000 Marxist-dominated Cambodian rebels .
These three LICenvironments cover an interesting spectrum ofchallenge,

response, and external involvement . In Indochina, where the problems be-
tween the Vietnamese, Khmers, and Thais go back for centuries, the United
States hasjoined China andASEAN in supporting a guerrilla warconducted
by Communist and non-Communist Khmer insurgents against the Soviet-
supported Vietnamese military occupation which, in turn, props up a
Khmer regime in Phnom Penh . In the Philippines, a country distorted by
economic stagnation and political emasculation, the United States is sup-
portinga reformist regime's counterinsurgency against an indigenous Marxist
LIC challenge . In Indonesia, the United States is watching the military-
backed regimeofPresident Suharto administer the largest andmost resource-
rich country in Southeast Asia as it tries to preempt revolutionary and
criminal activity before they evolve into a low-intensity conflict .
Are there similarities or patterns that aid conceptualization in these three

LIC environments? What are the similarities in the conditions that spawn
these low-intensity conflicts? What works or does not work for the revo-
lutionaries? For the governments? For their allies? This analysis includes
these factors:

" How the social-political-economic environment may facilitate or in-
hibit LIC.

" Who the revolutionaries are and what they want .
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" How the governments are responding and what may be their strengths
and weaknesses.

" What kinds of external involvements are occurring .

" How the United States may best respond to each LIC.

Indonesia

The Indonesian government of President Suharto takes the threat of
internal violence and low-intensity conflict, in whatever form, very seri-
ously. Having pulled Indonesia out ofthe bloody abyss into which President
Sukarno and the Indonesian Communist party (PKI) plunged the country
in 1965, the Suharto regime's "New Order" has made its overriding goal
the prevention of any return to the incendiary political-social-ideological
fragmentation that nurtured the PKI "Gestapu" putsch of 30 September
1965 . This New Order has two fundamental emphases : economic devel-
opment and stabilization efforts based on exploiting Indonesia's mineral
wealth, the income from which has been slowly redistributed on an uneven
but growing basis-particularly in Java; and vigorous reactions to any
moves by elements seeking to overturn or reverse the New Order.
As the largest and most well-endowed country in Southeast Asia, Indo-

nesia, at 165 million people, is the region's political and demographic
heavyweight. Administering this complex country has been the responsi-
bility of President Suharto and his associates for over 20 years. It has been
a difficult task, but one that has enriched Suharto, his family, and the
favored elites in the Javanese power structure. And in a country experi-
encing the recurrent effects of fluctuating oil prices and massive overpop-
ulation, the Suharto regime has shown little reluctance to employ coercion
whenever it felt control slipping. American policy has generally viewed
Indonesia from a strategic context. Accordingly, the Suharto government
and its policies have received US support despite periodic discomfort with
some of Jakarta's internal practices.

The Environment

Indonesia's social-political-economic environment has considerable po-
tential for the disintegration of authority, social cohesion, and communi-
cations. As the Netherland Indies and Holland's largest colony, Indonesia
was a conglomeration of societies on thousands of islands scattered 3,000
miles across the equator between Asia and Australia. Indonesia's 13,000
islands are equal in mass to three-fourths of the rest of Southeast Asia, and
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they contain half of the entire region's people. The islands count over 350
ethnic groups, nine of which are considered major. The Javanese, about 95
million people, constitute the most important group. They dwarf the rest
and are packed into 85 percent ofan island about the size ofNorthCarolina.
Calculating that social and political divisions could reignite Indonesia's
political tinder, the Suharto regime has consistently sought to nail any
revolutionary activity or radical Muslim opposition that might threaten
the armed forces, major economic enterprises, or the nation at large .
The heart of Indonesia is Java . Constituting less than 8 percent of the

country's actual landmass, it is the political, ethnic, and economic center
of the nation . Java is an island ofextremes: Jakarta, with its teeming urban
concentration; Surabaya, the provincial capital on the island's eastern sea-
coast tip; and Central-East Java, where some of the worst population cram-
ming in the world exists . Regarding Central-East Java, Arnold Brackman
wrote in 1977 that it "is Indonesia's Bengal . It shares with Bengal the
problems of overpopulation, unemployment, and underemployment, land
hunger, and chronic food shortages."' But in recent years, President Su-
harto's government has made major strides in easing the food problem
(Java is now self-sufficient in rice). Still, Java's population increases; it may
be at 95 million people today. Regarding the entire country, Douglas Paauw
wrote in 1985 that "the severe inequality of Indonesia's income distribution
and the presence of large unemployment and underemployment imply a
massive amount of poverty-so much so that an estimated 36 percent of
Indonesian households subsist below Indonesia's poverty line of a monthly
income of 10,000 rupiah (about US $10) .."z Thus, the government is in a
perpetual race to keep population pressures from pushing too hard against
food and jobs . Nevertheless, while there is substantial poverty and a top-
heavy state-corporation-dominated economy in Indonesia, under Suharto
the distribution of economic benefits seems to have been sufficient enough
to preclude the kind of poverty evident, for example, in the Philippines.
Moreover, under the New Order:

Indonesia, once Asia's largest food-importer, has become self-sufficient in rice ; the
bulging government budget has paved the roads, built schools and hospitals, and sup-
plied fresh water and electricity to thousands ofvillages. Where formerly only a handful
of affluent elites existed nervously in a sea of poverty, [Suhartol has created a small
middle class, estimated to number between 5 percent and 10 percent of total
population .'

Although the Javanese dominate their modest-sized island, there are two
other ethnic groups on Java's tips : the Sudanese on the west and the Mad-
urese on the east. These three groups are culturally suspicious of each other,
but violence is not a factor. Immediately across the Lombok Strait from
Java are three million Hindu Balinese . In 1965, fighting between Balinese
and Javanese, and between Hindu and Muslim, accounted for possibly
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100,000 killings-and this was in addition to the slaughter of the Com-
munists and their supporters, which may have added another 200,000
deaths. Then there are Sumatra, Borneo, and the Celebes group of islands,
each with non-Javanese majorities . In a word, it is amazing that this country
of such extraordinary ethnic and geographic diversity has not disintegrated.
That the Suharto government has been able to maintain order is remark-
able . The key to order has been an astute strategy of combined economic
development and political authoritarianism . Civil liberties in Indonesia are
not well protected; and in the mid-1980s, government-authorized "death
squads" eliminated thousands of people, mostly suspected or released crim-
inals. In 1985 and 1986, senior PKI prisoners and incarcerated Communist
trade union officials, under sentence ofdeath for many years, were executed
inside Indonesian jails.

Revolutionary Activity

Indonesia's current revolutionary/criminal activity is small, scattered,
and of three kinds: tiny pockets of fugitive PKI remnants, some Muslim
radical elements, and scattered gangster-criminal operatives . The first two
are under close government pressure or surveillance, and they constitute
groups with national goals-in the first case revolutionary; in the second,
religious . The criminal gangs, who sometimes blend in with the other two
groups, have become more active in recent years. There is also periodic
unrest among the ethnic Chinese minorities in the cities . The Muslims,
whose orthodox leadership has always wanted a religious state in Indonesia,
conduct a running struggle with the government over religious priorities
versus state policies . In recent years, President Suharto has insisted that
they endorse the "Pancasila" state philosophy ; under a law passed in 1985
by the government-controlled legislature, all Indonesian social and political
organizations have to accept the principles of Pancasila.
The largest and historically most dangerous revolutionary force in In-

donesia, of course, has been the Communist party of Indonesia-the PKI.
With roots reaching back to the 1914 when its prototype emerged as a
radical labor union organizing force, the PKI has gone through three almost
total transformations; and attempted to take power by force on three dra-
matic occasions: in 1926, in 1948, and in 1965 . Staggered by its losses in
1926 and 1948, the party nevertheless reorganized and reemerged phoenix-
like each time from ashes. By the 1960s, the PKI had become the largest
Communist party outside the Sino-Soviet bloc . In what became one ofthe
most frenzied bloodbaths in modern Asian history, the PKI attempted a
coup d'etat in September 1965 only to be ripped to shreds in the process.
Still, the specter of some future Communist renewal in Indonesia, men-
acingly predicted by the PKI's scattered spokesmen, continues to provoke
government caution.4
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Always in the back of the Suharto government's plans are the memory
of what happened in the mid-1960s and the experience and lessons the
authorities have drawn from it . As Donald Weatherbee writes :

[T]he possible reactivation ofthe PKI platform has neverbeen dismissed in Indonesian
military circles because of the difficulty in distinguishing between Communist and all
other radical nationalist rhetoric. The current state and form of the PKI remains un-
answered, although millions of sympathizers are thought to still exist. ,

The failure of the Communist party's "Gestapu" putsch of 1965 provided
the circumstances in which General Suharto and his army colleagues took
power. The terrible upheaval and its legacy also illustrate why the Com-
munists lost and have subsequently failed to gain power. It is worth revis-
iting the nightmare of 1964-66 to understand what brought the Suharto
regime to power and how it applies the lessons learned.

In the aftermath of the PKI coup attempt of 30 September 1965, a great
slaughter occurred on_Java and Bali . The army, led in the breach by General
Suharto, spearheaded the purge. From 200,000 to 300,000 Indonesian cit-
izens were killed, half a million more were arrested, and 200,000 were
confined to political detention camps.e The army sought to eliminate the
PKI leadership, its affiliated organizations, and it supporters within the
armed services and the police. Thousands ofofficers and men were arrested,
suspended, or cashiered.' But while thousands of PKI leaders and sup-
porters were executed by army elements in the midst of frenzied vendettas,
the really wholesale carnage took place in the villages of East and Central
Java and on Bali . These killings were the work of enraged Muslim civil-
ians-often militant youths-taking revenge on Communist cadres and
sympathizers who had bullied villagers, students, and the Muslim press.
Communist activities had seemed directed at destroying the Islamic way
of life in the midst of Sukarno's incredible mismanagement of the country
at large.' Thus, while the army shouldered direct responsibility for elimi-
nating the PKI leadership, the wholesale violence was carried out in village
vendettas. That it got out of hand is obvious. That the army encouraged
and benefited from it is also clear.

Typically for Indonesia, the patterns of the slaughters were complicated.
For example, in North Sumatra the anti-Communist witch hunt was as
much an ethnic clash as an ideological one. The PKI there consisted of
Javanese plantation workers; they were slaughtered by anti-Javanese Su-
matran Muslim youths. In Bali, indiscriminate killing erupted as nationalist
elements killed PKI personnel and Muslims went after Hindus . In West
Java it was a straightforward army versus Communist showdown . In Cen-
tral-East Java Muslim mobs revenged themselves on PKI bullies and sym-
pathizers. Throughout all the frenzied slaughter, the bottom line was
ethnicity and religion . Realizing that the army would not, or could not,
dissuade others from taking action against them, mobs of Muslim and
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nationalist youths unleashed a village-by-village, street-by-street terror
against all suspected or real Communist cadres and sympathizers. Of that
nightmare, Ulf Sundharssin wrote a detailed and scholarly review of the
evidence :

Themotive for such behavior maybe found in the atmosphere the PKI had itself created
during 1964/5. It would be insufficient to look onlyat the issue ofthe unilateral actions
in which communists attempted to seize land from others . What is more important is
the fact that they eradicated the harmony in the community which existed at least on
the surface and had facilitated the living-together of the santri (staunch Muslim ad-
herents) and abangan (more traditional Javanese). They branded their antagonists as
"village devils," counter-revolutionary enemies of the state, and scum . They ridiculed
and slandered religion which resulted in the readiness forjihad(holy war) in the Muslim
community. In less strongly Muslim areas, such as Central Java, or Hindu Bali, non-
communists were put under the same intense pressures by the PKI/BTI which caused
the desire forjihad in East Java and Aceh . It is this reckless breaking-up of community
accord by the communists which must be primarily regarded as the cause for the
indiscriminate mass slaughter in 1965/6.'

This is not to say that the army is completely without blame for the mass
killings . Sundharssin continues:

Withoutthe Army'santi-PKI propaganda, the massacre mightnot have occurred. More-
over, there were instances in every province where army officers and soldiers partici-
pated in the slaughter. But the decision to kill indiscriminately was made by those who
had been most severely harassed by the PKI in previous years, namely the villagers of
the non-communist afran (stream) .1°

Of the 200,000 Indonesians jailed during the height of the Gestapu vio-
lence between September 1965 and January 1966, the vast majority were
gradually released and rehabilitated during the first seven to 10 years of
President Suharto's New Order. By the mid-1970s, although Western
sources could not agree on the remaining number, probably no more than
30,000 people remained in custody; but their living conditions and situ-
ations were often extremely bad. In the late 1970s, responding to the Carter
administration, Vatican, The Hague, and Amnesty International remon-
strances, the Suharto government implemented a series of staged, publi-
cized releases of remaining PKI prisoners . All told, between 25,000 and
30,000 were released between 1977 and the early 1980s. In the early 1980s,
most Western sources estimated that no more than 5,000 hard-core PKI
and other radical personnel remained in custody. These remnants were
evidently either on Buru Island in the Moluccas or in Java jails . Other
sources, principally the US government, believe that the Burujails are now
empty. As of this writing, perhaps only several hundred hard-core PKI
remain incarcerated . During 1985 and 1986, after a lapse of more than 15
years, the regime has begun executing some of them in prison . Prominent
wasMohammed Munir, the former leader of Indonesia's Communist trade
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union movement, convicted in 1973 and executed in May 1985 . Another
three veteran PKI leaders were executed that June . Nine more Communist
prisoners, amongthem Kamaruzaman, who had headed the PKI's Special
Bureau, were executed in September 1986 . Concurrent with these execu-
tions have been arrests and executions of extremist Muslims, particularly
those involved in the Tanjung Priok riot of December 1984 . The govern-
ment seems to alternate its elimination ofCommunist andMuslim radicals,
thereby demonstrating "fairhandedness" with extremists of both the left
and the right."

Recent Government Responses

In the early 1980s, the Indonesian "oil economy's years of sudden glory"
came to an end. Prices went down, costs of offshore oil exploitation went
up, and the government began reining in the economyy'z The slump con-
tinued throughout 1986 and into 1987 . In September 1986, the government
devalued the rupiah 31 percent against the US dollar; in January 1987,
President Suharto announced a 30-percent budget cut." Also critical are
the pressures to reduce the huge network of state-owned monopolies which
dominate Indonesia's oil, gas, steel, cotton, plastics, and tin. While the
Suharto regime-and the president's family memberswho have grown rich
in these businesses-has resisted the dismantling,'4 the Indonesian econ-
omy's contraction may mean future political instability. Add to that the
continuing population pressure on Java (with estimates that by the year
2000 the country at large could have over 220 million people, 60 percent
of them trying to live on Java), and the tinder for renewed instability is
there.
As early as 1983, as these trends began to create increasing urban un-

employment in the midst of the general economic decline, gangster and
recidivist criminal activity began to rise . Muslim street violence also flared
up that year. The government, led by many of the same officers who has
squashed Gestapu, reacted severely. Between March and August 1983, bod-
ies began to appear in Central Java-particularly in the environs of Yo-
gyakarta, which became a virtual "dumping ground for corpses of former
but duly released convicts, of suspected but not convicted criminals, and
not least, of scores of `hangers-on' andpresumably accomplices of the first
two categories of victims." 's The death toll that year was estimated to have
reached between 3,000 and 4,000.
Nor was the problem confined to Java . In May 1983, the death squad

campaign spread to Medan in Sumatra. That August, there was a score of
killings in East and West Kalimantan (Borneo). As the violence mounted,
two of the most powerful public men in Indonesia commented on it. On
21 July 1983, Gen Amir Mahmud-the speaker of the Indonesian parlia-
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ment, a senior army officer, government party stalwart, and former interior
minister-publicly declared that he "personally approved of the summary
killings of hundreds ofsuspected criminals throughout the country in recent
months ." Mahmud added that the benefit the "feeling of tranquility" it
gave to 150 million Indonesians.'6 A week later, on 28 July, Gen Ali Mur-
topo-vice chairman of Indonesia's Supreme Advisory Council, former
information minister, a major power broker in and out of the army, and
perhaps President Suharto's closest confidant-declared after a meeting
with the president that the killings were justified and "in line with the rules
governing the implementation of the duties of the armed forces ." The kill-
ings would stop, Murtopo said, "when thosewhohave the authority" decide
the "mission is over."" In 1985 and 1986, the regime seems to have reined
in the death squads and used the quieter method of executions inside the
prisons, altering between convicted Communist extremists and Muslim
radicals .

These, then, in the midst of a continuing economic contraction, are the
techniques the Suharto regime has used and may use again to control low-
intensity conflict challenges to its New Order. Acting on guidance from the

	

-
president, the government deals with gangsters, criminals, and political
extremists with the same determination it used against the PKItwo decades
ago, although it is mixing paramilitary actions with judicial and more cus-
tomary security procedures . Thus, the Indonesian armed forces' "dual func-
tion"-the internal security and economic development responsibilities
they have exercised since 1965-continues . The Java power elite brooked
no challenges to the system's structure and advantages, which they still
enjoy.
From the Indonesian experience, therefore, comes this "model" for re-

gime response to a low-intensity conflict challenge in the Southeast Asian
context: (1) decisive, repeated intelligence, police, and military actions
against criminal and revolutionary threats whether secular or religious; (2)
reliance on village cohesion and traditional ways oflife as a bulwark against
Communist appeals and tactics; and (3) as the economy permits, distri-
bution of economic benefits evenly enough for the society's tolerances .
Identifying these regime policies in one LIC environment-in this case
Indonesia-is useful. Whether governments in other Southeast Asian LIC
environments may adopt them, and then translate them into effective ac-
tions, is an entirely different question.

The Philippines

ThePhilippine government of CorazonAquino inherited one of the most
chronically stricken economies and atrophied political systems in Southeast
Asia . Having capitalized on a military revolt against President Ferdinand
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Marcos, which allowed the contested election outcome of February 1986
to place her in office, the popular Mrs Aquino has had to deal with problems
so drastic as to seem overwhelming : a current account foreign debt ($28
billion) equal to 80 percent of the country's gross national product (GNP);
a systematic hobbling for 20 years of Filipino political institutions by Mar-
cos; Marxist and Muslim separatist guerrilla wars; a shifting security re-
lationship with the United States ; and instability within the Aquino
cabinets and the armed forces. Working with Vice President Salvador Lau-
rel's base of strength-a popular political umbrella group, United Nation-
alist Democratic Organization (UNIDO), based in Luzon-and still
retaining her popularity, Mrs Aquino has been attempting to build support
abroad (particularly in the United States and Japan) as she weathers in-
ternal pressures from left and right. Since she dismissed her first cabinet
on 23 November 1986, shifting coalitions ofopposition groups have pressed
the Aquino-Laurel government for concessions. Thus, the guerrilla warfare
and cease-fires that the Communists and the Muslims conduct against the
Manila government take place within the broader context of political in-
stability at the center and social-political-economic malaise in the country
at large.

United States interests in the Philippines are critical, and they include
use of military bases that we have relied on since acquiring the Philippines
and Guam in December 1898 as a result of the Spanish-American War.
The American-Philippine relationship conformed to no preexisting pattern
of colonial administration-it was a special arrangement involving what
the US Supreme Court called "unincorporated territory."" Almost from
the start, Washington and most of the American public viewed our admin-
istration of the Philippines as transitory, to prepare the Filipinos for in-
dependence-although independence was delayed by Japan's invasion and
not consummated until 4 July 1946 .
American tutelage of the Philippines left a legacy that included linking

the Philippine economy with the American economy, Philippine reliance
on the United States for external security, use of English as the common
language, acceptance of the goal of universal education, and the imposition
of an American social-political overlay on the already Hispanicized and
fragmented Philippine culture.'9 Other important factors included the Mil-
itary Bases Agreement ofMarch 1947 which, as amended in 1965 and 1979,
has afforded the United States essentially unencumbered use of major mil-
itary facilities at Clark Air Base, Subic Baynaval installation, and associated
support andcommunications facilities . There also has been increasing Phil-
ippine sovereignty and increasing US compensation . According to the bi-
lateral Mutual Defense Treaty of August 1951, each party considers that
"an armed attack in the Pacific area on either of the Parties would be
dangerous to its own peace and safety," and each "would act to meet the
common dangers in accordance with their respective constitutional pro-
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cesses."z° The Mutual Defense Assistance Agreement of 1953 set the terms
of US-Philippine military cooperation and provided the legal basis for US
security assistance to the Philippines (equipment, training, and logistics
support) .

In the new Aquino era, American interests in the Philippines tend to
focus on the following priorities :

" Retaining the Philippines as a US friend and ally, thereby permitting
continued use of the military facilities .

" Maintaining US investments and special economic privileges in the
country while expanding terms of trade in mutually beneficial ways .

" Encouraging a rebuilding of the Philippines market economy.

" Backing the Aquino-Laurel-Ramos government (and, indirectly, its in-
ternal security efforts) .

The Environment

Like Indonesia, the Philippines is an island-nation . But ofthe more than
7,000 islands, only two of them are major: Luzon in the north, almost
entirely Roman Catholic ; and Mindanao in the south, nearly totally Mus-
lim. The Philippines forms the northeastern tip of the Malay archipelago
chain on the outer "fringe" of Southeast Asia. At 55 million people with
a GNP of about $34 billion, Philippine per capita income is about $400
per year-lowest of the ASEAN countries, but double that of Vietnam.
Further, the Philippine GNP has actually been contracting for the past
three years; and the past year and one-half ofpolitical instability has done
nothing to arrest it .z'
The Philippines' main exports are sugar, coconut oil, timber, and some

minerals . It also exports people, especially domestic servants and low-wage
laborers . Lying along the Western Pacific typhoon belt, the Philippines has
a harsh tropical climate by most yardsticks ; and every year it is hit by five
or six typhoons which do considerable economic damage. The country has
many active volcanoes, and the total Philippines coastline is longer than
the US coastline. Filipinos are fishing, farming, and seafaring people; and
piracy, smuggling, violence, and gunrunning are common-especially in
the south.
The Philippines has one of the more unfortunate political legacies in

Southeast Asia. They were exposed historically to an interaction among
various ethnic groups and racial migrations. Amongthe earliest inhabitants
were Negritos . They were followed by Malays and, later, Chinese and Arabs.
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But they never experienced a central government or major cultural legacy
from mainland Asia, as did so many other Southeast Asian societies. One
result was that Filipinos tended to live in villages and hamlets isolated from
each other. Being comparatively isolated from the rest of Southeast Asia,
and given the islands' geographic fragmentation, another critical result has
been an identity problem for the Philippine people.22 Suffering from the
lack of a strong precolonial identity, compared to other Southeast Asian
peoples, Filipino ethnic/national consciousness is underdeveloped . As
David Joel Steinberg writes:

There is little indigenous history that predates the arrival of the foreigners. Unlike
Indonesia, Thailand, or Vietnam, in which great cultures and societies flourished prior
to the arrival of the Westerners, the Philippines lacked a long recorded history when
Islamic influence was first felt in the fourteenth century. When Magellan sailed to Cebu
in 1521, there was still only a local form of political structure and economic devel-
opment ; there was no central government, no sense of insular identity, and no notion
of a historical past."

Revolutionary Activity

The Philippines changed colonial ownership between Spain and the
United States at the end of the nineteenth century in the midst of an
insurrection led by a ruthless guerrilla chieftain named Emilio Aguinaldo .
Aguinaldo lost his insurrection but, as the first major guerrilla leader in
modern Philippine history, he set an example for future revolutionaries . It
was the Japanese invasion 40 years later that produced the next serious
nationalist reaction in the Philippines, a popular one:

The guerrilla movement had the open sympathy of the whole population, and the
Japanese proved incapable of stifling it despite savage repression. Filipinos battled on
in large measure because they had come of age as a nation .24

It was during World War II in the midst of the anti-Japanese struggle
that a particular group of guerrillas in central Luzon, the Hukbalahaps
(Huks), became prominent . After the war, their goals were economic as
well as nationalistic . They continued their activities, refused to surrender
their weapons, and they focused on land reform and political activity in
the 1950s. Primarily a peasant organization under Communist trappings,
and led by the dynamic Luis Taruc, the Huks' agrarian uprising grew after
World War II . But their appeal was arrested by President Ramon Magsay-
say's popular administration and his skillful combination of land reform
and security measures . The Huks' soon degenerated into a Mafia-style ex-
tortion operation.
Then, during the 1960s, guerrillas reappeared in traditional Huk areas;

but this time they were ideologically intense and led by university-trained
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insurrection led by a ruthless guerrilla chieftain named Emilio Aguinaldo. 
Aguinaldo lost his insurrection but, as the first major guerrilla leader in 
modern Philippine history, he set an example for future revolutionaries. It 
was the Japanese invasion 40 years later that produced the next serious 
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The guerrilla movement had the open sympathy of the whole population, and the 
Japanese proved incapable of stifling it despite savage repression. Filipinos battled on 
in large measure because they had come of age as a nation." 

It was during World War II in the midst of the anti-Japanese struggle 
that a particular group of guerrillas in central Luzon, the Hukbalahaps 
(Huks), became prominent. After the war, their goals were economic as 
well as nationalistic. They continued their activities, refused to surrender 
their weapons, and they focused on land reform and political activity in 
the 1950s. Primarily a peasant organization under Communist trappings, 
and led by the dynamic Luis Taruc, the Huks' agrarian uprising grew after 
World War II. But their appeal was arrested by President Ramon Magsay- 
say's popular administration and his skillful combination of land reform 
and security measures. The Huks' soon degenerated into a Mafia-style ex- 
tortion operation. 

Then, during the 1960s, guerrillas reappeared in traditional Huk areas; 
but this time they were ideologically intense and led by university-trained 
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intellectuals, often from elite or upwardly mobile families . Despairing at
the Philippines' growing socioeconomic paralysis, the leaders moved to
organize radical political actions, the Marxists among them splitting be-
tween Moscow and Beijing.
The predecessor ofthe current Communistparty of the Philippines began

as a pro-Chinese Maoist party in the mid-1960s. While still formally in-
dependent, it began in the late 1960s to show increasing links to the Com-
munist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU). Then, in December 1968, its
leader, Jose Maria Sison, broke with the urban-based traditional Partido
Komunistang Pilipias (PKP), which was the CPSU's associate in the Phil-
ippines, and formed the pro-Maoist Communist party of the Philippines
(CPP).
The military appendage of Sison's CPP, the New People's Army (NPA),

emerged in the early 1970s around Clark Air Base in southern Luzon. It
was unable to capitalize on the country's revolutionary conditions, however,
and was further weakened by astute Marcos security policies . Unable to
organize enough rural bases to launch a nationwide offensive, the CCP
reverted to positions of caution and organization-building, Sison coming
around to the Moscow view that the CPP should downplay armed struggle
and concentrate on political struggle . Chinese support dropped off.
Then Moscow began to cultivate the Marcos administration with a view

toward gaining diplomatic relations . The effort paid off in 1976, when
ambassadors were exchanged . As the 1980s approached, the CPSU and the
CPP developed an increasing common interest in promoting aunited front
against Marcos by exploiting the labor sector and forming various solidarity
groups . Still denying their connection with each other, indeed actively crit-
icizing each other in public disinformation campaigns, the CPSU and the
CPP entered into a clandestine arms arrangement (mainly AK-47s) with
PLO elements in 1981 . By mid-1983, the CPP had dropped most Maoist
jargon and was openly pro-Soviet. Sison, who had been jailed by Marcos
and then released by Aquino, was succeeded by Rodolfo Salas, who was
himselfcaptured in September 1986 . Salas has been kept under government
custody on the insistence of Philippine military authorities.
With the assassination of Benigno Aquino in August 1983, both the CPP

and the CPSU believed the revolutionary conditions in the country were
improving . The Kremlin increased the size ofthe Soviet mission in Manila
from about 60 to 90 . Its clandestine anddisinformation activities increased,
and it funded "peace" conference held at the University of the Philippines.
The NPAmoved into heightened military action as the Marcos regime grew
more unstable andSoviet financial support to the NPA increased . Through-
out late 1986 and early 1987, reports grew of financial support and arms
shipments to the CPP by Soviet-bloc allies-including Vietnam and the
Japanese Communist party, as well as the CPSU.zs
Ferdinand Marcos was elected in 1965 and reelected in 1969. In 1972,
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amidst corruption, economic decline, and rising political violence, Marcos
declared martial law. All constitutional vestiges of legal political activity
were eventually swept away. Rule by executive decree became the norm.
Government intervention in the economy and a resulting morass of mis-
management and favoritism escalated .26 As the Marcos government grew
corrupt, the Marxist challenge escalated-now in the form of the remod-
eled, pro-Soviet CPP and its NPA. Operating principally in northern and
southeastern Luzon, the emboldened NPA opposed Marcos's rule at every
turn . As Marcos came under mounting public criticism in the 1980s, es-
pecially following Benigno Aquino's August 1983 murder while he was in
custody of government security men, NPA recruitments jumped-from a
reported 8,000 to 10,000 armed members in 1983 to 12,000 the next year
to upwards of 20,000 in 1987.27
Of less current danger than the NPA, but of continuing concern, is the

Muslim secessionist violence in the deep south. This violence is now fo-
cused around two guerrilla factions known as theMoro National Liberation
Front (MNLF) and the Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF) .21 Boiling
over in late 1972, the Muslim rebellion had tied up nearly 100,000 gov-
ernment troops by the late 1970s. It may have been costing the Marcos
government over $1 million a day. But Marcos made some gains against
the Muslims: Their arms supplies from nearby Sabah were reduced, various
socioeconomic programs were launched in Mindanao, and some rebel ele-
ments were granted amnesty or bought off. The "Tripoli Agreement," which
pledged "autonomy" in selected areas of Mindanao, was signed . Cease-fires
were announced and referendums on local rule in 13 southern provinces
were held .
But these measures did not end the fighting. Subsequent claims by Manila

that the violence was a mere "police-action" were belied by reality. In
November 1979, President Marcos revealed that between 500,000 and
1,000,000 civilians had been displaced by the fighting and that between
30,000 and 50,000 of them had been killed in the last six years.29 Despite
continuing attempts by the Marcos government to buy off, amnesty, or
eliminate the rebel leadership, the fighting continued in the 1980s. When
Mrs Aquino inherited the government, the demoralized armed forces of
the Philippines faced both a growing NPA threat and a continuing Moro
secession effort . Mrs Aquino currently employs a combined talk-and-fight
strategy toward the Muslim rebels .3°

Government Response

The Aquino-Laurel government initially moved energetically to try and
speed the Philippine recovery from the corruption and decay ofthe Marcos
era. The low-intensity conflict challenges from the Marxists and the Mus-
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lims were serious, but they were not the first priority on Mrs Aquino's
agenda. That priority alternated between rekindling the country's stricken
economy and stabilizing her leadership of the government. In economic
affairs, Manila sought to dismantle the huge legacy of "crony capitalism"
(state enterprises) fostered by Marcos, stop capital flight and inflation, and
(particularly with US andJapanese help) reattract foreign investment. Mrs
Aquino believes that the best way to put people to work and reduce the
reasons for taking up arms is to get the economy working again, but she
has had her attention constantly sidetracked by other problems . For ex-
ample, when she flew to Japan in November 1986 to seek new loans, she
had to extract public promises from both Defense Minister Enrile and
Armed Forces ChiefRamos that they would not support any coup attempts .
Finally, on 23 November 1986, in the midst of new coup rumors, Mrs
Aquino dissolved her cabinet (in part to force Enrile out)."

In the midst of this instability, Aquino's approach toward the insurgents
has involved both the carrot and the stick. The Aquino government has
conducted a variety of negotiations with both Marxist and Muslim guer-
rillas, and she has met personally with senior representatives of both the
CPP and the MNLF, offering amnesty, varieties of home rule, andjobs to
those who would lay down arms. She also told CPP representatives that
they could compete in the legal political process-much as the Japanese
Communist Party does-if they would renounce violence .
Defense Minister Enrile and Armed Forces Chief Ramos continued op-

erations against some NPA forces in the fall of 1986, usually as a reaction
to Communist-initiated attacks. Several announced truces broke down. On
1 November, the NPA, through its front group, and perhaps to bolster Mrs
Aquino's position against Enrile, offered a 100-day cease-fire .'z A 60-day
cease-fire arrangement finally took effect on 10 December 1986 . But Pres-
ident Aquino was continually pushed by the military not to stop all action
against hard-core NPA elements. By February 1987, as the cease-fire neared
its conclusion, the NPA was preparing for a return to armed action should
negotiations with Manila on an extension break down." When they did
subsequently break down, Mrs Aquino said her peace initiatives had failed
and that the time had come for military victory over both Communist
insurgents and right-wing terrorists .14
In comparison with the Suharto government's consistent security re-

sponse and comparatively effective economic policies, the Aquino-Laurel
administration in Manila has only begun to find its writ as an effective
government. Not surprisingly, it has failed to produce a firm, consistent
approach to the insurgents and their threats ; nor has it nurtured an eco-
nomic recovery . Challenged from both within and without her government,
Mrs Aquino's response to the LIC being waged by the NPA continues to
alternate between conciliation and confrontation . Moreover, the country's
economic situation remains extremely serious-the oligarchical pattern of
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wealth distortion hardly having been altered since Mrs Aquino took over
from Marcos in February 1986 .

In summary, the Philippine response to low-intensity conflict has not
succeeded . Government security forces, riven by factionalism, have failed
to root out the revolutionary hard core ; nor has the government co-opted
the insurgents' support base with economic/political programs. And the
government's economic policies have failed to halt the perpetuation of
enormous imbalances within the society.

Indochina

The current conflict in Kampuchea (Cambodia)* is the most complex
struggle in Southeast Asia, and it involves layers of violence and compe-
tition among at least eight actors . At center stage is the fratricide within
Cambodia . It pits Communists against Communists and nationalists : The
Vietnamese client regime in Phnom Penh, nominally led by Hanoi-affili-
ated Heng Samrin, against the guerrilla warfare conducted by the Prince
Norodom Sihanouk-led tripartite "Democratic Coalition Government of
Kampuchea," operating out ofThai-Cambodian border bases. Exacerbating
the Cambodian conflict are two historic antagonists in mainland Southeast
Asia, the Socialist Republic of Vietnam and the Kingdom of Thailand.
Vietnamese-Thai enmity goes back for centuries, andeach views Cambodia
as a critical territorial buffer. Indochina and ASEAN make up the next
layer in the Indochina conflict-the Indochinese governments in Vientiane
andPhnom Penh being subordinate to Hanoi's foreign policy dictates while
Thailand, ASEAN's "frontline" state, seeks, with partial success, diplo-
matic and military support from the other five ASEAN states . Finally; the
Soviets, the Chinese, and the Americans factor into the Indochina equation
as backers of Hanoi and the rest of Indochina (USSR) on the one side with
Bangkok, Sihanouk, and ASEAN (China, USA), on the other.
No party to the Indochina conflict is an innocent victim except the

quarter million refugees strung out along the Thai-Cambodian frontier.
The war in Cambodia could not continue without the anarchy which has
characterized Khmer politics for over two decades. Moreover, the Viet-
namese and the Thais, who have long coveted (and sometimes grabbed)

*The name Kampuchea, or Kambuja, is traditional . It first appears in Cambodia about the
tenth century in reference to the people, the "Kambuja," born of Kambu. In modem times,
the name has passed into European languages; in English as Cambodia. The term Khmer, a
native ethnic term, is both current and relevant . We use the name Cambodia except when
emphasizingtitles such as People's Republic ofKampuchea (PRK) or Democratic Kampuchea
(DK).
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pieces of Khmer (and Lao) territory, now have armies crammed with re-
sources and lucrative income sources resulting from the warandthe refugee
black markets. The confrontation between ASEAN and Indochina has di-
vided Southeast Asia, making it easier for external powers to exploit the
area's problems . And, of course, Soviet, Chinese, and American hard-line
policy interests are indirectly affected by the violence in Indochina, which
fuels Sino-Soviet geopolitical rivalry .

United States interests in the Kampuchean conflict largely derive from
the fact of the other contestants' involvement . ASEAN, which leads South-
east Asian economic performance, is confronting Soviet-Vietnamese power
in Indochina and therefore it automatically receives US support. Sino-
Soviet competition in Indochina also indirectly benefits US interests to
some extent because it ties down Chinese and Russian resources in this
economically backward area . But the Kampuchean conflict also extends
Soviet access to Indochina and gives Moscow another reason for perpet-
uating its military power projection into Southeast Asia. Thus a settlement
of the Kampuchean conflict, or its de-escalation, would convert much of
the competition from military to economic forms of activities, and this
would obviously play into ASEAN's and the United States' hands.

The Environment

Cambodia constitutes about one-fifth of Indochina's territory, but it has
only about one-tenth the population, currently numbering about six million
people. This small population was reduced-drastically-in the murderous
years of Pol Pot's Khmer Rouge rule between April 1975 and December
1978 . In the last 20 years, Cambodia has gone through pulverizing expe-
riences-from coup to civil war to the Khmer Rouge social purification
experiment to foreign occupation and a concurrent low-intensity conflict .
Few nations in recent history have suffered as terribly as Cambodia. Be-
tween the Lon Nol coup of March 1970 and Vietnam's December 1978
invasion, about two million Cambodians died, 75 percent of them under
the "peacetime" rule of the Khmer Rouge."

It has been Cambodia's historic fate to spawn the most brilliant culture
in mainland Southeast Asia, to quarrel over which Cambodians would
dominate it, and to be surrounded by larger territorially and ethnically
jealous countries who have, with assistance from Cambodian intriguers,
sought to destroy that culture. From the Thai and Burmese invasions in
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries to the resultant fracturing of the
Khmer state, to the incessant Vietnamese and Thai pressures of the eigh-
teenth century, to French occupation and colonization in the nineteenth
andtwentieth centuries, to the most recent Vietnamese military occupation,
the Khmer people-pacific in manners and countenance but often warlike
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and revenge-minded when they saw the chance to extend their domain-
have usually been at risk from the outside.16 TheVietnamese andthe Thais,
who sought retribution, andwhosince the fourteenth century have a record
of digesting pieces of Cambodian territory chunk by chunk, constitute the
handles of the vise in which Cambodia remains caught. This pressure is
something all Cambodians understand. It is no surprise that in the 1850s
the Norodom emperors in Phnom Penh, attempting to preserve a Khmer
identity over the Angkor monuments, solicited French colonialism as pro-
tection against the Vietnamese and Thais. In return for Cambodian sup-
plications, the French hand rested relatively lightly on Cambodia at first:
the Royal family retained its privileges, and the Khmer's great cultural
relics and structures (i .e ., Angkor Wat and Angkor Thom) were protected
and maintained . But then came increasingly heavy French taxation in the
twentieth century. With part of the funds used outside Cambodia, with
forced labor commonplace, and with exorbitant Chinese lending rates be-
coming widespread, the effects produced anti-French tax riots and several
prominent assassinations in Cambodia after World War I.

Revolutionary Activity

The Second World War collapsed French authority in Cambodia even
though only about 8,000 Japanese troops actually occupied the country. In
the countryside, armed groups, gangs, and other elements roamed; and the
Cambodian Communists and freedom fighters (Issarak), supported by
Vietnamese cadres, moved about with increasing freedom. Arbitrary jus-
tice, violent death, and acts of revenge became commonplace. Surfacing
in 1950-51 under Vietnamese tutelage, Khmer revolutionaries, led by Son
Ngoc Minh," announced the creation ofthe Khmer People's Revolutionary
party (KPRP).38 Led by a few hundred members, the KPRP united against
French andPrince Sihanouk's opposition. Underneath, however, the KPRP
contained a contentious spectrum of socialists and nationalists, the most
murderous being the Marxist-Leninists.

In July-August 1954, under provisions ofthe Geneva Indochina Accords,
between 1,000 and 2,000 Vietnamese-trained or -orienteld Cambodian
Communists-referred to by many non-Communists as "Khmer Viet-
minh" and led by Son Ngoc Minh-left Cambodia for Ho Chi Minh's
newly independent Democratic Republic of Vietnam, where they were
given sanctuary and further training. They were kept in reserve while an-
other, more Maoist, group of Cambodian Marxist-Leninists were active .
Enjoying secret Chinese assistance and support, and demonstrating various
intellectual and organizational links to the French Communist party, these
French- and Chinese-indoctrinated Khmer Maoists were soon led by Ieng
Sary and a disappointed young student turned radio repairman named
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Saloth Sar (Pol Pot), a Marxist-Leninist who had demonstrated an anti-
Vietnamese bent early in his student years.39 They "took over the virtually
defunct remnant of the Vietnamese-created party. That party, which they
later renamed the Kampuchean Communist party, guided what
[Cambodia's leader, Prince] Sihanouk called theKhmer Rouge."'° By 1963,
Pol Pot had emerged as the acting secretary-general of the Communist
party. Sihanouk reacted vigorously as leftist violence increased in Cam-
bodia, and the Khmer Rouge leadership soon fled Phnom Penh for the
countryside. In 1966-67, as violence escalated across Indochina, Pol Pot's
forces began, with Chinese support but Vietnamese skepticism,4' their guer-
rilla war against the Sihanouk government .
Against the background of changing events in Cambodia-particularly

the Lon Nol coup of March 1970, and the spillover effects of North Viet-
namese preparation for the 1972 Easter offensive against Saigon-the
Khmer Communists began to settle old, and new, scores. When Hanoi
reinfiltrated its Khmer cadres into Cambodia, latecomers on a full-blown
revolutionary scene, in preparation for the fall of Lon Nol, Pol Pot's Khmer
Rouge faction hunted down the Hanoi cadres ; a host of liquidations and
massacres began, continuing well into the late 1970s.4z
The catastrophic result of the Khmer Rouge-Pol Pot rule between April

1975 and December 1978 is now well documented . In Pol Pot's "Demo-
cratic Kampuchea," the only "progressive" classes were poor peasants. All
others-particularly the urban workers, but also, of course, all educated
people, administrators, businessmen, army officers, policemen, minorities,
and previous Lon Nol or Sihanouk functionaries-became enemies of the
Angkar (organization) . The people of the land ruled by the Angkar were
referred to as opokar (instruments).
Beginning on 17 April 1975, all urban dwellers were rapidly deported to

the countryside-upwards of 3.5 million people were herded out of the
cities (2.5 million in Phnom Penh alone) within 36 hours. The most pitiful
scenes occurred at the overcrowded hospitals, orphanages, andconvalescent
homes.43 The forced marches continued until "resettlement" (i .e ., group
living in the fields or sleeping tents by the sides of the roads) was accom-
plished and the exhausted evacuees organized into work brigades . Grad-
ually, Cambodia transformed into a gigantic work site divided into seven
zones with as near total supervision of human activity as the Angkar's
toughs could effect . During the Khmer Rouge's 45 months in power, up-
wards of 1.5 million Cambodians either starved to death, died due to forced
work and disease, or were murdered." The deceased's bones came to litter
the countryside. Where possible, the Angkar kept detailed photographic
evidence of the tortures and executions . The most gruesome records were
preserved at a Phnom Penh secondary school that had been converted to
a prison that the Khmer Rouge reserved for the most important "social
negatives." In the countryside, more expedient methods were used.
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As a rule, a villager receives a paper ordering him to report to the Angkar Leu. He is
taken there at night, by soldiers . From there he goes to his place of death. To save
bullets, the necks ofthe condemned are usually broken with the handle ofa pick . "One
shouldn't waste cartridges on those people,"they say . The young soldiers have been
nicknamed A-ksae nylon (nylon rope) or A-ksae teo (telephone wire) because that is
what they use to bind the condemned person before killing him. Moreover, they make
no secret of the fact that they enjoy killing.° 5

In keeping with the social philosophy of the Khmer Rouge experiment, all
aspects of Westernization and most traditional elements of Cambodian
culture were targeted for obliteration . Religion was banned, bonzes dis-
appeared, currency was abolished, markets were dismantled, and the entire
country's economy and social life was communalized . Libraries and mu-
seums were destroyed or vandalized, and some of the great cultural edifices
at Angkor were desecrated . Thousandsof Buddhist drawings and sculptures
were damaged. The Buddhist monk population, traditional custodians of
primary education in Cambodia, shrank from 80,000 to 30,000 . Ninety-
five percent ofthe 2,400 temples in the country were damaged or destroyed,
as were 70,000 volumes of the national library's 100,000-book collection.
The number of doctors in the country shrank to 10 percent of its pre-1975
levels . Today, no universities function in Kampuchea; and most industry
is gone . Such is the record of "Democratic Kampuchea.1146

By the time Vietnamese forces invaded in December 1978, following two
years of border clashes largely instigated by the Khmer Rouge, Hanoi's
partisan Khmer elements inside Kampuchea had been so crippled that
installing Heng Samrin (who had been part, briefly, of the Democratic
Kampuchea regime in the eastern provinces adjacent to Vietnam before
he later fled) and about 1,000 other Hanoi-trained or -affiliated Khmer
cadres was like trying to graft branches onto a blistered tree with no roots.
Thus, although the "party" installed in Phnom Penh by Vietnam's army
claims to be the original KPRP that was created in 1951, it was in fact
both the remnants of an authentic Cambodian Communist apparatus and
the "enfeebled vehicle of Hanoi's long-standing desire for an Indochina
federation under its control."°'
When the Khmer Rouge were thrown out of Phnom Penh, they fled to

prearranged redoubts on the Thai border amidst the confusion and pathos
of thousands of refugee families . Gradually, a disparate group of anti-
Vietnamese resistance elements, Pol Pot's remnants being the largest, came
together under an umbrella organization led by the mercurial, but seemingly
indefatigable, Prince Sihanouk . Formally structured in July 1982 as a tri-
partite political entity, the movement is called the Coalition Government
of Democratic Kampuchea (CGDK). Recent estimates put the CGDK's
force strength this way: Khmer Rouge forces number about 35,000, mainly
armed with Chinese weapons; Sihanouk's Moulinaka (Movement for the
National Liberation of Kampuchea) consists of about 10,000 troops using
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Chinese and some ASEAN weapons; and Son Sann's Khmer People's Na-
tional Liberation Front (KPNLF), also non-Communist and bitterly anti-
Khmer Rouge, and armed with Chinese and ASEAN weapons, number
about 13,500 . There is then a total active CGDK complement of about
58,500 armed personnel .48 Coordination and trust among these armed
forces is poor.

Government Response

When the Vietnamese invaded Cambodia on 24 December 1978, 200,000
first-line troops crashed across the border in a Soviet-style blitzkrieg. Two
weeks later, on 7 January 1979, Phnom Penh fell . The Vietnamese quickly
installed Heng Samrin, the pro-Vietnamese Marxist and previous DK east-
ern-zone leader. He has remained in power ever since. With Samrin came
other anti-Pol Pot Marxists, particularly Pen Sovann and Hun Sen. Once
it had set up the KPRP, Hanoi found it had to build a government from
scratch. The KPRP hadgone the complete cycle from anti-French resistance
fighters to pro-Vietnamese cadres and troops evacuated to North Vietnam,
to a client regime in exile for over 20 years, to a remolded client regime
installed in Phnom Penh-all under the tutelage of the Vietnamese
Communists .

Like the Russians in Afghanistan, the Vietnamese have sought to stabilize
Kampuchea (and Laos) first by exercising military control, then by fash-
ioning a pliant and competent client regime to serve Vietnam's broader
interests-a secure and stable rear zone in Kampuchea and Laos as Viet-
nam addresses the larger and more dangerous threat from the north (China).
The Vietnamese Communists' perception of themselves as the successor
force to the French throughout all of Indochina has roots back to the 1930s,
but did not gain operational impetus until the early 1950s. The notion of
a Marxist mission civilatrice for the region, a region seen as a "single stra-
tegic unit, a single battlefield," in Vo Nguyen Giap's words, became the
predominantVietnamese Communistparty view. Today, despite leadership
changes, this continues to be Hanoi's view. 49
When Vietnamese officers entered Phnom Penh in January 1979, they

found a shattered Khmer administrative apparatus; and the Khmer Com-
munists who liberated the country with them had neither the numbers nor
the competence to fully staff even the upper levels oftheir own PRKadmin-
istration. Nevertheless, the vacuum left by the Khmer Rouge provided
opportunities for the PRK-Vietnamese regime . They invited back with
some success the small remaining groups of educated elite, technical and
administrative personnel, teachers, and officials who had hidden out or
fled during the nightmare years. As a result, "PRK society [now] comprises
a very thin stratum of proven revolutionary socialists in most of the top
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administrative offices and positions of authority, andbelow them, through-
out the administration and service occupations, people from the same
groups who occupied such positions before 1975."50

In order to preclude mass starvation, the Vietnamese quickly directed a
food policy of total laissez-faire ; the peasants were allowed to consume
anything they could grow, no questions asked, and market prices were es-
tablished by supply and demand."

Class divisions have reemerged, albeit to a very limited degree ; and
women, who constitute 60 percent of Cambodia's population, have of ne-
cessity moved out from traditional roles. But the hereditary elite, the prewar
entrepreneurial classes, the old officer corps, and of course the university
faculties, are gone-no doubt permanently.
TheKampuchean operation has not been easy for Vietnam. Economically

strapped by its expeditionary venture in Kampuchea and by its moribund
economy at home, the Socialist Republic of Vietnam, more than a decade
after Saigon's "liberation," displays one of the lowest standards of living
in Southeast Asia-indeed in the entire third world. And Hanoi has drawn
down its forces in Kampucheato about 140,000, relying on ameager Phnom
Penh-KPRP army of about 35,000 actives supplemented by Khmer labor
battalions . But the Vietnamese, who field some of the best infantry and
armour in the world, have found that about 50,000 anti-Vietnamese re-
sistance fighters (whose core remain the Khmer Rouge) are able to keep
Kampuchea's western and northern borders unstable . Thus Hanoi's atten-
tion remains distracted from the state-building tasks it would prefer to
concentrate on .
The Kampuchean low-intensity conflict is relatively more costly for the

Vietnamese and the PRK than for the resistance . As they prop up Phnom
Penh's forces, Vietnamese battalions conduct search anddestroy operations
against the resistance's guerrillas and base camps. In the 1984-85 campaign,
the resistance camps at Sok Sanh, Phnom Malai, Ampil, and Tatum were
demolished . Vietnamese cross-border pursuit and artillery barrages into
Thailand have occurred since 1980 . In spite of these setbacks, Sihanouk's
resistance, operating from relocated base areas in Thailand, keeps up the
costs of the Vietnamese occupation with a hit-and-run strategy, staging
periodic attacks close to Phnom Penh. And the resistance's bases in Thai-
land are more secure than were Vietnam's base camps in Cambodia during
the Second Indochina War. Furthermore, Sihanouk and his lieutenants
relentlessly work the diplomatic problem in capital after capital, hoping to
gradually tire Hanoi of the contest.

Policy and Personnel Shifts in Hanoi

The grinding effects of the low-intensity conflict in Kampuchea and the
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economic poverty and mismanagement at home in Vietnam began to pro-
duce gradual changes in Hanoi's policies in the mid-1980s . With an un-
derfed population, a nearly valueless currency, a per capita annual income
that ranks among the world's lowest, openly flourishing black markets,
raging inflation, and shortages in most consumer goods, the Vietnamese
economy is a case study in socialist disaster . To keep up the war economy,
the Soviets have been pumping in up to $2 billion in assistance each year.
Moscow's "return" on its investment in Vietnam is reflected in its tight

strategic grip on Vietnamese bases, anchored in a 25-year bilateral defense
treaty inked only weeks before Vietnam invaded Kampuchea in late 1978 .
Soviet naval and air forces operate principally out of Cam Ranh Bay and
Da Nang. By late 1986, 25 to 35 Soviet naval vessels using Cam Ranh Bay
included four to six submarines while eight Bear (Tu-95) long-range bomb-
ers and 16 Badger (Tu-16) medium-range bombers were flying out of Da
Nang . These are "the only Russian strike aircraft deployed anywhere in
the world beyond Soviet borders."SZ What Leonid Brezhnev called "this
important outpost for peace and socialism in Southeast Asia" shows no
signs of changing its utility to Moscow.
Important changes in the Vietnamese Communist leadership apparatus

came in late 1986, following a year of self-criticism and argument among
Vietnam's ruling elite. The three oldest surviving Stalinists, men who had
led the party for almost half a century, were retired at the Sixth Congress
of the Communist party of Vietnam in December. Truong Chinh, 79-year-
old party secretary and state president ; Pham Van Dong, 80-year-old pre-
mier; and 76-year-old Le Duc Tho, party strategist and Henry Kissinger's
opposite at the Paris peace negotiations, were all dropped." Moving to the
top was the party's prominent economic reformer, 73-year-old Nguyen Van
Linh . A former party administrator of Ho Chi Minh City (Saigon), Linh
had spent most of his party career in the south. With Linh came more
influence for like-minded reformers and economists such as Vo Van Keit
and Vo Chi Cong.s° A major cabinet reshuffle also occurred in Phnom
Penh."

Prince Sihanouk, sensing the opportunity to exploit the movement in
Vietnam's power structure, became more active at the turn of the year ; and
Hanoi, again, seemed to respond favorably to the notion ofa future presence
for Sihanouk in a demilitarized Kampuchea. The Soviets, hoping to enlarge
their diplomatic clout in Indochina, have said they would like to join any
negotiation.16
The low-intensity conflict in Kampuchea has dragged on because neither

the Vietnamese and their Phnom Penh clients nor the Sihanouk-led re-
sistance is able to achieve a decisive victory or force a showdown which
could lead to a victory. Thewar is a stalemate. Like the Aquino government
in Manila, the Heng Samrin regime has yet to establish its writ as an
effective government. It is nearly completely dependent on external pro-
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tection. And unlike the Suharto government in Indonesia, Phnom Penh's
authorities have neither an overarching philosophy nor (as yet) a national
development plan . Without Hanoi's forces, the army of the People's Re-
public ofKampucheawouldbe defeated by the larger andmore experienced
CGDK forces whose core are the grim, battle-hardened Khmer Rouge.
Thus, Hanoi props up and perpetuates a client regime in Phnom Penh;

but it cannot legitimate that regime or leave it unsupported. The Cam-
bodian people, who have benefited from their release from Pol Pot's night-
mare and undoubtedly would rather be occupied by a foreign army than
reexperience Khmer Rouge rule, have yet to genuinely identify with the
Heng Samrin regime . Thus, a brittle clientism characterizes the government
while a low-cost destabilizing strategy characterizes the insurgents . Sihan-
ouk, as the only truly authentic and neutral hope for tortured Cambodia,
may yet'come back to administer some kind of coalition Cambodian gov-
ernment as an ultimate compromise choice among all parties.

Conclusion

The low-intensity conflict environments analyzed in this study-Indo-
nesia, the Philippines, andKampuchea-are all unique and unrelated. Each
is a special case without direct connection to the other. United States in-
terests in these LIC environments and their outcomes are also different in
each case . But that is not to say that a US response to one LIC will not be
without effect on the others . Asian governments and guerrillas observe what
the United States does or does not do .

Indonesia is the fifth largest country in the world, a substantial demo-
graphic factor in East Asia, and the most richly endowed country in the
Southeast Asian subregion. By dint of population and location, Indonesia
must figure prominently in future US policies toward Southeast Asia. A
high-level American official, not known for his humility, once posed a
rhetorical question to a group of Americans traveling to Southeast Asia in
the late 1970s. He asked, "What has Indonesia ever done for the United
States?" The answer to that question is both obvious and crucial : Under
Suharto, Indonesia destroyed one of the largest and most dangerous Com-
munist revolutionary movements in East Asia . And Suharto has stabilized
and gradually modernized the country in one of the most astonishing turn-
arounds in any third world drama. That is what Indonesia has done for
the United States ; and for Southeast Asia, ASEAN, and, of course, for itself.
The Philippines figures even more prominently and directly in United

States interests in Southeast Asia . The two countries have a special rela-
tionship, and US military power in the region-projected, in part, on behalf
of ASEAN-depends on two critically located (and nonreplicable) Phil
ippine military installations: the Subic Bay naval complex and Clark Air
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Base . American military operations out of those Philippine bases under-
write the strategic balance in Southeast Asia-a balance which wavered
dangerously following the Indochina collapse in the mid-1970s.
The war in Kampuchea, while it perhaps ought to be of less significance

to the United States than events in the Philippines and Indonesia, impacts
US interests because so many other countries-both friendly and adver-
sarial-are involved . Wherever the Soviets are in East Asia, the United
States automatically must be alert. And when a de facto treaty ally like
Thailand has its security threatened, that too concerns the United States.

In making suggestions about US policy toward these three Southeast
Asian low-intensity conflict environments, one must take care not to treat
the violence separately from the broader societal and cultural environments
which produce it . Recommendations to the Jakarta or Manila governments,
or to the Sihanouk guerrilla forces, on how to improve their security op-
erations or their combat efficiency would miss the point. The origins and
foundations of the instability and violence in these countries are deep and
long-standing; thus, program guidance and tactical suggestions on how to
put out fires (or fan them) are irrelevant .
By contrast, this study concludes that the problems causing the upheavals

and violence in Indonesia, the Philippines, and Kampuchea are not going
to go away soon-and US influence on these problems is minimal. In each
case, American influence is filtered through a host government with prob-
lems or an opposition movement under pressure ; and it is those authorities
and instruments that determine the effectiveness of US policies .
Toward Indonesia, American policy has consistently taken a geopolitical

stance and, with the exception of some human rights pressures on Jakarta
during the Carter administration, Washington has kept relations cordial
with the Suharto regime despite its internal policies . And it is hard to
quarrel with that approach because Indonesia's record of stability and de-
velopment for the past 20 years anchors ASEAN and ASEAN's progress.
One has only to recall the nightmare of Sukarno and his aggression against
neighboring countries to picture what a radical, or chaotic, Indonesia would
do to ASEAN; and to imagine the new opportunities it would create for
Moscow and Beijing in Southeast Asia.

In applying its New Order, the Suharto regime has, in addition to its
own skills and cunning, something that neither the Philippines nor Kam-
puchea has: oil and gas wealth. These minerals may be the single most
important ingredient in the regime's ability to keep the lid on as the fright-
ening population growth continues; Jakarta can usually anticipate the eco-
nomic pie growing as it slowly redistributes pieces of the pie to the millions
of new mouths that must be fed every year. So US policy toward Indonesia,
and its government's preemptive policy toward internal threats, should
concentrate on economics more than anything else . Indonesia simply needs
to slow down, then stop, its population growth while accelerating its re-
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settlement programs . That is the fundamental economic, political, and se-
curity requirement for this major country. American policy ought to bend
every effort to help it achieve that goal.

In the Philippines, United States policy under the Reagan administration
has been lucky. The transition from Marcos to Aquino was relatively quick
and bloodless . A democratic system has been rekindled in the Philippines
and the US-Philippine special relationship has survived the departure of
an American-protected, and extremely greedy, dictator and his wife . Now
a very different kind of transition and challenge is under way in the Phil-
ippines, one which the United States is supporting-the building of adem-
ocratic polity by a nonauthoritarian regime attempting to pull the country
out of years of socioeconomic malaise .
The key to American policies toward the Philippines' efforts to quell its

low-intensity conflicts lies in broader kinds of policy supports. We must
continue backing the democratic triumvirate in Manila of Aquino-Laurel-
Ramos, seek to get the Philippine debt bridged until the economy can be
rekindled, support the Aquino government's new constitution, support the
dismantling of oligarchical patterns in both the economy and the armed
forces, and push Manila for a more effective counterinsurgency effort .
Can a democratic and reformist pro-American administration in the

Philippines rebuild the institutions of government and rekindle the econ-
omy in the midst of hope, poverty, and violence? It will take years to be
successful . US policy must calibrate for the long haul and must work with
the Aquino government on all these fronts simultaneously. The insurgent
challenges in the Philippines are symptoms, not causes . The causes are
much deeper-at heart they are structural, cultural, and psychological.
Regarding Indochina and the conflict in Kampuchea, two fundamental

choices lie before US policymakers, although Washington's ability to make
either choice make a difference on the battlefield is very limited. In the
first policy option, the United States can continue its choice of backing
Chinese and Thai support to the Sihanouk-led rebels, which in turn gives
Hanoi and Moscow counterincentives to push for their own military so-
lution . The second policy option would have the United States seek a neu-
tralization of, and power-sharing within, Kampuchea. In this option, the
United States might offer economic anddiplomatic inducements to Hanoi,
and perhaps to Phnom Penh, and Moscow.
The first option, which is current United States policy, seeks to keep

Hanoi grinding itself down in Kampuchea, the objective being to so wear
down the Vietnamese that some day (1990?) they will pack up and go home .
This has been the aim of Sihanouk's guerrilla commanders and of China.
ASEAN, however, splits on the issue. Thailand and Singapore are the hard-
liners ; the others are opposed or not sure . The second US policy option of
negotiations could have a more complex result: While it would loosen Viet
nam's grip on Kampuchea and separate Thai and Vietnamese forces, the
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Chinese might be the major winner-ifthey could see installed in Phnom
Penh and anti-Vietnamese Khmer clique.
But a transition in Phnom Penh involving Khmer nationalists might not

necessarily favor either China or Vietnam. And a real neutralization of
Kampuchea, perhaps resulting from a diplomatic conference, would have
the advantage ofconverting a violent contest into an economic and political
one-thus playing into skills that ASEAN and the United States bring to
bear . Whichever policy track the United States adopts in the future, it is
clear that low-intensity conflict in Kampuchea is the product of complex
multilateral activities. Steering the competition toward a more preferred
outcome is the central task of US and ASEAN policy.

Low-intensity conflicts in Southeast Asia are political struggles . They
reflect political, social, and economic ruptures and breakdowns in these
societies. They express demands for fundamental changes in the power
distribution . The violence in these conflicts, a reflection of the deeper
issues, is used to gain larger ends, not the other way around. To the extent
that United States policymakers understand the thoroughly political nature
of these conflict environments and comprehend the political implications
ofthe kinds of programs and policies they recommend, they will help rather
than harm American interest.
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US Policy and Strategic Planning
For Low-Intensity Conflict

Jerome W. Klingaman

The authors of the preceding studies have examined their areas of spe-
cialty for important policy and strategy implications that lie within the
vast realm of low-intensity conflict . The results of those examinations are
relevant at two levels of policy and strategy development. Individually, the
narratives provide basic points of departure for developing policies and
strategic guidance in specific countries and conflict situations. Collectively,
they provide a larger body of evidence contributing to the development,
refinement, and interpretation of general, long-term strategies for low-in-
tensity conflict situations. This final narrative concludes the authors' works
by briefly assessing this larger body of evidence for its implications at the
second level of strategic planning . The assessment focuses on specific im-
plications relevant to our understanding of low-intensity conflict, and it
draws from these implications a critical perspective on the broad policy
guidelines contained in present and future low-intensity conflict strategies .
Low-intensity conflict has only recently entered the strategy development
process at the national level, but it is likely to remain in the forefront of
official concern for the remainder of this century and beyond.

Formulating Strategy for Low-Intensity Conflict

The US government is presently searching for appropriate ways and
means to respond purposefully and with national unity against a variety
of threats currently classified under the term low-intensity conflict (LIC).
As stated in the current National Security Strategy ofthe United States, these
threats "take place at levels below conventional war but above the routine,
peaceful competition amongstates ."' To ensure that national strategy prop-
erly accounts for future threats impinging on America's security, the sec-
retary of defense's Bipartisan Commission on Integrated Long-Term
Strategy is currently charting the broad guidelines for defense technology
and strategy for the next 20 years.2 Significant threats identified by the
commission will provide the background for an in-depth analysis of our
present national defense strategy. A Regional Conflicts Working Group
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supporting the commission is examining "the strategic implications of fu-
ture political violence in the form ofsabotage, terrorism, paramilitary crim-
inality, insurgency, and interstate wars which do not pit the armed forces
of the United States against the Soviet Union." 3 Their findings and rec-
ommendations will be included in the commission's Long-Term Strategy
Report, which may, in turn, support the president's Annual National Se-
curity Strategy Report to the US Congress. According to Senator John
Warner, ranking Republican Armed Services Committee member, "These
two reports will assist the members of Congress as we measure the value
and relevance of individual programs from Pentagon spending to foreign
assistance ." The two documents will also provide a clear statement to the
American people of the way in which we intend to turn our national and
defense goals into reality. As Senator Warner states,"Informed public de-
bate on these goals, strategies, and available options must reflect an aware-
ness of the dangerous complexities facing the United States .' 14 Beyond these
two reports, the evidence presented by the Regional Conflicts Working
Group maylead to the developmentofan updated strategy for low-intensity
conflict and ultimately to specific defense capabilities for dealing with this
threat.
The goal of strategy analysis, review, and development is a credible de-

fense posture that combines various economic, political, informational, and
military instruments of national power. A national security strategy pro-
vides basic licensing authority andguidance for general implementing strat-
egies and for country-specific programs developed by the US Defense
Department and by other agencies, departments, and independent estab-
lishments of the US government . It also furnishes a bridge between broad
policy objectives and specific defense initiatives for developing force struc-
tures, doctrines, and training programs . Combined with the implementing
strategies, a national strategy for low-intensity conflict underwrites all ci-
vilian and military defense capabilities that will ultimately be brought to
bear on the LIC problem.

The Problem of Definition

At this level of defense planning, we are dealing with general strategies
in which concepts, objectives, and capabilities are addressed in a very basic
formulation of policy guidance. Developing a broad conceptual framework
for such guidance necessarily relies on a certain amount of generalization;
and generalizations can be misleading, especially in a field where it is
difficult to define the scope and nature of the threat. Low-intensity conflict
is just such a field. Whilethe need for a LIC strategy is clear to most people
in the government, the definitional boundaries of LIC are not as apparent .
Since the term low-intensity conflict possesses no referential framework of
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its own, aside from a stipulated content made up of conflict elements such
as insurgency, terrorism, subversion, and so forth, there is no consensus
on the upper and lower limits of the realm. As a result, the strategy de-
velopment process almost invariably finds itself impaled on the thorn of
semantic relativism and subject to endless debate over the number and
types of conflict elements that should be included. Also, there is consid-
erable disagreement over fundamental causes and critical centers of gravity
within each of the conflict elements. Because of the term's highly relative
meaning and many possible connotations, it lacks utility in precisely those
instances where an unequivocal understanding is crucial to national se-
curity-in pinning down the types of low-intensity conflict that must be
addressed through policy, strategy, doctrine, and force structure initiatives .
Because the conflict elements are often complex in nature, and because
they vary from situation to situation, generalizing on causes, centers of
gravity, and appropriate response mechanisms, produce results that are
forever open to interpretation .
A generalization is often seized upon as a total account of the causes

underlying a particular conflict or as a complete, definitive answer to the
problem. Some people will argue, for instance, that the Soviet objective of
controlling global basing, critical maritime chokepoints, and strategic re-
sources is the primary cause of third world instability and armed conflict .
Such an argument has little to offer in the way of practical solutions, since
going to the source is a very risky business ; but it suggests that stability
can be restored by simply removing Soviet influence from the affected
countries . Others argue that such instability and conflict are the direct result
of high population densities, poverty, or a lack of political self-determi-
nation, and that the answers are social development, economic aid, and a
democratic process.
The present strategy development process has attempted to properly cir-

cumscribe the LIC realm and cut through all such simplistic notions . Still,
it is impossible to account for every variant of low-intensity conflict in a
way that avoids either a possible misapplication of the general guidance or
a misinterpretation of the threat itself. In some cases, there may be no
ready solution to the problem, or at least no solution that can be carried
out through American involvement without sacrificing the highest ideals
of our society . This is not to say that where there are no immediate answers
we must fall back on the counsel of despair. Sometimes even the questions
themselves are useful in sharpening the wisdom of a foreign policy that
might otherwise lead to political embarrassment or failure. In other cases,
strategic guidance derived from generalizations may have to be altered
significantly when constructing strategies for specific countries and situa-
tions . In all cases, the generalizations must be carefully assessed for their
application to specific threats and conflict situations .
The lack of conceptual clarity inherent in such a highly relative term as
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low-intensity conflict continually frustrates the best attempts at definition,
and it complicates the strategy development process. We might wonder,
then, why we do not relieve ourselves of this semantic burden and turn to
more explicit language that accurately identifies specific threats having
special significance to US security interests at levels below conventional
warand above the routine, peaceful competition among states. The answer
itself holds significant implications for US foreign policy and strategy de-
velopment . It also provides a starting point for assessing strategy impli-
cations contained in the previous chapters.

Explicit Language: The Fall from Grace

The term low-intensity conflict is a euphemism that arose during the early
post-Vietnam era. It was used to replace the traditional terminology of
revolutionary war, a terminology that symbolized to some extent America's
failure to prevail during a bitter and disastrous experience in Southeast
Asia. In such terms as insurgency, counterinsurgency, and guerrilla warfare,
many people believed they could read the graveyard inscriptions ofill-fated
adventurism in US foreign policy, and no one read those inscriptions more
clearly than the US defense establishment, even though there were others
who argued that insurgent warfare was alive and well and would return to
threaten our security interests in other parts of the world. The military
entered the war with counterinsurgency advisers to assist the Republic of
South Vietnam in defeating Vietcong guerrillas . As the war progressed,
however, the value of a low-order counterinsurgency strategy was lost in
the face of mounting military initiatives by North Vietnam to reunify the
country under Hanoi's leadership-initiatives that did not necessarily co-
incide with the political and revolutionary ambitions of the Vietcong.
With backing from the administration, US military planners seized upon

the widening commitment of North Vietnamese regulars in the South as
an opportunity to abandon the counterinsurgency effort and concentrate
on what they considered to be the primary perpetrator of the war-North
Vietnam. At the same time, the United States was looking for a way to
shorten the war and bring about a negotiated settlement that satisfied the
need for measurable, near-term results . A settlement required pressure, and
pressure required a substantial increase in firepower and logistics support.
With a land- invasion of North Vietnam out of the question, Washington
attempted to signal Hanoi that it could not win without facing the risk of
substantial escalation . That signal included an intense bombing campaign
in the North and a massive buildup of US troop strength in the South.
Counterinsurgency thus gave way to a policy of graduated response and
escalation .
Washington's signal failed to offset Hanoi, and American political resolve
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finally gave out in 1973 . In the end, America's strategic aims in Vietnam
were defeated not by military force but through a campaign of intense
political and psychological warfare waged by North Vietnam and its allies.
In the aftermath of the struggle, the principles of low-order counterrevo-
lutionary warfare were swept away in a flood ofcriticism against indecisive
military actions and self-imposed constraints that many believed had led
to an excessively long engagement, the withholding of decisive combat
measures, and the wearing down of our political and moral resolve.
Given North Vietnam's incredible perseverance and motivation to win

at any cost-all ofwhich were impossible to anticipate in 1960-one might
argue that the initial counterinsurgency effort in South Vietnam did not
fail for its own lack of merit and should not be held singularly responsible
for what happened in the end. Such an argument, however, fails to alter
the perception that US support of counterguerrilla operations during the
early phases of the conflict was a tentative and ill-advised response that
drew the United States into an ever-deepening morass of political blind
alleys and fatal commitments.
The United States returned from Vietnam with an aversion to the perils

ofextended military intervention in foreign internal conflicts deeply imbed-
ded in its political and moral conscience, an aversion that led to a complete
reassessment of our foreign policy initiatives in the third world. Our failure
to prevail in Vietnam manifested itself during the postwar years in an
almost total rejection of warfighting strategies and capabilities for all rev-
olutionary conflicts and insurgencies, including those impinging on US
security interests in our own hemisphere . Insurgency, counterinsurgency,
and guerrilla warfare were too closely identified with unpopular, protracted
struggles of psychological attrition; and during the post-Vietnam era, even
the terms themselves were eliminated from official use. Today, the ter-
minology of revolutionary war is subsumed under the broad generic clas-
sification low-intensity conflict, where it presently resides with other
definitional elements in a confusing array of terms, meanings, and rela-
tionships. Low-intensity conflict now denotes an ever-expanding realm of
threats and response measures that fall short of engagement between con-
ventional military forces . Because the term carries almost no semantic value
of its own, the size and content of that realm vary according to the oper-
ational interests of planners and staff agencies within the US government
and Defense Department .

The Significance of Low-Intensity Conflict

Low-intensity conflict is more than aeuphemism, however. Despite lack
of agreement over the definitional elements, the persistence of this term
suggests growing recognition that US security interests are threatened, and
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will continue to be threatened, by a distinct class of closely related uncon-
ventional conflicts lying outside the reach of conventional strategies and
response mechanisms . That we are moving away from the paralyzing effects
of Vietnam is suggested by recent efforts to develop strategies, doctrines,
and specialized response capabilities for LIC. National Security Strategy of
the United States, published in January 1987, contains the first substantial
policy guidance on low-intensity conflicts Counterterrorism, support for
democratic resistance movements, and military assistance to developing
nations are specific components of this document . A companion National
Security Decision Directive expands the guidance and provides a licensing
foundation for the developmentofimplementing civilian and military strat-
egies. The 1986 Goldwater-Nichols Defense Reorganization Act assigns
responsibility for strategy development and implementation to the Office
of the Secretary of Defense, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the commanders
in chief of the unified and specified combatant commands.
An annual National Strategy Report, now required under the same act,

reflects a shift in congressional interest from the minutiae of Defense De-
partment acquisition programs to the level of strategy analysis and review.b
Much of that interest is generated by concern over the relevance of our
present defense strategies and programs-geared predominantly for deter-
rence and high-intensity, conventional warfare-to low-intensity threats
that cannot be deterred in the conventional sense and that do not yield to
conventional solutions . The Defense Reorganization Act also mandated a
new assistant secretary of defense for low-intensity conflict and special
operations, and it reorganized all active and reserve special operations
forces under a newly created United States Special Operations Command
located at MacDill AFB, Florida. Elsewhere within the Department of De-
fense, there is renewed interest in joint and service doctrines for low-in-
tensity conflict, and specialized military capabilities are being enlarged for
certain contingencies that fall within the LIC envelope .

In keeping with general agreement that LIC involves the use of force up
to, but not including, sustained engagement between conventional forces,
the LIC realm also includes such low-order, peacetime "crises" as attempted
coups, kidnappings, civil disorders, assassinations, and armed expropria-
tions. By drawing in civilian components of the government such as the
State Department, the Central Intelligence Agency, the Drug Enforcement
Administration, the US Information Agency, and the Commerce Depart-
ment, the list expands even more . We now find other specific threats to
national security : coercive diplomacy, disinformation, subversion, illegal
drug traffic, extortion, blackmail, and the precipitous curtailment of stra-
tegic resources .

Included in the LIC realm are potential US response measures that range
all the way from diplomatic and economic sanctions to the use of military
force. Defense doctrine proposes a variety of military responses to deal
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with the threats listed above. The response to insurgency is counterinsur-
gency (the original term replaced by LIC). The response to terrorism is
counterterrorism, either in the reactive, retaliatory mode or the proactive,
preemptive mode. Certain crises and conflict situations may be dealt with
through peacetime contingency operations such as raids, rescues, surgical
attacks, and special intelligence missions . If military operations are re-
quired to restore or maintain peace between belligerent groups or states,
US military units may act as a peacekeeping force. Also, it is conceivable
that US forces may be called on to support an internal resistance movement
against a regime hostile to US security.

Strategy Implications

Although it is possible to detect the existence or potential of all these
LIC elements in the conflict situations described earlier in this book, the
central theme dominating the narratives is revolutionary conflict and in-
surgency. It is a theme that overshadows all other aspects ofthe LIC realm.
This observation coincides with Sam Sarkesian's statement that "the sub-
stantive dimensions of [LIC] evolve primarily from revolutionary andcoun-
terrevolutionary strategy and causes."' In most cases, the other definitional
elements of LIC are either manifestations of revolt or responses to it . Even
in Doctor Ware's study on the Middle East, where one might expect to
find a lengthy treatment of terrorism, the central issues are revolution and
insurgency. Terrorism surfaces as a manifestation of some form of revo-
lution, either as a tactic of guerrilla warfare or as an extension of the
revolutionary ambitions of a state or group. The question is : How much
can we draw from this observation as a basis for developing general
strategy?

A General Statement of the Problem

If the substantive dimensions of LIC are revolution and counterrevo-
lution, a long-term LIC strategy should be grounded in a similar context,
at least theoretically. In actual practice, however, the great differences
among the conflict situations alluded to in the previous studies suggest the
extreme difficulty of constructing a general LIC strategy that applies in
specific instances . Even if we accept the proposition that the major conflict
elements of LIC are grounded in revolution, our very notion of revolution
changes considerably from one region to another. In some cases, Central
America and most of Southeast Asia, for example, revolution may often
be a means of seeking to eliminate economic and political disparities in
social orders that have been governed for decades, even centuries, by out-
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moded class systems and oppressive, self-serving governments. In the pro-
cess of change and modernization, old, conservative regimes are brought
down and replaced by new ones that seek new forms of national identity
and independence among the community of nations-forms that do not
always coincide with American ideals and interests .

In the Middle East, our notion of revolution enlarges considerably. In
Iran and Afghanistan, revolution may be a conservative reaction to forces
ofchange and modernization that threaten cultural identity and traditional
belief systems. In contrast to Nicaragua, where a pro-Soviet political base
was established through a revolution that replaced the existing Somoza
regime andbrought the Sandinistas to power, the leaders ofthe government
in Iran are, themselves, agents of revolution-insurgents, if you will, bent
on purifying the world of Islam. As a policy-strategy model for the United
States, the familiar principles ofinsurgency and counterinsurgency in Cen-
tral America are almost impossible to apply in the Middle East .

In moving from the Middle East to countries on the USSR's southern
borders, the history of Iow-intensity conflict again alters our concept ofthe
origins and manifestations of revolution, presenting an entirely different
set of problems for strategy development. During the central Asian cam-
paigns of the 1920s, pro-Soviet political cadres were implanted through
coup d'etat, and coup d'etat was turned into revolution for Sovietizing
society. Conventional Soviet forces were then used to counter the ensuing
insurgency waged by anti-Soviet counterrevolutionary forces while the
cadre expanded and solidified its political base . This process is going on
today in Afghanistan.

In every one of these conflict situations, one can undoubtedly identify
common seeds of revolt in social, economic, and political grievances that
must be addressed in long-term planning for assisting friends and allies .
With respect to support of developing nations and democratic resistance
movements, our current LIC strategy recognizes that "long-term political
and economic development will reduce the underlying causes of instability
[in] the third world, help undermine the attractiveness of totalitarian re-
gimes, and eventually lead to conditions favorable to US and Western in-
terests:" Free trade, private enterprise, economic expansion, andeconomic
independence must be facilitated through US developmental assistance and
economic aid programs . The strategy also recognizes that indirect appli-
cations of US military force, primarily through security assistance, are the
most appropriate means to help foreign military institutions protect their
citizens and govemments .9 This strategy reflects a hard-won sensitivity to
the multidimensional characteristics of revolutionary conflict . It properly
seeks internal solutions within the affected nations through a nationally
coordinated effort that balances political objectives with military means.
Such balance is essential in a strategy that seeks to avoid the risk of active
military involvement at levels that are both politically unacceptable and
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tactically inappropriate. This strategy is based on the premise that lack of
political and economic development in the third world is the major cause
of low-intensity conflict; and it may, indeed, be a major cause-but let us
be sure we understand what we mean by "cause ." Perhaps the correct term
is condition.

Complicating Factors

Poverty, class oppression, and political disenfranchisement may be nec-
essary conditions of revolution, but they are not sufficient to generate rev-
olutionary conflict.'° Given the necessary conditions of economic or
political grievances, another condition must be met to ignite the fires of
revolution ; and it is this condition that complicates the development of a
general strategy for LIC. It is also the condition that establishes significant
differences among revolutionary conflicts, confuses the legitimacy of the
revolution, and is often the main obstacle in overcoming the conflicts. The
complicating factor is the ideological content of the revolutionary move-
ment . That content-itself a necessary though not sufficient condition-
furnishes the catalyst to focus grievances on the perceived failure of a state
to act in the best interests of the people . Together, the grievances and the
catalysts function as necessary and sufficient conditions that will set a
revolution in motion and sustain its momentum during the course of an
entire generation or longer. What makes the conflict situations so different
and so difficult to deal with is not simply the grievances themselves, but
rather the way in which the expression of those grievances is inspired,
organized, and focused. This is not to say that eliminating economic and
political instability is simple, for it is not. But the catalysts that bind to-
gether the various elements of modern revolution are highly resistant to
reform measures aimed at eliminating the political and economic tensions
that "caused" the revolution in the first place. The most resistant are those
found in revolutions hostile to US interests, and the most familiar are those
where Marxist-Leninist programs of Soviet origin furdish the political-
ideological models for revolutionary discipline, organization, and direction.
Models such as these transform insurgency-armed tactical operations with
possibly limited political goals-into a programmatic enterprise possessing
what Bernard Fall calls "a political rationale" for overthrowing the existing
government.
Doctor Weathers presents Mario Vargas Llosa's explanation of the ra-

tionale for guerrilla warfare in Central America. The "settling of accounts
between privileged sectors of society" referred to by Llosa alters somewhat
the common view of disaffected peasants rising in revolt against the gov-
ernment. At the peasant level, there are, indeed, genuine grievances-preex
isting conditions of revolt, conditions that have existed for generations in
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many countries around the world. The revolution does not start here, how-
ever. On one side of the "privileged sector" is a deeply entrenched, op-
pressive military bureaucracy. On the other side is a collection of
intellectuals and militant middle class who have been pushed out of the
power system, exploited by the government, and subjected to outside in-
fluences that create a sense of political awareness and an awakening of
conscience . The genuine, well-meaning objective of the middle class and
intellectuals is the leveling out of social, economic, and political disparities
on behalf of the peasants-a "settling of accounts ." Lacking a democratic
process and a voice to effect change, and wanting action now in the face
of seemingly immovable opposition, force is seen as the only viable alter-
native . As "Walkman" Lawson once remarked in a somewhat different
context, "Most people who can communicate, communicate. Those who
can't, carry guns."" And so, the poor, the voiceless, and the dispossessed
draw .themselves to the edge of insurrection .
Moving beyond that edge, an armed insurgency might be able to extract

limited concessions from the government . But if the primary objective is
the overthrow of the government, the insurgency must be equipped with a
solid political foundation and a theory of revolution that incorporates the
necessary administrative, organizational, and operational instruments; in
other words, an infrastructure . A revolutionist does not at this point seek
an appropriate theory or infrastructure; it was already in place during the
early days,when a hard-core leadership ofMarxist-Leninists established the
catalytic effect by focusing the people's attention on ancient grievances . It
will remain firmly entrenched during the recruiting, organizing, training,
and equipping of guerrillas and political cadres . During the protracted
phase of the guerrilla war, it will manipulate world opinion and provide
tactical direction in the conduct of military operations . In the end, it will
carry the revolutionary leadership to power on the backs of those who
wanted to accelerate the processes of change and modernization-but who
only traded one form of totalitarianism for another.
The complication posed by this catalyst is evident in Doctor Grinter's

account of Southeast Asia where US security interests are caught up in a
violent expression of legitimate needs and aspirations that have been co-
opted by nondemocratic programs that subordinate personal freedom to
the survival of the revolutionary state. In the Philippines and Indonesia,
it is difficult for the nonspecialist to determine how much of the revolu-
tionary momentum is based on a broad, popular mandate to change the
existing order and how much is based purely on the political initiatives of
those who would transform a nation or the entire world into a monolithic
society for the sake of a Marxist or Maoist ideology.
Ware identifies an important variant of the catalyst when he states that

Khomeini used religion to mobilize a politically uninformed mass against
secularism in Iran and against the forces of Western imperialism. The
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ideological content here is not Marxist-Leninism or Maoism, but an old
vision of the cosmic order reborn in a new mandate for ordering man's
relationship to man and man's relationship to God and the universe . In
Doctor Blank's work on Afghanistan, religion surfaces again as the catalyst
that binds together, if only temporarily, the various mujahidin factions in
their holy war against the Soviet invaders and the Afghan government .
Another variant-tribalism-is emphasized in Doctor Ofcansky's account
of ethnic rivalry in Africa .
US strategy for countering insurgent violence against friends and allies

is also complicated by a conflict between legitimate revolutionary aims and
Soviet initiatives in the third world. As this author has stated elsewhere,
the revolutionary aspirations of many lesser developed nations will prob-
ably be carried forward and realized, with or without Soviet support, under
the influence of expanding communications, education, and technology . As
a social phenomenon, the process is probably inevitable . I I One of the most
difficult problems forUS strategic planners is that by providing the material
resources and the political-ideological rationale for revolution in the third
world, the Soviets and their allies in Cuba andthe Eastern bloc have already
aligned themselves with forces ofchange that might eventually prevail. This
alignment plays a crucial role in Soviet global strategy. Unable to achieve
economic parity with other major industrial societies on the basis of free
trade and international competition, the Soviets seek to redress the eco-
nomic balance of power through indirect means that avoid a direct con-
frontation between themselves and the United States . Through
revolutionary warfare waged by surrogates and proxies, they can exercise
a relatively cheap, low-risk option for denying international markets, nat-
ural resources, and strategic positions to the United States and its allies .
Specific Soviet objectives will be to force a gradual drawdown of US po-
litical leverage, prestige, and physical presence overseas, and to erode US
economic viability in the world trade centers. As many other authors have
noted, the Soviets can pursue their limited war objectives with little like-
lihood of a stiff US response due to the unacceptable risks of direct su-
perpower confrontation.

Counterrevolution

A leading question for defense planners is: How do we promulgate na-
tional strategy to eliminate or reduce the threat that revolutionary warfare
poses to US and allied security interests without denying the processes of
social and political evolution in the underdeveloped nations? A convincing
answer to this question begins with the recognition that the unwillingness
of a nation to deal fairly with its own people is, itself, a threat to national
security-theirs as well as ours . If we ever hope to separate the Soviets and
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their agents from the revolutionary processes, we must begin by encouraging
friends and allies to initiate political-economic reform measures that offer,
at a bare minimum, demonstrable evidence that the leaders are acting in
the best interests of the people . This does not mean that the United States
can in all cases implant democracy as an alternative political system or
that US economic assistance can eliminate poverty in the third world; it
cannot . It does not even suggest that eliminating poverty is a necessary
condition for countering revolution ; it is not. It does, however, suggest that
US diplomatic initiatives must, wherever possible, be brought to bear in
promoting some form of representative government that engenders among
the people a sense of national identity and participation in the affairs of
state. Ifa nation is threatened by insurgent violence, it is at least the people's
own nation that is being threatened . Most certainly, the strategic initiative
must be preserved through economic means, but the issues affecting re-
gional security are primarily political, not economic .

On Reform

Some might argue that reform initiatives are sufficient to remove what
is widely termed the root causes underlying the revolutionary movement .
In eliminating social, economic, and political injustices that fuel the rev-
olution, the catalytic agent has nothing to work on . In time, the agent simply
loses strength and dissipates . This sounds correct. The object, after all, is
to capture the political initiative from the revolutionary movement-a goal
that requires political mobilization in favor of the defending regime . In
actual practice, however, the elimination of insurgent violence against a
government is not likely to occur through reform alone. In Central and
South America, and in certain parts of Southeast Asia, the catalyst contains
an imported element of revolutionary leadership whose ambitions extend
considerably beyond the legitimate aims ofthe revolutionary rank and file .
The point that is often missed by the advocates of diplomacy and reform
is that the leaders ofthese revolutionary movements do not want reform-
they want total control of the state. No amount of reform or political
compromise will satisfy the revolutionary aspirations of a hard-core Maoist
or Marxist-Leninist leadership. In fact, reform is a threat to the leadership
of any revolutionary movement bent on acquiring power at any cost . In
the Philippines, for instance, the continuation of repressive policies under
the Marcos regime actually served the political interests ofthe Communist
party of the Philippines (CPP). The longer the Marcos regime stayed in
power, the more time the CPP had to consolidate a political-economic
infrastructure throughout the island complex, particularly on Luzon.

In some cases, reforms initiated by the state are capable of actually pro-
ducing conditions that lead to insurgent violence. Muhammed Reza Pah-
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lavi's modernizing reforms in Iran, for instance, were too much, too soon.
In Afghanistan, a revolution of radical social reform initiated in 1978 by
pro-Soviet Afghan leaders produced a counterrevolution that has survived
nine years of Soviet air attacks, ground offensives, and forced migration .

On Diplomacy and Political Compromise

There is, of course, more to revolt than ideological theories or the will
to power. We must always anticipate the possibility of a revolutionary man-
date at the grass-roots level of any insurgency. But there is more at foot
here than a revolution ofthe people. Proponents ofcounterinsurgency strat-
egies based purely on economic and political reform must come to terms
with the fact that the objectives of the sponsoring parties are rarely ne-
gotiable. Compromise solutions play an active role in achieving revolu-
tionary ends in the Marxist-Leninist system, but only as a tactic for
implanting, legitimizing, and enlarging a political infrastructure that even-
tually chokes out all competing elements . A revolutionary movement aimed
at establishing a totalitarian state cannot achieve its goal, or even survive,
on compromise solutions that entail an actual sharing of power. As with
economic reforms that take the steam out of the peasant support base,
diplomacy and political compromise hold little attraction for a revolution
that must arrive at power with all its political, economic, informational,
and military control instruments intact . Insurgent leaders will not negotiate
away what they can win militarily . Drawing hard-core revolutionaries into
the electoral process is no more likely than their allowing it to continue
once they have come to power. If they were to come to power through the
vote alone, they would not be able to bring with them a monopoly on
military force to protect and sustain their programs against hostile elements
ofthe previous military structure if that structure were capable of wielding
considerable force and was firmly entrenched as a national institution. The
Sandinistas did not, of course, meet with such opposition when they took
control ofNicaragua in 1979 . The previous military structure had not been
a broad-based national institution with an extensive fighting capability.
The Guardia Nacional was a relatively small presidential enforcement and
protection instrument that owed its allegiance to Samoza . When Samoza's
power base was destroyed in the political arena, the Guardia Nacional found
itself without a sponsor and with no political or economic viability of its
own. The political and economic sectors had been almost totally under
state control . The Sandinistas possess a much larger fighting force today-
a force that owes its allegiance and source of power to the Sandinista lead-
ership, not to a body of legislation that stands over and above the authority
of one party or regime-an interesting point for students ofcontra strategy.
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The Use of Force

The uncompromising nature ofthe revolutionary catalyst manifests itself
in the insurgent's willingness and, indeed, need to use force as a substitute
for denied or otherwise unobtainable political leverage against the govern-
ment. The insurgent can and must be engaged politically through social,
economic, and institutional government reform ; but reform takes time. The
host government must be protected for whatever time is required for those
initiatives to take effect, and that requires counterforce . The principal tar-
gets ofreform is the revolutionary support base-the people . The principal
targets ofcounterforce should be those who espouse violence while denying
the logic and meaning of reform . This requires penetrating the insurgent's
infrastructure and eliminating the catalyst. The principal instruments for
dealing with an infrastructure are intelligence agencies and police or para-
military forces . Beyond the infrastructure, military forces may be required
to offset the main thrust of guerrilla offensives. Force thus becomes one
of several instruments that must be incorporated into the host nation's
internal defense strategy. US military training and supply assistance to a
third world ally will be appropriate in many instances as an adjunct to a
much larger foreign assistance program, but such training and assistance
will be difficult to apply efficiently if the host government is incapable of
dealing with the revolutionary infrastructure . As with all other major as-
pects ofhost nation's internal defense program, dealing with a hostile infra-
structure requires an internal solution . US participation and influence in
this area will probably be minimal due to the necessary heavy reliance on
political, judicial, informational, and law enforcement instruments.

Integration

Pulling together all the capabilities needed to implement reform, to elim-
inate the insurgent infrastructure, and to provide physical protection ofthe
host government establishes an imperative for combining all instruments
ofnational power into a single, integrated internal defense and development
program made up of both civilian and military elements . The most im-
portant implication for US defense planning is that our own civilian and
military instruments must be similarly integrated for supporting friends
and allies . The objective of such a move is a nationally coordinated effort
that addresses the multidimensional aspects of revolutionary war-but the
key term here is integration, not merely coordination . Applying foreign
assistance programs that are not mutually supporting, or that shore up a
missing or deficient capability in only one area when the host nation is
equally lacking in other areas, can waste valuable resources and may only
contribute to the insurgents' strategy of extending the conflict .
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Revolution

The implications that can be derived from the internal dynamics of rev-
olutionary war suggest that we reexamine our strategy for assisting resis-
tance movements. So far, our assistance has been directed almost
exclusively to military aid for armed tactical operations for insurgency; and
we have often provided that assistance without a clear indication of ob-
jectives, rationale, or correct methodology. The problems of organization,
administration, direction, and legitimacy in a resistance movement hold
not only for insurgency against non-Communist states but also for insur-
gencies (the Marxist term is counterrevolution) that reboundon Communist
states after they have taken power. An infrastructure with political, eco-
nomic, social, and informational components is no less important to an
anti-Communist resistance movement than it is to a resistance of Com-
munist origin. If the aims of the resistance are revolutionary, there must
be a revolutionary vision and a means of translating that vision into a
popular revolutionary mandate.

It can be argued that popular support is not a necessary condition for
overthrowing a government and capturing power through guerrilla opera-
tions . The murderous assault of the Khmer Rouge against the Republic of
Cambodia supports such an argument. A successful revolution, however,
is one that survives after it has come to power and that requires more than
a purely military solution . The insurgent may succeed in capturing power
without the support of the people, but he will eventually need that support
to govern the nation . Moreover, for the purpose of establishing US policy
and strategy for assisting resistance movements, the most successful rev-
olution should be defined as one that shows promise of surviving, without
resort to the draconian methods of a totalitarian police state, over a long
period of time on the basis of broad, popular support and democratic rule .
Long-term survival on this basis requires a long-range strategy that reaches
considerably beyond immediate military objectives . Because the struggle
is primarily political, the strategy must focus on political objectives, even
when the means of achieving those objectives are economic . For instance,
the development of an extensive, independent, property-owning middle
class is one of the most important initiatives that can be taken toward
securing the survival ofademocratic institution once it is in place. Abroad-
based middle class-with the freedom to develop an independent local
economy, private enterprise, and international trade-provides a mecha-
nism for preventing state domination of the economic scene. A middle
class also provides a source ofconstant pressure for expanding that freedom
toward greater equality in the social and political sectors. By extending
economic freedom, civil and political liberties, and the rule of law to the
people, the government receives the continuing support it needs to survive.
Such an initiative is an ambitious undertaking that may not be possible in
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every case . Where the initiative does show promise as part of the revolu-
tionary vision, however, it must be planned for in advance; and it may
require US assistance .

In the same fashion as successful counterinsurgency, a successful revo-
lution involves programs in the social, economic, and political sectors.
These programs should be an integral part of the revolutionary planning
process from the very beginning. They should be expanded during the
guerrilla conflict phase and carried over into the posthostilities era. Military
actions must be carefully integrated into the nation-building and reform
initiatives. The infrastructure required to administer and direct these in-,
itiatives must also provide public information devices for mobilizing po-
litical support within the nation, gaining outside support for the
revolutionary movement, and reducing support of the enemy regime. The
same infrastructure provides ameans for dealing with such issues as human
rights and social welfare, government propaganda, and the internal control
of insurgent forces . All such actions must be underwritten by a political
rationale and managed through an administrative apparatus that functions
through a broad communications and intelligence network. Where the the-
oretical and practical foundations of such a coordinated enterprise are
lacking, US strategic aims in supporting resistance movements will be very
difficult to achieve. In Nicaragua, for example, the contras initiated tactical
operations before they established an infrastructure to coordinate military
means with political and social objectives . As a result, the legitimacy and
future of the contra movement are still in doubt among skeptics of contra
aid.
There is also considerable doubt as to the utility and moral significance

of supporting resistance movements that are incapable of achieving any-
thing more than limited tactical operations. A resistance movement that
lacks the means of mobilizing and sustaining significant political support
within the nation is likely to have difficulty obtaining political andmateriel
assistance from outside sources. In Chile, Allende's socialist program col-
lapsed for lack of both internal and external support. Since Allende's fall,
the leftist guerrilla movement has not made significant progress because it
too lacks sufficient domestic and foreign backing.
Lacking the support needed to mount a sustained and serious military

offensive, the revolutionary movement is in a poor position to negotiate
lasting concessions from the incumbent regime . If the resistance proves
incapable of carrying the insurgency across the threshold into revolutionary
takeover through either political or military means, it maynot even be able
to negotiate its own survival when outside support comes to an end. The
remaining alternatives are endless fightingwith dwindling resources, escape
into exile, or unconditional surrender.
There may be instances where our support of resistance movements

should include developmental initiatives in the social, economic, and po-
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should include developmental initiatives in the social, economic, and po- 
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litical sectors. To provide a means of launching and sustaining these ini-
tiatives, commensurate with US interests and where not prohibited by law,
our assistance may also be required in developing a revolutionary infra-
structure with all its organizational and administrative devices. Adjusting
to this larger dimension of revolutionary conflict will be difficult for the
United States because we lack a modern theory of revolution . Our own
democracy had its origins in a revolution, but American democratic insti-
tutions and values are neither based on, nor dependent on, an ideological
rationale ofpromoting andexpanding the revolutionary process throughout
the world. Unlike the Soviet model for Marxist-Leninist government, de-
mocracy is not structured for such an enterprise . Nor should it be. But the
survival of our free institutions may depend on a competitive strategy for
containment that includes not only military aid but also assistance in or-
ganizing, coordinating, and focusing the efforts of those who seek alter-
natives to totalitarian forms of government.

Counterterrorism

International terrorism originating in the Middle East is a manifestation
of revolution directed both internally and externally. Where it takes place
externally, the United States and other industrialized nations are often the
targets of violence . Treating terrorism within the political-social context of
revolution in those regions where this type of conflict originates, however,
may be impossible . For we are left with the question of what strategy or
strategies do these political-social factors inform? The Islamist revolution-
ary process assumes a form and content that differs considerably from the
types of local, internal conflicts we generally associate with revolutions
founded on Marxist-Leninist models . We are dealing here with a form of
revolution that renders inoperative our standard counterrevolutionary
strategy of military assistance combined with social, economic, and polit-
ical reform. In Iran, for instance, the government 4Tas already focused at-
tention on the failure ofsecular rule to satisfy social, economic, and political
needs. The regime itself has taken up reform as the means of restoring "a
just and perfect society," both within and without. Moreover, the clerical
leaders of this regime have provided an alternative-a return to Islamism
and a holy crusade against internal corruption and the forces of Western
imperialism. What we are faced with is not an internal revolution directed
against the state, but rather the state directing revolution against much of
the Western world with reform being its principal objective. The terrorist
movements that carry on this crusade, whether they are state sponsored or
not, live within systems of ideological principles that are completely im-
pervious to social, economic, and political reform from the outside.

It seems reasonable to look for solutions to terrorism by eliminating its
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causes ; but in some cases, there may be no "causes" amenable to solution .
How, for instance, do we construct a foreign policy or strategy to neutralize
a terrorist movement that is opposed to and totally isolated from all ra-
tionally founded formal institutions of government and society, their own
as well as ours? In time, we maydiscover political and economic paths that
lead to accommodation and the elimination of terrorism. Given the un-
compromising, radical motivations behind international terrorism, how-
ever, that path will be very difficult to find. And where we are unable to
achieve diplomatic closure and penetrate the arid, philosophically closed
doctrines that justify terrorist violence, there will be few options short of
forceful deterrence for protecting the rights and safety of our citizens and
free institutions .
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